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ABSTRACT

LE PECHOUX, BEATRICE. A Pattern Language Describing Apparel Design Creativity.

(Under the direction of Trevor Little.)

The apparel design process involves gathering and analyzing information on fashion

trends, markets, past line sales and editing ideas for successful combinations of fabric,

style and price. These ideas are the result of creativity. Creativity is most often the

modeled as a problem solving process involving complex chaotic systems. In the fields of

architecture and software design, pattern languages have been developed to help

understand the various fundamental components and dynamics of complex systems by

using a series of related generic problem-solving patterns empirically proven to be

successful in a specified context of forces. Patterns record existing knowledge to make it

rapidly and easily accessible and communicated between different users.

The research objective of this dissertation was to develop a pattern language describing

the initial creative phase of the apparel design process. First, an archetype of the initial

creative process in apparel design was constructed based on the literature reviewed to

integrate the intervening marketing and design components, and suggest a set of links

between these components and the various stages of the process. Second, patterns

describing these links and the archetype were developed to form a pattern language

representing the dynamics of the archetypal model, i.e. the articulation and

interdependencies of all its components and stages.
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Design professionals reviewed the pattern language. Students used it to develop product

concepts and storyboards, which were evaluated by a panel of judges. Feedback from

these participants indicates the pattern language offers a manual that can be used by all

team members to improve design efficiency and effectiveness, i.e. higher success rates of

new products in a timely manner. Combining information technology and the pattern

language could make an even greater contribution to apparel design, both at an

operational level and a strategic planning level.

This research provides a working example of a pattern language and shows the benefits to

be attained. Also, the dissertation includes a guide on constructing pattern languages in

the hope of reaching the ultimate goal of encouraging industry and academic apparel

design experts to contribute to the necessary ongoing developments of the pattern

language.
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1 A PATTERN LANGUAGE DESCRIBING APPAREL DESIGN
CREATIVITY

Each season apparel manufacturers need to develop new collections. These collections

include various lines of garments and maybe accessories. The main objective is to

develop a product offer that will satisfy a predicted target consumer demand. These

predictions are based on target market research and past sales analysis. They are

influenced by trends observed in apparel and related industries (textile, shoes,

accessories, home furnishings…), and/or other industries (such as entertainment, sports,

music, or automotive) as well as wider environmental movements (cultural, social,

technological, economical…). All these elements combined help determine the concepts

and themes for the new season. Relevant materials, color palettes and silhouettes are

developed and selected accordingly. Trims and details may be added as further

embellishments. These former and latter design elements are coordinated and grouped

into product lines that meet cost, production, and delivery time requirements.

The apparel design process involves gathering and analyzing information on fashion

trends, markets, past line sales and editing ideas for successful combinations of fabric,

style and price. These ideas are the result of creativity. The discussion of the role of

creativity in today’s textile/apparel industry applies to the world’s highly developed

economies in general who are entering a new stage of development. For centuries this

growth was based on increases in productivity. However, “this expansion trajectory is

now perceived as unsustainable” (Andersson, 1997). Quantitative growth must be

replaced by improvements in quality. "Wealth creating innovations ultimately substitute

knowledge for energy or materials.… Knowledge accumulates exponentially, with every

innovation creating the opportunity for a greater number of innovations" (Petzinger,

2000). As products are becoming more varied and complex, creativity rather than

productivity is becoming the key to business success and survival. In the new knowledge-

based economy, Petzinger (2000) concludes that "creativity is overtaking capital as the

principal elixir of growth".
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Most of the literature on apparel product design processes tends to cover the overall pre-

production phase without focusing much on the initial conception phase. Despite the

importance of creativity for product differentiation, creativity regarding textile or apparel

designers, design teams and the design process has not been widely investigated. The

greatest amount of research done on creativity and its quantitative assessment has been

done in the field of social psychological disciplines (Kidd & Workman, 1999).

Analyzing, evaluating and modeling this initial creative design phase may contribute to

increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the apparel design process.

Most of the models reviewed describe the creative process as a problem solving system.

Alexander (1977) recognized that in the architectural design process some problems

occur over and over again, in a given environment, with a core (generic) solution. From

that observation, he was the first to develop a pattern language for a design process,

where each pattern describes a problem/solution combination related to a specific

context. The patterns are formulated in such a way that they can be used in different

sequences and numbers, many times over without ever doing it the same way twice.

Therefore the output can always be unique and new, thus defined as creative.

A pattern language for the apparel design process could channel creative efforts and

enhance communication between design team members by providing them a common

language to work with. Furthermore, pattern languages today are increasingly used in the

design of software and user-interface programs (Booch, 1996; Gamma et al., 1994).

Setting the ground to develop a pattern language for apparel products, could save

resources and time to improve the quality of future customized information technology

(IT) tools for the apparel design process.

This dissertation develops a pattern language focusing on the initial creative phase of the

apparel design process that could be used to communicate the marketing and design

components and their dynamics.
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2 LINKING MARKETING, DESIGN AND CREATIVITY
LITERATURE REVIEW

An initial review of the literature focused on marketing and design models, the complex

environment affecting apparel design in a marketing context and, modeling and

evaluation of creativity in design processes.

2.1 Mapping the Creative Design Process

The design process generally includes all the steps involved from generation of ideas and

concepts to prototype development of the end product (Secor, 1992). It is a multi-

disciplinary science that requires teamwork and collaboration between various corporate

functions. Marketing and sales information are particularly important in the initial phase

of the process. Design, material and process knowledge are necessary to follow through

the next phases and ultimately create new products.

2.1.1 Apparel design and development processes

Textile/Apparel design processes in literature are covered from both a theoretical and

empirical point of view. Since market and production constraints need to be integrated to

the process, a combination of skills and therefore a collaboration of various corporate

activities and functions are required. Theoretical models and empirical descriptions

attempt to capture the creative design process to make it more tangible for all the design

team members and management. The following figures show the product design and

development processes from different points of view.

Figure 2-1, which was taken from a textbook (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992), shows a

theoretical model of the apparel design and development process. Similarly to Carr and

Pomeroy’s model, Sadd (1996), of KSA, identifies five steps to product development:

consumer research, design/concept development, sampling, specification development,

and finally pre-production sampling. This whole pre-production phase is critical to
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achieve successful product sell through. The business objective is to develop a line plan

that can target the right market with the right product mix at the right time. The initial

creative design process must be followed by efficient product development generating

prototypes, patterns, costing and raw materials selection adequate both for consumer

demand and production which also requires specs, grading, marking and operations

sequence planning. Thus, design and development is labor and skill intensive. This paper

will focus on the “origin of styles” phase, which will always be referred to as the creative

design or conception phase for purpose of clarity.

The following models focus more on this conception phase. The first one is based on a

case study run by Gaskill (1992) in order to profile the functional activities performed by

two specialty retailers carrying 100% private label merchandise. Having previously

observed that retailers were increasingly involved in the process of product design by

setting up specialized product development divisions. The objective was to differentiate

themselves by creating unique products that catered to their target consumer’s specific

preferences. Resulting from the study, the Retail Product Development Model (Figure

2-2) shows the sequence of events that take place throughout the creative apparel design

process along with its internal and external influences. This model stops at the line

presentation phase.

Recently Gaskill along with Wickett and Damhorst (1999) conducted a new study to

support and develop this initial Retail Product Development Model. One of the objectives

of these authors was to validate Gaskill’s original model by testing it across a broader

range of specialty stores. In developing their data analysis tools, they created a guide

providing the researcher with a detailed outline of the pre-determined activities included

in the product development content areas. Table 2-1 includes the most detailed

description of the creative product design process found in literature. This process can be

divided in two basic phases. Initially information is probed for orientation ideas regarding

moods, themes, concepts and product types. In a second phase all this data is digested and

translated into product ideas combining silhouettes, materials and colors.
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Figure 2-1. The process of apparel design and product development (Carr &
Pomeroy, 1992)
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Figure 2-2. Retail Product Development Model (Gaskill, 1992)
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Table 2-1. Activities guide for apparel product development (Wickett, Gaskill &
Damhorst, 1999)

Trend Analysis

Sources of trend inspiration:
•  Shopping domestic markets
•  Shopping international markets
•  Media (magazines, television, mail-order catalogs)
•  Fashion support services (trade shows, fabric libraries, styles services, runway shows, color services)
•  Anywhere
•  Internal sources (employees, sales tracking information)
•  Competition

Employees involved in search for trends:
•  Buying area (buyers, general merchandise managers)
•  Design team
•  Product development manager
•  Fashion director
•  Chief executive officer
•  Merchandising manager
•  Product manager

Concept Evolvement

How decision on concept emerged:
•  Perceptions gained from traveling to markets
•  Evaluation of overall trend information
•  Assessment of past sales trends
•  Information gained from fashion services
•  Instinct

Palette Selection

How seasonal color decisions are determined:
•  Based on information gained during Trend Analysis

Source of color information:
•  Color services
•  Historical color data
•  Color testing results
•  New “emerging color stars”
•  Purchased garments
•  Trends
•  Yarn samples
•  Color swatches
•  Color shows

Fabrication selection

Criteria used in selecting product fabrication:
•  Structural fabric characteristics (performance, quality, appearance, draping ability, weight, hand)
•  Seasonal theme or timing of the line
•  Aesthetics
•  Marketplace trends
•  Past sales history
•  Fabric price
•  Perceived customer benefits
•  Textile mill availability
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Fabric Design

Source of fabric design:
•  Original designs (prints/plaids) created by the company
•  Both pre-developed designs and original designs
•  Pre-developed designs from fabric companies

Source of fabric design ideas:
•  Books and magazines
•  Fabric services (fabric libraries, print services, design services, forecasting services)
•  Fabric samples
•  Fabric mills
•  Market trends
•  Textile studios

Silhouette and Style Directions

Source of silhouette and styles:
•  Original designs
•  Branded merchandise (“knock-offs”)
•  Both original designs and knock-offs

Silhouette and style inspiration provided by:
•  Marketplace (domestic and international)
•  Current trends
•  History (past successful basic style blocks)

Line Presentation

Line presentation incorporated:
•  Prototype samples
•  Sketch-boards
•  Computerized renderings
•  Storyboards
•  Paintings
•  Pictures
•  Swatches
•  Fabrications

Line decisions based on:
•  Salability judgements
•  Testing results
•  Perceived customer reaction
•  Cost
•  Selling history
•  Coordination with other apparel groups
•  Marketplace trends
•  Other (newness, variety, lead time, quality, color, instinct)

Intervening Factors:

Internal factors:
•  Needs of the defined customer base
•  Sales trends
•  Input from employees
•  Analysis of store performance
•  Specific garments being developed

External factors:
•  Fashion trends
•  Domestic and foreign markets
•  Competition
•  Media, quota restrictions, and fabric capability

Table 2-1. continued
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The second phase includes palette selection, fabric construction and surface design

selection, and, silhouette and style directions. These activities are related to more tangible

design elements utilizing design principles and skills, along with material and process

knowledge to combine them effectively. Note that designers may be constrained by the

“supply” end of the textile/apparel pipeline. The availability of fabrics is limited by

inventory, production lead times for custom orders which fluctuate according to the raw

material, dye colors, patterns, finishes, and quality standards required. Long textile

production lead times force apparel companies to forecast long in advance and deal with

a high amount of risk (McPherson, 1987).

Once market information has been gathered and directions defined according to all the

demand and supply constraints mentioned above, the designer may begin translating

concepts into a collection starting from fabric selection or themes by drawing a series of

sketches. The result of this product identification phase should lead to a detailed plan

outlining the styling concepts of the line, patterns and colors, the coordination of these

elements. For apparel, line planning should include the specific fabrics and sundries

needed, as well as size ranges required for each group of styles (McPherson, 1987).

Generally, storyboards will be set up to display these combinations according to themes

or stories (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992). At this final stage of the creative design process,

sketches should include overall silhouettes and details such as collars and pockets, and

eventually surface decorations such as pleats or fringes.

Figure 2-3 was taken from a larger model that covers the whole product design and

development process for apparel. This “phase one” depicts the creative design process of

apparel up to the line plan. Figure 2-3 illustrates the various types of research information

that can be pulled from the environments and how they integrate the marketing,

merchandising and product development processes to establish a line plan. Product

development models for textile products, especially apparel, must be very flexible to

adapt to the changing desires of the target market every season. A three dimensional

system of skills and knowledge is required to make the design outputs as successful as

possible.
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2.1.2 A profitable three dimensional system

Good design saves and pays, if all the required dimensions are balanced and integrated

properly. “Making the best of what we have, not doing extraordinary things, but doing

things extraordinarily well” (Donaldson, 1987). A well-designed product should be easy

to make, use, look at and buy. When considering one of these aspects, all other aspects

should be kept in mind, which proves that design is truly an interdisciplinary science.

“The total process of manufacturing and trading needs to be thought of in design terms”

(van Praag, 1987). Generally, in both industry and educational organizations, the

textile/apparel design process is viewed as a system of combined forces in creativity and

aesthetics, production and technology, management and marketing. To develop

successful designs, this combination should be reached at both corporate and industry

wide level.

For instance, Ferner (1985) fears that in Germany there is a lack of cooperation between

industrial enterprises and creative talents that limits his country's success potential in

world markets. Trossurelli (1987) on the other hand, believes that the strength of “Made

in Italy” comes from its reputation for stylish imagination integrated with industrial

efficiency. This double image is due to the fact that Italian companies have been able to

combine a very solid industrial experience and a new flexibility towards the market and

the styles demanded, along with continuous research to achieve the highest quality and

creativity possible. Creativity and efficiency can go hand in hand. Based on his

experience at GFT, Trossurelli insists that “being original is not an obstacle to money

making”. He attributes GFT’s group survival to working with stylists and designers,

which lead them to a “system of flexible specialization”.

At corporate level, Knox (1989) shows in Figure 2-4 how design interfaces with other

company activities providing creative, technological and commercial input in a total

market environment. He stipulates that two-way relationships exist between the three

types of inputs to develop products that can satisfy future market requirements (Knox,

1989).
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Figure 2-3. Line planning and research (May-Plumlee & Little, 1998)
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Knox then breaks each of these three major fields into groups of activities that directly

interface with the designer. In Figure 2-5, he shows how creativity has multifaceted

relation ships and affects all areas of company strategy.

Figure 2-4. Design relationships (Knox, 1989)

Figure 2-5. Creativity and design activities (Knox, 1989)
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Donaldson (1987) describes a similar triangular model developed by Willock, a former

Design Director for the Courtauld Group, and referred to as the “three worlds of design”.

The two base points are “life” and “technology”, and the apex is “business”. This

business apex covers all aspects of trade and commerce, including merchandising,

marketing, sales and distribution. Technology ranges from simple craft tools to highly

sophisticated micro-electronic equipment. Life refers to human emotions and the

response to environment, social change, culture, the arts and fashion. Stylists and

designers are “inspired to capture, respond to, or reflect the mood of the times”

(Donaldson, 1987). They “provide the creative input to the world of fashion, but this

ability must go hand in hand with an understanding of marketing strategy in the business

environment” (Rogers & Gamans, 1983).

2.1.3 Market Intelligence

Since typically 80-90% of a product’s life cycle cost is determined during the pre-

production stages, careful planning is a necessary support to successful effective and

efficient product design (AICPA, 1998). Inefficient product design can create bottlenecks

for improved product quality and time to market. Ineffective product design can lead to

poor quality or non-sellable designs. The starting point to successful product design is in

the market and trend analyses.

2.1.3.1 Five Rights objective

Companies need to set up a research system that enables them to anticipate demographic

changes and how lifestyles and expectations of the target market segment are influenced,

to “create a critical path analysis so that the right thing happens at the right time”

(Robinson, 1987). The “5 rights” objective, which is to offer the right product at the right

price in the right place at the right time in the right quantity (AAMA, 1996), has pushed

the textile/apparel complex to reducing cost and time cycles all along the pipeline.
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Manufacturers seek shorter product development, sourcing, production and delivery

cycles. This task is a particularly complicated for apparel due to the high number of Stock

Keeping Units (SKUs), the need for constant change and working on at least three

seasons and several lines at a time (Remaury, 1996). Development of new apparel

products suffers from low success rates and difficulty in compressing time cycles.

Currently management focus is set on reducing the later while increasing the former.

Compressing time cycles at this stage is crucial to meet calendar deadlines and avoid

losing market shares (AAMA, 1991).

Shah (1987) believes that “timing”, i.e. getting new styles to the streets at the precise

moment the consumer is susceptible and ready for that design message, is related more to

market intelligence and understanding the consumer, than speed and technology. Though

a combination of all three elements really seems key to reaching perfect timing, I agree

that design team efforts should particularly focus on and build on this market intelligence.

"Getting the product right starts with design and trend information”, which over the past

decade has triggered “a boom in market and fashion forecasting /consultancy business”.

Forecasting is considered critical in apparel and all fashion related industries. McPherson

(1987) states that forecasting can be seen as a form of gambling which relies upon

“instinct, subtle indications of change, copying, varying, and blind luck”. The following

section of this paper will show that this point of view is arguable according to other

authors. In any case, McPherson suggests that merchandise planning, which translates

marketing objectives into specific product lines, can help control potential losses and

rapidly take advantage of favorable sales trends.

2.1.3.2 Marketing and design

Marketing is a two-phase process, which consists of identifying market needs and

satisfying them (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992). To reach these objectives, companies need to

constantly interact with suppliers, competitors, industry analysts, and especially

customers to avoid being “future shocked” (Dammeyer, 1994). “Now we must invest in
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consumers…. Figures alone are not enough: we must understand attitudes, interests, and

preferences” (Robinson, 1987).

2.1.3.2.1 Identifying market needs

Identifying and understanding market needs is a complicated task, which still needs to be

mastered. Currently, most consumers are not satisfied with their shopping experiences.

According to Kurt Salmon Associates’ 1996 Annual Consumer Pulse Survey, 68% of the

apparel shoppers know what they are looking for but 49% claim being unable to find it

(KSA, 1996). They seek instant gratification. Satisfying them has become retailers’ top

concern. Having pushed back in the pipeline some of their actions, they are increasing

their operation costs for developing systems to better understand and target their

customers, hence increasing responsiveness.

Retailers have shifted their focus from return on investment (ROI) to return on customers

(Tandem Corp., 1997). Instead of trying to increase the number of individual transactions,

they now want to increase the value of long-term customer relationships by supplying

many “right” products to one customer rather than one average product to as many

customers as possible. The main idea is to increase loyalty, attract old-customers back,

and target new ones more efficiently.

To better focus on specific target consumers, companies develop market segmentation

approaches. Initially market segments were based on product category and simple

demographics of the target consumer (such as age, sex, income level and geographic

location). In today’s intensely competitive environment, products have become

increasingly specialized and complex, multiplying the number of definable market

segments and blurring the borders between them. “Customers can now buy shorts for

running, for hiking, for playing football or tennis, for swimming, for sleeping in or for

lounging on the beach – not that the customer necessarily restricts their wearing to these

activities. Indeed the cut of skin shorts for cycling has translated in lurex fabric to disco

wear for young men and women” (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992).
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To deal with the increasing complexity of market segmentation, marketing has evolved

into a new field called “micro-marketing”, which focuses on pinpointing narrow local

markets to target customers more efficiently.  Based on multi-variable segmentation,

Micro-marketing requires collecting a wide variety of data incorporating detailed

demographic data as well as consumer information on psychographics, life styles and

family life cycles, activities, interests, opinions, purchasing and consumption profiles,

media used, etc. (Pitt, 1997; Brown A., 1997). The information may be based on

individual consumers or on households (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992).

This detailed micro-data collected will be used to segment and locate target groups, plan

relevant marketing mix, map product potential usage and help customize assortments. As

a matter of fact, management focus is shifting from product to category (McCann, 1997),

a.k.a. “consumption constellation” (Solomon & Englis, 1998), taking into account

interaction between, rather than within, product categories to offer creative buying

incentives and promotional products on a store-to-store basis. This knowledge is

particularly relevant to develop different lines of apparel and accessories they may lead to

bundled purchases.

Electronic commerce via the Internet will enable manufacturers to directly communicate

with and supply consumers, while monitoring and analyzing the information each

customer is individually pulling down from the World Wide Web. Micro marketing will

become on a one-on-one basis. This next stage is already being called “relationship

marketing” (Brown A., 1997). The Internet will thus greatly contribute to collecting data

on the consumers in addition to that collected through current and past POS and

marketing tools such as frequent user programs.

2.1.3.2.2 Response to market demand

Once market needs have been identified and interpreted, response can be given to these

defined consumer demands through a mix of marketing elements. The traditional

marketing mix factors known as the “4 p” (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994) are product, price,
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promotion and place. As shown in Figure 2-6, this mix is centered around the target

consumer and helps articulate the whole marketing strategy cycle from analysis and

planning, to implementation and control stages. Product refers to the items and services

offered by a company to its target market. Price refers to what will be charged for the

purchase of the product. Place refers to where the product will be sold. “Promotion

includes all the efforts of a company to establish the identity and enhance the demand for

specific brands and designer name products or to encourage buying from certain

retailers” (Jarnow & Dickerson, 1996).

Figure 2-6. Factors influencing marketing strategy (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994)
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Several authors have given different definitions of the marketing mix, which always

include the notions of product, price, place and promotion, while classifying design as a

category in itself. Rigamonti (1987) describes the four key areas of marketing mix as

being quality, price, performance and design/image. According to Carr and Pomeroy

(1992), the marketing mix for apparel companies includes advertising and promotion, the

choice and design of retail outlets, and the design of a range of garments. Robinson

(1987) adds visual merchandising, and retail staff’s attitude to this mix. Jarnow and

Dickerson (1996) consider product design as one of the three stages of the merchandising

process, along with product development and promotion to the point of sale, which are all

related to the marketing mix.

Carr and Pomeroy define design as creating products for profit and conclude that

“designing is an arm of marketing. For a business to make a profit, design must be market

led, market driven and market justified”. Design is definitely one of the major marketing

tools management has to woo consumers. Design is essential for generating and diffusing

a specific image and style, and to differentiate a company’s brand name from that of the

competition (Robinson, 1987). As companies seek to differentiate themselves from the

increasing global competition, designers are under pressure to create brands and

corporate identities. Though market research was initially considered as a potential risk

for limiting creativity and destroying design concepts, designers now constantly turn to

market data provided instantaneously through IT in order to integrate the consumers’

opinion into their creative process. The use of focus groups, interviews, consumer

surveys to assess corporate identity, style and recognition as well as personal opinions on

various topics from product design and retail environment to moral beliefs have become

widespread (Blyth, 1989).

2.1.3.2.3 Micro and macro environments

The marketing environment includes all the opportunities and threats that affect a

company’s ability to reach its “goals in developing and maintaining successful business

relationships with its target customers” (Jarnow & Dickerson, 1996). For companies to
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survive they must “want to change”, and this change should be based on knowledge of

three main categories: the customer, the market and society. This knowledge can help

interpret what lies behind the statistics gathered in market research.

Figure 2-6 shows two types of environments in the inner diamond and the outer square.

The microenvironment is closest to the company, affecting “its ability to serve its target

market”. It includes marketing channels, suppliers, competitors, and public such as “the

financial community, the media and the general public”. The macro-environment refers

to the larger societal settings in which the company operates. Though there may be a

supra-environment that affects all individuals all over the world, note that the

environments referred to here may vary from one geographic location to another.

Keeping track of the pertinent environments is crucial, especially for a company that

designs its product line in New York, sources it in various foreign countries, and sells it

to global markets.

The marketing of fashion goods is not an isolated process (Rogers & Gamans, 1983).

Socio-economic trends prevail and need to be interpreted. Social, political,

environmental, technological, even legal events, are interrelated to the fashions of a

country and shape what will be bought and sold, in both an “overt and subliminal”

manner. Forecasting is based on observation and analysis of all these factors, their

potential synergies and correlations, to help determine what influences they may have on

future consumer behavior and fashion (Robinson, 1987). The following section will

identify how environmental influences interrelate with consumer wants, fashion cycles,

brand image and style, thus influencing the design of new products.

2.2 The complex environment of design

Fashion permeates all the environments of the apparel design process. Rogers and

Gamans (1983) define fashion as “any form, custom, usage or style during a particular

time that is socially accepted”. “Fashion is everywhere. We wear it; we use it; we ride in
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it; we look at it; we read it; we listen to it. Society is permeated with fashion”. The list of

possible demographic and social influences on fashion is enormous (Shah, 1987) and

dynamic. “Fashion can never stand still” (Rogers & Gamans, 1983). Therefore, fashion

changes with everything that is happening around us and is strongly dependent of time

and context. Global and local conditions create an atmosphere that triggers feelings,

attitudes, pressures among the consumer population that require change. Therefore, any

industry that is related to fashion must understand the constantly shifting consumers’

inner emotions at the fastest pace possible. “It is largely psychological motives that

encourage the growth, change, and perennial quest for newness in fashion” (Rogers &

Gamans, 1983). Carr and Pomeroy (1992) define fashion more specifically as “the

complex of activities and attitudes … which influences the behavior of different groups

in relation to clothing”. People can relate to it or go against it. Fashion is a reference to

follow or to counter. Burns (1998) concludes that fashion can be studied either as an

object or idea, or as a process of change. “Although the term “fashion” is often associated

with dress and adornment, “fashion” can be related to any object or phenomenon that

changes over time based upon individuals’ preferences”.

In any case, it all starts with the needs and wants of individual consumers. As a matter of

fact, even Shah (1987) who asserts that designers are actually at the root of it all, also

contends that cyclical, socio-political and cultural factors, as well as “the street” interact

with fashion. Therefore, he too recognizes that the initial inspiration comes from all

members of society, including potential consumers and design professionals.

2.2.1 Consumers

Carr and Pomeroy (1992) claim that consumer behavior affecting decisions to purchase

clothing are of two types: lifestyle and personality. Other more specific criteria include

context and use of the garment, loyalty of the buyer to a designer or retailer, willingness

to buy, and responsiveness to the marketing mix. In this mix, “design of clothing

primarily influences the decision to buy; but one step behind the decision to buy is the

behavior of people towards clothing”. That behavior is personal to all individuals,
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whether they are consumers or designers, and it involves the self and the environment. A

complex combination of psychological, social, and economic forces influences

consumers in their decision on how to dress.

2.2.1.1 Internal psychological factors

Clothes are both self-protective and self-assertive. Understanding theories affecting

individual perceptions, such as personality profiles and the psychology of color,

contribute to enlightening “fashion marketers” as do the “principles of need fulfillment”

(Rogers & Gamans, 1983).

The psychologist Maslow developed a hierarchy of needs, which determine human

behavior. The basic needs involve the utilitarian, functional attributes of a product, while

higher level needs refer more to its perceived hedonic, emotion-driven benefits (Rogers

& Gamans, 1983; Engel, Blackwell & Miniard, 1995).  The need for and selection of

clothes depends greatly upon where a person exists in a hierarchy in a particular situation.

The basic interest of human behavior starts with motivation, as will be further discussed

from a designer’s viewpoint in the description of the creative process. For the consumer,

this motivation then leads to selection and purchase. Motivation follows a sequence of

drives, needs and wants. Needs may exist in a dormant state until they are awakened by

internal or external forces called drives. Needs then become wants. Applying

psychological theory to marketing objectives, several elements need to be taken into

consideration: psychological states, attitudes, values, and interests of people. The basic

needs covered by dress are adornment, protection, modesty, and seduction (Rogers &

Gamans, 1983). Garments thus have a triple dimension of functionality, expressiveness

and aesthetic, which are critical evaluative criteria to consider in the apparel design

process as will be shown later.
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2.2.1.2 External social factors

Dress is a medium by which we present ourselves to society and therefore constitutes an

implicit mean of self-expression. “We are all creatures of our environment and, unless

forced to do otherwise, we will express what we are or what we hope to become through

the way we live and dress” (Rogers & Gamans, 1983). Dress includes clothing as well as

accessories, hair/beard styles and appearance condition.  (Damhorst, 1990). “The way we

dress is a complex mean of communication, sending out multiple messages on our

identity, our values, our mood, and our attitude. Dress messages are non-sequential and

non-linear and therefore resist precise cataloging and identification of single cues which

trigger the inferences” (Damhorst, 1990). Colors, textures, patterns, and silhouettes come

together to create one specific whole message which is different from the simple sum of

the visible messages sent by each item individually. The relentless process of fashion

adoption and change increases the vagueness and complexity of dress meanings. The

potential message transmitted depends on the context of perception, the stimuli of the

wearer and the perceiver. Therefore, perception plays a crucial role in the meaning of a

garment and its associated value added by a consumer (Solomon & Englis, 1998).

Designers have the difficult task to disassociate with their own perceptions and integrate

those of the target consumers.

One’s dress involves a social dimension, and at the same time, since self-image results

from social interaction with others, it is a social phenomenon (Figure 2-7). Dress is a

medium to turn obligatory into desirable (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1989). However, social

models such as lifestyles or fashion can be either “aspiration references” or, on the

contrary, “avoidance references” (Solomon & Englis, 1998), as suggested in Figure 2-7

under “coping strategies”.

2.2.1.3 Context

All these influences on individual dress behavior deal with the self and/or the

environment, and thus depend on perceptions and context. Context changes according to
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multiple factors: age, income, single or married, urban or rural, job, work environment,

personal life environment, activities, hobbies, lifestyle, health, etc. During one’s lifetime,

these contextual factors will evolve along with individual identities and roles, as defined

in Figure 2-8 where the Self refers to a global sense of who one is. This abstract and

inclusive concept of Self is composed of a subset of identities [I], which represent the

self-in-context. Identities are constructed and negotiated though social processes and

composed of a subset of roles [R], or “typified responses to typified expectations”. The

concept of roles, which is the most tangible of the three, “refers to performance or

enactment (person acting, following a script that is prescribed)”.

Figure 2-7. Model of the effects of social comparison on the construction and
evaluation of appearance (Rudd & Lennon, 1994)
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Figure 2-8. Schematic illustration of self, identities, and roles (Kaiser, 1990)

Context, including its associated roles and identities, affects individual perceptions and

has a major impact on consumer preferences, selection, use and combination of clothes.

Context determines the required priorities set by the user: prestige, comfort, economy, or

specific needs such as sportswear, work uniforms, or maternity wear (Carr & Pomeroy,

1992). In a broader scale, context can be associated with culture and society, geography

and climate, as well as general economic conditions, which all go through many

transitions in time. As demographics change from one generation to the next, so do issues

related to gender and age such as morality, health, and social status. Solomon and Englis,

(1998) stress the need for companies to consider perception and role differences between

consumers depending on their social environments.

The model presented in Figure 2-9 shows the various levels of contexts, embedded within

one another and defining the perception of clothes. The model attributes a title at each

level along with a few non-exclusive examples of factors influencing that specific context

level. The inner layers refer specifically to the complete dress appearance. Clothing,

including garment pieces, materials and all perceptual elements are embedded in the

larger context of appearance, which includes garment to garment and/or accessory

combinations. These are viewed in conjunction with the wearer’s body and personal

attributes as defined in the central layers of the model. The outer layers represent the

micro and macro environments of the user, referring to his or her roles and identities.

Immediate body space and “social situation in which a person is observed provides a
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context for viewing his or her appearance, which may be framed in terms of group

associations. Culture provides a larger framework for interpreting that appearance

according to aesthetic rules, historical context, and fashion” (Kaiser, 1990).

Figure 2-9. Contextual model of clothing sign system (Damhorst, 1990)
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•  Texture, pattern
•  Structure of material
•  Apparent weight
•  Fiber
• Odor
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Identifying the linkages within and across contexts is necessary to understand the

similarities and differences in the assignment of meaning to clothing. Defining the

contexts that affect the target consumer, and understanding their interactions should be

integrated in the creative design process because of the impact they have on the

consumer’s perception and selection of dress elements.

Figure 2-10 shows the multiple processes the consumer goes through prior to making a

purchase decision. The first process involves recognizing a need, which will trigger a

search for information either stored in memory (internal) or acquired from the

environment (external). Preferred alternatives will be evaluated before making a final

selection for purchase. The evaluative criteria incorporates “standards and specifications

used by consumers to compare different products and brands” based on contextual

factors.

Figure 2-10. Consumer decision process (Engel et al., 1995)
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This model shows how marketing and other sources of stimuli such as “word of mouth”

or Consumer Reports can influence the information processing that takes place prior to

storage in memory. This processing starts with exposure, which activates one or more of

the senses leading to attention once the consumer has been attracted to the incoming

message and considers it relevant to his or her needs. The message is further analyzed

against categories of meaning stored in memory, which are influenced by past and

present contexts and experiences, until a personal comprehension is achieved. Beliefs and

attitudes may be modified if the message is accepted and retained thus being stored itself

in memory for future use and evaluation (Engel et al., 1995).

The processes explained in this model help understand the dynamics that lie behind

fashion and product life cycles, as well as the creative design process. The success of new

products builds on the success of previous products.

2.2.2 Fashion environment

All these contextual and individual factors that affect a person’s or a group’s selection of

what they want their appearance to be, interact with fashion. As with dress, fashion both

integrates social factors and is itself a social phenomenon. “The cyclic changes of fashion

currents are cultural factors which in turn influence culture itself” (Entrada, 1998).

Rogers and Gamans (1983) examined fashion in a marketing context. They insist that the

fashion cycle must be considered when creating a marketing mix and that market

positioning and fashion image are interrelated.

2.2.2.1 Fashion cycle

Fashion is both a product and a stimulus of changing consumer needs and wants through

time. Therefore fashion is evolutionary. “Acceptance of the new requires a rejection of

the old and a period of time before it is embraced by a substantial number” (Packard,

1983).
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Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 show the process of fashion acceptance and the effect it has

on various elements of the marketing mix during the life cycle of a garment style

(Packard, 1983). The various stages describe the product's life cycle on the marketplace

once it has been designed and developed: introduction, growth, maturity and decline.

Today, the introduction stage is increasingly intertwined with the product design and

development processes, which integrate continuous market information and consumer

feedback. Fashion innovators will adopt the style initially. Opinion leaders and early

conformists follow and contribute to increasing the popularity of the style. In the maturity

stage the style becomes widely accepted by mass-market consumers, followed by late

fashion adopters at the beginning of the decline stage. Finally “fashion isolates” and/or

laggards will adopt the style once it has become already obsolete (Kaiser, 1990).

Traditionally these consumer groups were associated with specific types of income

levels, social status and life styles as can be determined from the associated price and

store groups shown in Figure 2-11. Based on the literature reviewed, these consumer

group definitions based on the trickle down theory of fashion leadership are no longer

restrictively associated with the value, price and store groups defined in Packard’s

figures.

Figure 2-11. Fashion acceptance: consumers, prices, stores (Packard, 1983)
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Figure 2-12. Product life span of fashion (Packard, 1983)
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they wish to be perceived. According to Shah (1987), this makes the market place a

whole lot more dangerous due to extreme unpredictability.

Despite the extreme diversity and individualism in styles of appearance, themes and

similarities appear among groups, subcultures, and lifestyles. Today “fashion ideas are

selected and promoted among groups in society at all levels. Hence, a number of looks

are developed which appeal to different groups” (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992). Trends are

generally short-lived “fashion currents” adopted by specific groups. They are really

unpredictable in that no one knows when they will come or when they will leave. Some

predicted trends never happen while others seem to stick indefinitely (Shah, 1987).

Avant-garde fashion trends can pop up anywhere and trickle down, across and/or up as

shown in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13. Theories of fashion movement (Jarnow & Dickerson, 1996)

2.2.2.3 Style and brand image

Because of its aesthetic component, images have always been important in fashion.

“Dress stimuli” are generally of visual format such as photographs, drawings, films,

video or live encounters (Damhorst, 1990). The visual aspect of clothing is more crucial

than ever in today’s multi-media “visual society” where fashion and marketing both focus

on image, and where consumers of fashion have become “consumers of illusion”

(Entrada, 1998). Visual images have become more powerful, speaking to a greater

number across the globe; aesthetics are critical. Fashion not only focuses primarily on

 Trickle-down Trickle-across  Bottom-up
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brand image, but fashion has become a mass media in itself. Designers and top models

have become “pop icons” who perform not only on the highly publicized high-

entertainment fashion shows, but also in TV shows, advertisements, movies, etc (Walz

&Morris, 1977). Since “a picture is worth a 1000 words” and is understood

internationally, designers who have managed to efficiently market their image have

commanded influence and made huge profits in various market categories. Re-targeting

or re-launching an image can stimulate total market demand and expand the life cycle of

their products and/or their brand(s). For instance, designers may chose to focus on new

age segments, or another “lifestyle product” market, such as cosmetics, household

decorative products or car interior design. Indeed, fashion now extends beyond clothing

into lifestyles, as the product lines developed by designers in the last 20 years have

proven. Even retailers have followed this trend; the main objective of The Limited is to

become “the leading retailer of lifestyles fashion for women in the US” (Robinson,

1987).

Robinson (1987) believes that since fashion transcends people’s lifestyles, distinct brand

image and style should transcend corporate culture and structure. To establish a company

style, the aim of the business must first be clearly identified including the target

customer, product type, and price level. To be successful, the style then needs to be

“consistent”. Companies that have market leadership can afford to go their own way,

developing and selling their own image and beliefs, such as Benetton in Italy or Ralph

Lauren and Donna Karan in the US. “Karan’s success derives not just from her image or

even her designs, but also from her connections to her clientele.… She is the living

embodiment of her company.… Karan’s essence and life journey fuel her company.…

She lets her fans in on her private life and thoughts through a newsletter, and numerous

interviews in the press illustrating her home, lifestyle, and behind-the-scenes diary.… She

is very touchable…. She surrounds herself with employees who can carry out her vision”

(Karlin, 1996). Building an image can be accomplished with successful marketing and

promotion, available time and money, and complete adherence of all company members

to the chosen and well-defined style and image.
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2.2.3 External and internal influences

Most ready-to-wear designers who cater to mass markets, “work as part of a marketing

system which acts as a pluralist decision-making process” (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992). Carr

and Pomeroy define four types of professionals who are active members of the design

system. The world famous designers originate themes or trends. All the media and

consulting agencies predict colors, textures and shapes which make up “the fashion

matrix”.  The retail buyers ultimately select what their customers will be able to purchase.

Finally, the individual consumer will select and wear the garments offered. All these

people provide environmental and corporate sources of creative design, interacting

through trade shows, “consultancies, fashion shows, media coverage and shop windows”

(Carr & Pomeroy, 1992).

2.2.3.1 Environmental sources of creative design

There are now a number of cities around the world considered to be inspirational fashion

centers. “Fashion market centers are the places where it all begins” (Rogers & Gamans,

1983). Fashion centers serve as a focal point for new styles and ideas and spread out to

the consumers via retail buyers and fashion media. Producers and distributors meet in

order to move the resulting promoted goods to the final consumer. Without the exchange

of ideas they provide between the different industry members, “the fashion industry

would become stagnant.… Even when there is not a seasonal market going on, fashion

market centers are hubs of activity”. The experts, who populate these fashion centers,

interpret market pulse into new styles and predictions.

Today, fashion centers are global complex systems based on three sub-systems of

manufacturing, learning/thinking, and creative expertise. The manufacturing system

refers to a historical background of technological expertise, as well as a well-established

network textile/apparel related industries if not on a local level at an international level.

All professionals interrelating with fashion must be present (manufacturers, retailers,

designers, consumers, media) along with trade fairs and exhibitions. The learning system
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includes specialized organizations in fashion professions, as well as those helping capture

fashion as a global phenomenon, from societal behavior to marketing research. The

creative system refers to well-known designers, fashion streets, boutiques and department

stores, as well as a larger context of cultural life such as art exhibits, opera houses,

theaters, which prompt an atmosphere and an open-minded society interested by creative

expression.

All fashion related industries are subject to fashion movements. However, “the higher the

industry ranges in international comparison, the more it is compelled not just to react to

design and fashion innovations from outside but, rather, to give appropriate impulses for

the future course of fashion trends” (Ferner, 1985). That is the case for instance of the

American movie industry or the European apparel industry, which are major sources of

inspiration for textile/apparel designers all over the world. Indeed, fashion designers are

inspired by worldwide history of costume and fashions as well as trends in other aesthetic

areas such as cinema, television, visual arts in general and architecture. “Although

working separately and secretly … designers often produce collections with common

underlying themes” (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992).

Perna (1987) illustrates how the fashion industry is activated by various “gears” which

turn in perpetual motion (Figure 2-14), requiring any fashion related company to be

plugged into the multiple check points of the fashion information network (Figure 2-15).

Shah (1987) claims that it is actually a small group of people who work for trend services

or put together exhibitions like Premiere Vision who make fashion. Not only do they

research and rationalize all the information, but also “they coordinate their fashion

accordingly and they have the muscle and influence to pass on these ideas in a pure and

more personalized format to their own clients, magazines, etc”. According to him, this is

what makes Paris the styling center rather than the individualistic Italy.

Shah concludes that fashion trends and prognoses are simply the result of “a logical

process of decision-making, cleverly promoted and channeled through the industry”. For

instance, Shah mentions the Color Authority, a team of professionals that puts together
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the color card for a certain season. They meet 20 to 22 months prior. Even though the

predicted color chart is known to have flaws, with an expected 70-80% success rate,

“everyone takes it because it is the first, the starting point from which more

individualistic lines will evolve” (Shah, 1987). Color is indeed considered to be the most

powerful basic design element (Donaldson, 1987).

Figure 2-14. Gears of the fashion industry (Perna, 1987)
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Figure 2-15. Information network (Perna, 1987)
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2.2.3.2  Corporate sources of creative design

In the 1990s, companies started having increasingly team-based design structures. The

teams include product merchandisers and retail buyers along with designers and stylists.

Design managers are also introduced to overlook the whole process. After focusing more

specifically on the functions and synergies between these professionals in the creative

process of designing products, emerging participants defined in literature will be

presented.

2.2.3.2.1 The designer and the market

The key to a designer’s success is the ability to understand people: “their likes and

dislikes, their wants and needs, their emotions” (Donaldson, 1987). Designers must be

aware of consumer requirements and market influences. Figure 2-7 shows how the

designer, “creator”, integrates the system of social influences that intervene on self-

image, appearance construction and evaluation.

Designers need “flair” in order to seek new ideas without staying limited by current

knowledge alone (Donaldson, 1987; Robinson, 1987). According to Shah (1987) the

fashion system has lost its appeal, and the consumer has taken over. People are the key to

the marketplace. Consumer watching in malls, department stores and streets has become

essential to develop successful design flair. Designers should never be too far ahead of

the masses in order to pull them forward in a “mutually appreciative and understandable

direction” (Donaldson, 1987).

In her manual for portfolio presentation, Tain (1998), recommends that fashion designers

create customer images and biographies to “make them real”, to help “think more

tangibly in terms of design” and keep design “on track and targeted” to the intended

consumer. These customer profiles include visuals as well as written information (name,

age, occupation, annual income, education/degree, residence/type & location, marital

status, spouse’s occupation, children/ages, leisure activities, vacation/travel, favorite
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designers, favorite stores). With the aging of baby boomers, and the increased importance

of older consumer markets, it may be interesting to go even further in a micro-marketing

mode and consider the occupations and marital statuses of the children, and determine if

there are any grand children.

2.2.3.2.2 Designer vs. stylist

Authors have different definitions of designer and stylist. In every case however, both

professionals have the lead role in design creativity.

According to Rogers and Gamans (1983), a couture designer creates high-fashion

designs, while stylists usually work on adaptations of those styles for mass market. The

authors contend that these design professionals do not have the same type of talent.

Stylists have a knack for developing garments targeted at volume markets, while couture

designers have that “undefinable something that makes the innovators of new fashions”.

As a matter of fact, in the apparel industry couture shows are expected to deliver

innovative concepts that will trigger the next seasonal trends.

According to Donaldson (1987) the difference between textile designer and textile stylist

is more related to differences in creative focus, respectively technical vs. marketing and

aesthetic. The textile stylist is the closest to the marketplace, investigating all local and

global trends, keeping track of the consumer pulse. The textile stylist is generally

inquisitive and literate in all fields of culture, from art shows and theater to soap operas

and movies. The textile stylist “has to be able to instill all the human factors into basic

design elements”. Thus he or she will come up with new product ideas for materials,

colors and styles, and develop line concepts for the next season. The textile designer will

develop a technical interpretation of these suggestions. Textile designers will look into

fabric-layout sheets, experimental production runs, cost specifications, specification

sheets for construction, raw materials, coloration and finishes, scheduling ordering and

shipping (Donaldson, 1987). The textile stylist is specialized in the field of aesthetics:

line, shape, color, texture and pattern, while the textile designer is more of a technologist
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who is best able to make an idea work. Communication between the two is crucial to

ensure efficiency and effectiveness of the design process. The textile stylist should be

aware of technical limitations and economic constraints from the start, in order to avoid

loosing time and energy on development of wonderful unrealistic ideas. Closer to the

target consumer market, merchandisers and buyers can orient these ideas and increase

their probability of being turned into successful new products.

2.2.3.2.3 Merchandiser and buyer

Vendors and retailers are working more closely then ever before. Too many stores, too

many products and too few customers have tightened the links between suppliers and

retailers in an aggressive strategy to keep costs low and customer satisfaction high.

Mergers have led to high-performance retailers cooperating with a few key vendors

sharing forecasts and point-of-sale (POS) data, developing long term contracts,

continuously replenishing inventory, eliminating purchase orders and invoices,

coordinating marketing strategies across functional teams, and even sharing management

of prime store real estate (Tandem Corp., 1997).

The product merchandiser has become a critical enabler in the apparel/textile design

process, mainly coordinating the various design, production and marketing activities

involved. The merchandiser focuses on developing salable product lines by planning their

expected content according to target market needs: number of new styles, size ranges and

quality levels, materials requirements, timing and price points as well as mid-season

changes if necessary (Diamond, 1994). Since the merchandiser is close to the consumers’

needs, there is significant cooperation with retail buyers.

The tasks of a buyer and a merchandiser are similar in that they analyze consumers’

profiles and purchasing behaviors to predict and satisfy their needs as precisely and

quickly as possible. By working together in these activities, they can share their

individual knowledge and increase their performance. They may also reduce their

common risks concerning markets targeted (incorrect forecast, poor market analysis),
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product development and management (poor design, inadequate quality and price levels),

inventory control (stock outs or overstocking), sudden shifts in demand (flash trends,

extreme weather variation), …etc. Different retail organizations have different buyers and

need different cooperation strategies. Retailers distributing their own private labels will

tighten the relationship even more, requiring the buyer to work closely with the

merchandiser to develop and obtain the desired product (Jobsearch, 1997).

Since merchandisers know more about their products and retail buyers have more

knowledge about their stores and customers, the emphasis of their relationship must shift

from selling and negotiating to learning and sharing. This shift is the first rule of

“knowledge management”, i.e. “data should flow to those who are best equipped to

synthesize it and to distill effective knowledge from it” (McCann, 1997).  Data and work

flow management are an important part of managing and coordinating the apparel /textile

design process.

2.2.3.2.4 Design Management

Each company has its own perception of what design management should encompass.

Knox (1989) defines it as “the organization and control of a creative system for the

development of commercially successful textile products”. It should not be limited to

selecting a few designs from a large suggestion box. Design management must take

responsibility to change business objectives if these are dictated by market fluctuations.

They must have a strong sense of macro-economic issues such as consumer spending,

national debt, commodity price ratios, interest rates, customer credit, overseas

competition, and stock market fluctuations, which trigger off fluctuations elsewhere. In

brief, the design manager is both a stylist and a functional designer, as well as master

strategist, needing extreme sensitivity, shrewdness, and communicative skills”

(Donaldson, 1987).
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2.2.3.3 New design professionals

Beyond the scope of a design manager’s responsibilities and function, several authors

have mentioned the need for a new breed of design professionals. The consumer driven

market forces and the multiple activities combined in the creative design process call for

a great variety of disciplines, which can be broken down into new areas of expertise.

Rosenfald (1983) contends that a facilitator is necessary to guide an innovation system

and function as a liaison among the three other actor categories which he calls the

ideators (designers and stylists), evaluators (merchandisers and buyers) and management.

The facilitator should be positive, not authoritative or judgmental. The primary goal of

his function is to make communication as clear as possible. Delignette and Bertrand

(1996) give a broader definition of what they call the coach. Not only is the facilitator at

the center of the information system interfacing with all the design team members and

management, but he or she must keep a constant outlook on the wider social, political and

economic environment as well.

Shah (1987) believes that a new professional is needed specifically at the market

intelligence level. Design speaks for itself, but it is no longer enough on its own. It needs

to be integrated to a marketing mentality. “What is becoming increasingly clear is not

what you say but how and when you say it”. Companies will have to engage in a new

talent defined by Shah as “the promoter” or the “manipulator”, who can “take the

consumer pulse and dress up a product the right way and persuade the buyer that is a vital

part of whatever lifestyle story is current at the time”. This product manipulator’s prime

focus is to extend a product’s life cycle or even re-incarnate it with a new brand image.

Levi’s, for instance, showed how a product could be turned around the right way in order

to convince the consumers of the adequacy of the times with their 501 jeans. Having been

considered outdated for decades, this model was revamped and re-introduced into the

market as a tradition, a basic, a benchmark.
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According to Kurt Salmon Associates’ vision of textiles markets in the new millenium,

the consumer who has developed a strong sense of individuality, making him or her loyal

to only his or her wants, will play an active role in the apparel design process. The

industry activities will be redistributed into a 4-D model: designers, developers,

distributors and displayers. The first, second and fourth Ds will become “co-designers” in

a virtual network which will ultimately integrate the consumer as well. Consumers will

test new designs, colors and sizes via the Internet and in-store direct consumer response.

They will actually activate demand when and where they chose. New forms of

competition will arise from the potential gain of successfully editing this massive

information (Smith, 1995).

It appears that both the consumer and the designer are creative. The designer in the styles

imagined, the consumer in the selection and combinations applied. Consumers are

potential wearers and/or viewers. These three categories of people (designer, wearer and

viewer) influence each other in their personal critical evaluation of a certain way to dress

(Figure 2-16). All three are individuals who are part of a specific environment

interpreting appearance and dress as forms of expression using all their five senses

(Kaiser, 1993). Consumer behavior and design creativity are effected by multiple factors.

Fashion is both a consequence and an inspiration to the interaction between consumers

and designers, where aesthetic traits are extremely relevant, and changes occur at a rapid

pace. Companies must therefore be able to mine available data for adequate information

on consumer preferences in design, and establish differences in relation to competitors

through creative design that incorporates continuously updated market intelligence.

Figure 2-16. Critical framework for evaluating
dress

(adapted from Bryant & Hoffman, 1994)
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2.3 Creative design

In today’s competitive environment, creativity has a prominent place as it is what

differentiates market leaders from the runners-up (Sheasly, 1996). Creative thinking is

the raw material of innovation which enables a company to do things better, more

cheaply, more effectively and more aesthetically (Bati, 1994). If creativity is indeed the

main factor that helps differentiate one brand from another, two essential questions need

to be addressed. The first is to figure out a way to measure the value of creativity in a

product according to the target consumer’s perception. Second is to develop a process to

achieve this value most effectively and efficiently.

Creativity involves three components: skills, newness and value (Young, 1998). These

components make up what is known as the creative product. It is difficult to distinguish

between “the creative product’s social value versus its intrinsic value, the simplicity

versus complexity criteria, and the distinction between creative achievement, creative

skills/abilities/talent, and creative dispositions” (Kato, 1994). Eysenck (1997)

distinguishes four general fields of creativity: product, process, person, and environment.

After briefly reviewing the multiple definitions of creativity and design, these terms will

be analyzed in a marketing context.  This last section will show how the dimensions of

value and newness are associated with the product and the market, while the skill

component relates more to the process, the environment and of course the person or team

who can achieve such a product successfully deemed creative by the target consumer.

2.3.1 Creativity and design definitions

Creativity and design are both “fuzzy” notions, with no absolute boundaries or clear-cut

definition. Any term that refers to creative and design considerations is abstract, such as

aesthetic, intuition, innovation, novelty, concept, idea, etc. A great variety of definitions

were identified in the literature concerning these two concepts, which are sometimes even

difficult to distinguish. Some authors have confined definitions while others establish

more holistic approaches.
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2.3.1.1 Creativity

Even though taping the essence of creativity is still ambiguous, the process of creativity

has been analyzed, dissected and defined throughout literature from the perspective of

various disciplines. “Creativity is fascinating! We know so much about the topic without

having the slightest idea what it is. We even know how to promote creative behavior …

But other than knowing that these approaches tend to work … we really don’t know

why” (Saari & Saari, 1997).

Creativity exists to some degree in all people and is used in all fields for daily acts as well

as for exceptional innovations (Brown J.W., 1997). “For most professional practitioners,

creativity is defined as making novel, useful connections that allow one to arrive at a

unique or innovative solution” (Weintraub, 1998). “To innovate means to do things in a

different way” (Bertolotti, 1987). The purpose of innovation is improvement, better

quality of life for the greatest amount of people (Ditkoff, 1998). “Creativity is the drive

that pushes reality forward” (Karlqvist, 1997). Koestler claims that creativity should

continually lead to more creativity. “The creative act consists in combining previously

unrelated structures in such a way that you get more out of the emergent whole than you

have put in. This sounds like making a perpetuum mobile” (Koestler, 1981).

Rogers (1958) outlines two dimensions of creativity: self and environment. The author

defined creativity as “the emergence in action of a novel relational product, growing out

of the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and the materials, events, people, or

circumstances of his life on the other”. Torrance (1962) added that in this process of

relating self to others, creativity involves “becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies,

gaps in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies”. Throughout all these definitions of

creativity the notions of novelty and quality emerge with goals to innovate and improve.

Most of these definitions were developed by researchers in the field of social psychology,

such as Amabile whose definitions and models will be frequently referred to in this

paper. According to Kidd and Workman (1999), one of the most compelling reasons for
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using Amabile’s definition in examining and assessing creativity in apparel design is that

it is product based.  “Creativity can be regarded as the quality of products or responses

judged to be creative by appropriate observers, and it can also be regarded as the process

by which something so judged is produced” (Amabile, 1982).

2.3.1.2 Design

When a design team sets out to create a new collection, they have to keep the target

consumer segment in mind, and design products that will respond to consumers’ demands

but also exceed their expectations by introducing novelty. So they are balancing on one

side consumer and market data and their creative development on the other. The later is

crucial to work with the former. The problem with market analysis is that it is static, it

ignores the interactive loops and possibilities. Creativity is crucial to interpret the data

and spot those possibilities, while intuition is a “bonus” (De Bono, 1992).

Kato (1994) summarizes creativity as “the ability to develop an idea that meets the needs

of the user by combining items or thoughts in a new and original way”. According to the

following definitions of design, this approach seems to go one step beyond creativity,

into the definition of design as a form of “applied creativity” responding to market

demand.

Design starts with needs detected on the consumer market. “Identifying user needs and

wants provides a means for establishing design criteria” (Lamb & Kallal, 1992). Design

involves putting “things together to achieve some effect” (De Bono, 1992). It requires

selecting “the right materials and shaping them to meet the needs of function and

aesthetics, within the limitations of the available means of production”. Donaldson

(1987) defines textile design as a scheme/plan, an interdisciplinary science and a catalyst

that “makes ideas become reality, when they have been viewed from every perspective”.

Donaldson concludes that design is art with limitations. Therefore design is inherently in

a state of paradox. The difference between design and art is not always clear (Carr &
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Pomeroy, 1992). However, if design is indeed art with limitations, it encounters a deep

contradiction in process. The limitations for product design are in fact numerous ranging

from market demand, product and supply requirements to the corporate goals of meeting

deadlines, lowering costs and increasing profits. Conversely, art needs to be free of any

barriers so that the imagination can run wild. Therefore, by definition, design is a

dysfunctional task to accomplish. Similarly to creativity itself, sequential models may not

fit well this design task. More complex theories, discussed further in this section, have

been developed to try and capture the creative design process.

2.3.2  Value and newness

Product design is an application of creativity to satisfy consumer preferences. The

creative product externalizes creativity. In 1931, Mcloy defined creative imagination as

“the ability to envision combinations and recombinations of items in a problem into

unique or original products” (Kato, 1994). These creative ideas then need to be

communicated in some form so that they can be assessed and given a value. Therefore,

the measure of creative design is generally based on its output, and perception of

originality and value depend on context, audience and time.

2.3.2.1 Evaluation and newness in context

Creativity is a process, which, according to Schlaepfer (1989), “requires a minimum of

two people, a producer and a consumer, or a group of consumers, who then assign value

to a product, by experiencing it or actively using it”. Bati (1994), on the other hand

distinguishes creativity as being a divergent thought process that generates ideas and is

non-evaluative, while innovation is the convergent process dealing with the selection and

implementation of ideas, and therefore evaluation. In general, this distinction is not made

and the notion of value is considered as a being integrated in that of creativity.

 “Creativity is something valuable, and the notion of creativity is permeated with

evaluation” (Kato, 1994). “To adjudge something to be creative, in other words, is to
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bestow upon it an honorific title, to claim that it deserves to be of value for one reason or

another. Hence, without standards and values, creativity ceases to exist” (Briskman,

1981). According to Guilford (1950) creativity is difficult to define in practice because

there is no certain way of capturing and measuring it. “Unquestionable and undeniable

acts or products of creativity are very rare” (Kato, 1994).

Briskman (1981) suggests that by defining the creative product, creativity itself is

defined. However, capturing and measuring creativity in a product designed is a very

subjective task. The creative value of a product will depend on the perception of the

judges. Initially these are the members of the design team and management. Ultimately

however, the real judges are the media and the final consumer. Context, problem type

situation, and research discipline affect the creative value of an output. “Creativity is

determined at least as much by the domain of endeavor and by the field, which is

comprised of people who decide whether the individual actions depart from the usual and

make enough of a contribution to be deemed creative. Likewise, the degree of innovation

of a new problem formulation is determined by the domain and field” (Jay & Perkins,

1997). Young (1998) takes more of a product quality oriented approach and claims that

“the assessment of creativeness does not depend upon the field in which the result occurs,

but rather upon the quality of the result itself”.

Since creativity is an integral part of design, the value requirement also applies to product

design. Creative design must have a marketable value. “The only good design is the one

that sells”. What is the use of a perfectly designed “product if it commands no value-in-

exchange?” (Donaldson, 1987). The target customers set the standards and values for

creative design. That does not necessarily make it easier to evaluate than creativity itself.

“Design deals in issues that come closest to a human being’s personal reality. Designing

is about needs and desires. It is about social circumstances. Good design is about

touching people in their hearts as well as in their pockets.… Design is a prime way of

communicating. Design is sensory: people can touch it, feel it, experience it, criticize it.

Design talks to people” (Fitch, 1987). Creative design sends out a message of newness,
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which is evaluated by target consumers according to their senses and perceptions in a

given context.

Generally, the initial creative focus is to rethink the potential of a product (Bati, 1994).

The “newness might just as well be separating out significant elements or rearranging

things in a better way” (Young, 1998). While the unique combination of ideas and

features may be shocking as a whole, there should be a unifying theme that justifies this

new union in the creative product. New products may take several forms. They may be

truly “new to the world” and create a new market, they may be modifications provided to

existing products, or they may be existing products that are introduced to new markets

(May-Plumlee & Little, 1998). Therefore part of the design process involves determining

which items can be carried on, depending on the stage each product has reached on its

own life cycle curve.  This stage can be defined by looking at retail figures such as sell-

through, purchase orders and unsold stock, both for the company’s product and that of the

competition (McPherson, 1987).

2.3.2.2 Criteria for evaluating creative design

There is no known standard for establishing if a product is considered creative or not. In

the literature reviewed, measures of creativity were generally assessed on various art

forms. Cross-analysis model evaluating textile/apparel creative outputs according to dress

properties such as color, volume and proportion, shape and structure, surface design,

texture, or even odor and sound are very limited (Roach-Higgins & Eicher, 1993).

Besemer and Treffinger (1981) reviewed many studies covering over 125 criteria used to

define a “creative” product. They classified these in three main categories defined as

novelty, resolution, and elaboration and synthesis. Novelty, which refers to the “extent

of newness” of a product, includes its originality or uniqueness, as well as its ability to

trigger creativity in other people and fields, and shed new light. Resolution deals with the

adequacy and correctness of the product as a solution to the problem, measuring its

performance, usefulness and value. Elaboration and synthesis refers to the particular style
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the product transpires, such as its expressiveness, well craftedness, complexity or

sophistication. The definitions of all these terms lend themselves to the scrutiny of a

precise standard definition.

For instance, in Table 2-2 Amabile (1996) introduces a framework for the consensual

assessment of creativity in arts by defining 23 dimensions, which call upon the subjective

evaluation of various judges. In Amabile’s sample use of this Consensual Assessment

Technique (CAT), the group of judges was composed of psychologists, art teachers and

artists. Amabile clustered these dimensions according to three groupings relating to

creative progress, technical advantage or aesthetic judgment of the end product. These

dimensions could just as well be classified according to the three categories defined by

Besemer and Treffinger: novelty, resolution, and elaboration and synthesis.

The definitions of the dimensions introduced in Amabile's CAT are not very detailed,

leaving them open to various adaptations and/or interpretations as illustrated by the

following examples. The dimension entitled "silliness" refers to the notion of feeling

conveyed by the design. This dimension could just as well refer to other feelings such as

funny, happy, or romantic depending on the objective of the design's creator. For apparel

products, the descriptive definition of the "display" dimension would include the idea of

displaying the design on one’s self or another person.

The judges rated these dimensions on five level scales. Each dimension was then

attributed a “reliability of scale ratings” index which measured the overall significance of

homogenous rating among the judges. The results for the artist judges showed that the

ratings with the highest reliability indexes, were those dealing with tangible, more

objectively quantifiable notions such as representationalism (.96), symmetry (.95), and

planning evident (.91). The lowest indexes where attributed to dimensions with more

abstract definitions, relying on personal preferences of the judges, such as pleasing

placement of shapes (.26), balance (.38), display (.40), or pleasing use of color (.47). A

similar framework might be used to assess reliability indexes of criteria for evaluating

textile products.
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Table 2-2. Dimensions of judgment (Amabile, 1996)

Dimension Descriptive definitions given to the judges

Creativity Using your own subjective definition of creativity, the degree to which the design
is creative.

Novel use of materials The degree to which the work shows novel use of materials.

Novel idea The degree to which the design itself shows a novel idea.

Liking Your own subjective reaction to the design; the degree to which you like it.

Overall aesthetic appeal In general, the degree to which the design is aesthetically appealing.

Pleasing placement of shapes The degree to which there is a pleasing placement of shapes in the design.

Pleasing use of colors The degree to which the design shows a pleasing use of colors.

Display If it were possible, the interest you would have in displaying this design in your
home or office.

Technical  goodness The degree to which the work is good technically.

Overall organization The degree to which the design show good organization.

Neatness The amount of neatness shown in the work.

Planning evident The amount of planning that is evident in the product.

Effort evident The amount of effort that is evident in the product.

Balance The degree to which the design show good balance.

Variation of shapes The degree to which the design show good variation of shapes.

Degree of
representationalism

The degree to which the design shows an effort to present recognizable real-world
objects.

Degree of symmetry The degree to which the overall pattern is symmetrical.

Expression The degree to which the design conveys a literal, symbolic, or emotional meaning
to you.

Silliness The degree to which the design conveys a feeling of silliness, as when a child is
feeling and acting “silly”.

Detail The amount of detail in the work.

Spontaneity The degree of spontaneity conveyed by the design.

Movement The amount of movement in the design.

Complexity The level of complexity of the design.
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For apparel products, Hillestad (1994) stresses the need for an “integrated approach to

form and content in dress and adornment”. These two basic design dimensions, included

in design criteria described below, should be consistent with each other, based on

consumer audience and context. Content being more abstract is subject to more

transformations. The author suggests observing human responses to events in the

environment in order to learn “about the meanings which occur and then analyze ways in

which they are organized into ideas and concepts”. “Such knowledge is beneficial in

formulating a conception of content which ultimately serves as a basis for the creation

form. Re-use of forms previously established, can be manipulated to be consistent in

essence with current shape of content, validating their relationship to human needs.

Models that integrate these two basic design dimensions of form and content into a set of

evaluative design criteria and help establish coherence of the two based on consumer use

situation and profile are rare.

In 1983, Rogers and Gamans distinguished three design criteria based on their belief that

the notion of quality is essential in defining good design in terms of value added to the

product for the consumer. “A garment must be well designed in three respects: functional

(how well it serves its intended purpose), structural (how the garment is constructed) and

decorative (appearance)”.

A decade later, Lamb and Kallal (1992) focused on a different set of evaluative design

criteria, leaning more on the stylistic features of a garment. They developed a circular

model in which the target customer is at the core of the creative design process (Figure

2-17). The definitions of "use situation" and "user profile" prevail and must be developed

by the design team before they can analyze consumers’ needs and establish design

criteria classified as Functional-Expressive-Aesthetic (FEA). The profile might include

demographic and psychographic information, physical characteristics, activities and

preferences, as well as description of user needs and wants within the context of a

specific use-situation. “The target consumer could be an individual or a group of

individuals (target market)”. Both the designer and the consumer interact with a greater

circle denoting culture. In the outer circle, the FEA design criteria are interrelated in
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various ways depending on the target consumer and use-situation. They may be

complementary or contradictory, dominant or negligible. The authors suggest pairing the

three types of criteria to assess their relative importance. Functional criteria include fit,

mobility, comfort and protection. Expressive criteria refer to values, roles, status and self-

esteem. Aesthetic concerns deal with art elements, design principles and body/garment

relationship. All these criteria could be determined and evaluated using the contextual

model of clothing sign system presented in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-17. FEA consumer needs model (Lamb & Kallal, 1992)

According to Kato (1994), Besemer and Treffinger’s (1981) evaluative criteria defined

previously as novelty, resolution, and elaboration and synthesis, can be assimilated with

the design criteria of the FEA model. Functionality relates to utility features, which are

part of the resolution criteria. Expressiveness is one of the elaboration and synthesis

criteria, which refer to “the particular style the product transpires”. Finally, Kato

contends that aesthetics in Western society include such notions as originality and

uniqueness, which are classified as novelty criteria.
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A combination of Amabile’s dimensions could be used to rate the creative design value

of a textile product. The dimensions could be redefined to better fit the type of product

being assessed depending on the use and profile of the target consumer. For instance, for

home furnishings, the display definition could stay as mentioned in Table 2-2, while for

apparel it would have to be modified as mentioned above. Depending on the demographic

and psychographic definition of the target consumer, the dimension of silliness could be

replaced with the relevant feeling that needs to be conveyed. For children’s play wear

silliness could be appropriate while seriousness, professionalism or successfulness would

be more relevant for corporate executive suits. In this same manner all the other

dimensions could be reviewed, redefined or discarded, and more could be added if

deemed necessary. The panel of judges could be composed of company design team

members, as well as external environment actors such as retailers, specialized media

journalists, and of course target consumers. The ratings for each dimension would then be

attributed a reliability index, and a score could be assigned to each product.  This analysis

could help select which products have the greatest marketable potential.

2.3.3  Creative design process models

As mentioned previously, the creative process “requires a minimum of two people, a

producer and a consumer, or a group of consumers, who then assign value to a product,

by experiencing it or actively using it” (Schlaepfer, 1989). In the textile/apparel design

process, the starting point is in the mind of the design team members who will develop an

apparel product, and the end point in the mind of the consumers who will purchase the

item and wear it. Environmental and individual factors stimulate or constrain this

creativity. Between the designer and the consumer, there are many people who can ignite

creative sparks influencing both of them. All are human beings who evolve in a social

environment, and are equipped with individual personalities, qualities, and perceptions.

According to the literature reviewed, models developed to integrate these personal

characteristics and environmental factors into a creative design process, can contribute to

stimulating creativity.
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2.3.3.1 Personal skills and motivations

As stated previously, there is no one formula to creativity. “Creativity always goes

beyond any definition of it”, because “creative behavior always goes beyond any

codification of it” (Young, 1998).  It all starts within a person. Tools, models, technology

can only support the creative system. But it initially depends on a special blend of inner

qualities (Ditkoff, 1998). Creativity results from synergistic interaction of intellectual,

intuitive and emotional intelligence (Myers, 1998). Therefore, the creative mind

combines a complex combination of various abilities, knowledge, skills, traits and needs.

2.3.3.1.1 Combination of variables

Eysenck (1997) analyzes creativity and personality, and draws a hypothetical relation

between creativity as a trait and creative achievement. Figure 2-18 shows how cognitive,

environmental and personality variables affect creative achievement. Note that Eysenck

considers creativity as a trait to be part of an individual’s personality. Amabile, on the

other hand, considers creativity as one among three groups of individual skills or

processes constructing creative performance, shown in Figure 2-19. Each of these groups

includes and depends on various combinations of the three types of variables defined by

Eysenck. For instance, creativity relevant processes include cognitive variables and

depend on environmental and personality variables. Amabile later integrates these

creative performance components in her “componential model of creativity”.

Both these models reflect that the creative experience is made up of a combination of

intrinsic variables such as personality, perceptions, attitudes, and extrinsic variables such

as environmental influences and education. Kimle (1994) suggests a holistic framework

that “allows insight into the designer, not only as a maker of products or a problem

solver, but as a whole being”. In  Figure 2-20, the framework of Kimle shows how these

variables interact in a two level system composed of a naïve process and an educated

process. Similarly, Hegland and Hemmis (1994) analyzed one knitter’s creative journey

and concluded, “the creative process is an amalgam of sensory/aesthetic responses and,
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logical and technological development”. These parameters both impact a designer’s

intuition and inspiration.

Figure 2-18. Hypothetical relation between creativity as a trait and creative
achievement (Eysenck, 1997)

Figure 2-19. Components of creative performance (Amabile, 1996)

Cognitive
Variables

Environmental
Variables

Personality
Variables

Intelligence
Knowledge
Technical Skills
Special talent

Political-religious factors
Cultural factors
Socio-economic
Educational factor

Internal motivation
Confidence
Non-conformity
Creativity

CREATIVE

ACHIEVEMENT

         1    2            3

DOMAIN-RELEVANT
SKILLS

INCLUDES:
•  Knowledge about the
domain
•  Technical skills required
•  Special domain-relevant
“talent”

DEPENDS:
•  Innate cognitive abilities
•  Innate perceptual and
motor skills
•  Formal and informal
education

CREATIVITY-
RELEVANT PROCESSES

INCLUDES:
•  Appropriate cognitive style
•  Implicit or explicit knowledge
of heuristics for generating novel
ideas
•  Conducive work style

DEPENDS:
•  Training
•  Experience in idea generation
•  Personality characteristics

TASK MOTIVATION

INCLUDES:
•  Attitudes toward the task
•  Perceptions of own
motivation for undertaking the
task

DEPENDS:
•  Initial level of intrinsic
motivation toward the task
•  Presence or absence of
salient extrinsic constraints
•  Individual ability to
cognitively minimize extrinsic
constraints
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Figure 2-20. Conceptual framework for creative experience and the influence of
design theory (Kimle, 1994)

2.3.3.1.2 Intuition

Intuition would belong more to the naïve process. Guilford (1950) described intuitive

talent as “extra sensory perception”. In defining the creative attitude, Fromm (1958)

included “the ability to concentrate and envision beyond the normal mental process.

Today, this might be referred to as intuition” (Kato, 1994). Intuition plays in important

role in the creative mind. “When we are aware of our intuition, we just know something –

and we know in an instant”. What is intuitive for some, may not be for others, and the

effort to convince them may be significant. “Innovation begins within the embryo of

intuition, is nourished by imagination and breathed into life with ingenuity and hard
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•  sensation of information
from existing form
•  sensations of creating
new form
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- Emotions
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- Physiological arousal
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•  Object of contemplation
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•  Physiological
•  Sensual
•  Cognitive
•  Emotional
•  Spiritual

Design Foundations / Design Theory
•   Conscious reflection upon form to discern its properties and their relationships to perception and response
•  Application of elements and principles to convert experience to accessible cognitive knowledge for future design
experiences
•  Critical analysis of design products applying design theory in analysis and evaluation
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work. In the beginning there is intuition.… Although one can have hundreds of ideas,

when the right idea strikes, the intuitor knows it will work” (Weintraub, 1998).

Creative people manage to balance intuition and analysis, the naïve and the educated

processes. They alternate between divergent and convergent thinking, between right and

left brain. “Hunches can be the initial spark of inspiration” (Young, 1998). Creative

people have the ability to entertain these hunches before analyzing them; they trust their

gut and use their head (Ditkoff, 1998). “The more we concentrate on left brain learning,

the more our right brain intuitive perceptions decrease in intensity until we no longer

believe that they exist”. Treffinger et al. (1983) asserted that intuitive responses are

simply using a part of the mind that many people have been trained to restrict, notably

scientists. Highly creative people may be more skilled at using intuition (Guilford, 1975).

Thus Weintraub (1998) defines intuition as “the hidden intelligence” which can

successfully lead to innovation.

2.3.3.1.3 Inspiration

Creative inspiration may come from various work modes and sources. Some designers

are very pragmatic in their work approach relying essentially on formal color theory,

classic design principles, and precise measurements” (Rogers & Gamans, 1983).

Principles of design include proportion and scale, rhythm and balance, unity and variety,

and emphasis (Kato, 1994). These designers perform their task in a prescribed manner,

through an educated process. Other designers are more spontaneous using some element

of pop culture or a fabric swatch to trigger their creative process. The spark never occurs

quite the same way (Rogers & Gamans, 1983). Sources of inspiration by perceptual

stimulation are numerous (Smith & Amner, 1997). Inspiration can come from “aesthetic

response to the properties of the materials used”. For many designers such as Azzedine

Alaia, Issey Miyake and Donna Karan, “fiber precedes form”, fabrics come first and help

generate garment styling based on their feel, draping and movement features (Penicaut,

1993; Karlin, 1996; Hegland & Hemmis, 1994). The self and immediate surroundings are

another source. “Karan has drawn inspiration from both her inner life (spiritual
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explorations) and her surroundings” (Karlin, 1996). Some of her line creations sprang

from her own needs, or the individual needs of her family members and close friends.

Inspiration for these designers integrates both a naïve and educated process.

Intuition and inspiration, as well as other intrinsic variables will be affected by the

personal motivations. Hegland and Hemmis (1994) acknowledge that “different

motivations for creativity send creators down vastly divergent paths” as previously

suggested by Hirschman (1983). The description of creative process models that follow

will show that motivation is indeed a crucial starting point, which can therefore orient the

whole process in one way or another.

2.3.3.2 Traditional models of the creative design  process

By definition, creative output should be a surprise outcome but according to several

authors the process leading to successful creative design is predictable. Based on skill,

knowledge, inspiration, motivation, experience, and problem solving techniques,

designers seek something new by creating change or finding new solutions to old and

new problems. The design process transforms ideas into reality and occurs from

conception of an idea until the development of a workable solution (van Praag, 1987).

LaBat and Sokolowski (1999) believe that by following a structured process it is possible

to develop a project in an orderly fashion so as to ensure maximum product design

effectiveness and efficiency. It is also useful in establishing realistic timelines and

providing a means of communicating the work process of the design team among its

members and anyone who may be interested, such as other department managers

(marketing, sales, sourcing, etc.) or even the CEO.

2.3.3.2.1 Cognitive/ Problem solving approach

Most research done on creative design processes focuses the cognitive approach. Several

models have been developed to capture the sequence and associations of divergent and

convergent thinking stages logically used to solve identified problems. “Divergent
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thinking involves thinking in different directions or drawing from a wide range of

options, whereas convergent thinking focuses on and synthesizes toward one right

answer” (Kato, 1994).

Jones (1981), for instance, describes the three stages of industrial design as divergence,

transformation and convergence. The first stage requires the designer to actively research

the entire problem without many constraints. The following stage of transformation

“requires that a pattern be imposed on all the information gathered… The pattern must be

precise enough to lead to a solution, but broad enough to reflect the realities of the

situation.” This stage is the most creative requiring “high-level creativity, flashes of

insight, changes of set, and inspired guess work’ (Jones, 1981). Convergence then

reduces the range of options after application of all the required criteria and constraints.

According to LaBat and Sokolowski (1999), industrial design processes are most similar

to textile design processes because designers in both cases have to “combine in-depth

knowledge of the physical nature of materials and processes with keen awareness of the

aesthetic sense of the object”.

Several researchers have attempted to conceptualize creativity into sequential steps of

problem solving processes. One of the first models to illustrate the creative process was

suggested by Wallas (1926). He considered four stages in the formation of a problem

solution: Preparation, Incubation, Illumination, and Verification. During Preparation, the

problem situation is analyzed. In the Incubation phase, the problem is mentally explored

by the unconscious. These steps should lead to an idea, which first appears in the

Illumination phase. This idea will be evaluated and perfected in the Verification phase.

Guilford (1950) replaced the two last steps of Wallas’ model by Inspiration and

Evaluation, and stressed the particular importance of the incubation stage.

Based on these two problem solving process models, Koberg and Bagnal (1981)

established a six-stage creative design process model, which Watkins (1988) adapted to

design apparel products for specific end uses. In the Acceptance stage the designer

becomes internally motivated by the problem. External motivators inhibit or enhance
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creative behavior in this initial stage and throughout the process. Individuals must be

given a choice to participate; they will be more creative if they volunteer to accept the

problem/task (Guilford, 1975; May 1975; Kato, 1994). In the Analysis stage the designer

attempts to discover the nature of the problem, becoming more sensitive to deficiencies

(Torrance, 1962; Watkins, 1988). In the Definition stage the designer, based on thorough

analysis of a great amount of information, should fully understand the problem and thus

be able to state it precisely. Only at this point can the idea-generation or “Ideation” stage

begin. Many researchers think of this stage as the creativity point, where original and

unique ideas emerge (Watkins, 1988; Gordon 1961; Fromm, 1958). Divergent and

convergent thinking can be used to generate new ideas through multiple combinations of

previous ideas. “Idea generation involves seeing similarities between unrelated items by

mediating between common elements or ideas” (Kato, 1994). In the Idea Selection stage

the best ideas are picked out based on cognitive processes and intuitive responses. “The

cognitive approach is easier to link with the process of creative thought as it is structured

and methodical. Intuitive responses, on the other hand, are viewed as “soft” and non-

objective” (Kato, 1994). “Intuition may predominate at this point, while in the other

stages it was more the cognitive process that dominated, “especially in the analysis and

evaluation stages”. Finally, the creative process ends with the Implementation and

Evaluation stages. Nonetheless, evaluation criteria can be established at different stages

notably the analysis, definition and idea generating stages (Watkins, 1988; Van Gundy,

1987; Lamb & Kallal, 1992).

2.3.3.2.2 Limitations of creative process models applied to textile/apparel design

Kato (1994) stresses that little research exists on the implementation stage and that most

of the research on evaluation deals with evaluating the finished product. How the

designer conducts the evaluation is neglected even though it is an integral part of this

individual’s creative progress. Kato also highlights that incubation is not addressed in the

creative process models applied to apparel design. Many authors contend however that

time is essential to nurture and stimulate idea generation and thus activate the creative

process (Turner, 1991; De Bono, 1992; Guilford, 1950; Kim, 1990). In her doctoral
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thesis, Secor (1992) confirms that designers complain about having “too little time to

create”.

Several criticisms have been made to sequential models in general. The cognitive

approach implies that the creative process involves making connections between pieces

of experience, and thus limits the creative outcome to the creator’s personal experience

and knowledge. However, creativity is not simply a cognitive process (Pickard, 1990;

Shaw, 1994). It involves human processes, defined as “naïve” in Figure 2-20, that have

deep feelings, both positive and negative, associated with them and generating intuitive

responses (Shaw, 1994). According to Smith (1997), “creativity is a way to combine

antagonistic impulses, e.g. masculinity and femininity, often at a symbolic level … it has

often been suggested that creative ideas grow out of chaos”. Stacey (1996) believes that

“creativity lies at the edge of disintegration.… We are creative when we manage to move

away from stability”; we let ambiguities and paradoxes set in, but without falling into

madness. A critical point of balance between anxiety, to provoke exploration, and

containment, to ensure control, must be reached in a creative lateral thinking process.

Most research has analyzed “the general creative process. A few researchers have

focused specifically on the visual task process within which apparel design would be

included”(Kato). Literal and figurative representations are complementary. Finke (1997)

studied the relation between mental imagery and visual creativity. He found that “images

have many properties that can contribute to creative thinking. These include the capacity

for an image to be scanned, transformed, and reinterpreted. In addition the visual and

spatial characteristics of an image allow one to consider complex relations and to

anticipate the possible consequences of action”. When trying to come up with a creative

concept, “one might generate an image (such as a pre-inventive form) and then explore

its possible uses and interpretations … by various transformations of the form, changing

the context in which the form might appear, and searching for emergent features in the

form”. Design follows a visual thinking pattern (Kato, 1994; Finke, 1997), which

comprehends “ideas in parallel rather than one after the other: shapes, colors and textures

as an integrated whole rather than separately” (Carr & Pomeroy, 1992). In a recent study,
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Kid and Workman (1999) found that vivid imagery is correlated to creativity among

apparel design students. They also found that visual, auditory and tactile senses most

highly stimulate mental imagery. “Because apparel is multi-dimensional and experienced

through sight, sound, and touch, apparel designers may be particularly sensitive to these

sensory modalities as they create apparel.… Perhaps these senses are areas to target for

developing students’ creativity”.

The fact that most textile/apparel design models are sequential is misleading. Since

design combines a blend of logical sequential thinking with creative lateral thinking

processes, the creative design process appears to be more complex than a sequential

model. Progressing through activities in a non-linear manner, the process combines both

sequential and simultaneous actions (Wickett, Gaskill and Damhorst, 1999). Design

integrates many elements in parallel and goes through iterative processes to achieve

various outputs, “which may result in an increase in technological expertise and aesthetic

awareness – and ultimately creativity” (Hegland & Hemmis, 1994). If alternative

solutions could not be found for an identified problem, redefining the problem or coming

up with a revised or renewed approach to the problem may stimulate creativity (Bati,

1994). Guilford (1950) calls this the fresh start approach, which requires starting the

whole process over.

Design creativity is a multidisciplinary science on several levels, especially now that

much of the creative process is done in teams including designers, stylists,

merchandisers, and sometimes even buyers. Design creativity interacts with fashion and

trends of the times, with the style of the designer, design team and/or company, as well as

with the target consumer needs and wants. Design creativity is personal to the creator’s

inner qualities or the creative team’s synergies. Therefore, models describing the creative

design process can become very complex. Donaldson (1987) described the role and

function of the designer/stylist in industry as being enacted through a complex and

diverse sequence of interrelationships and fast paced interactions, not all of which are

well understood, especially by the participants themselves. However, designers and

merchandise managers interviewed on their actions and decisions during the whole
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design process were found to make numerous, simultaneous, and evaluative decisions in

isolation (Regan, 1997). They continually evaluated and made decisions throughout all

stages.

2.3.3.3 Integrative models

In the last decade, some authors have explored non-sequential approaches, which deepen

the analysis of the whole creative design process. According to Vessels (1982), creativity

research is naturally progressing toward a holistic approach in which the social system,

human needs and biological needs are integrated. “The holistic theory is complex as it

takes into account not only events and interactions which have occurred but also the

potential for interactions and events. It is the study of the interaction between the

situation, the person, and the interaction between the person and their environment over

time” (Woodman & Schoenfeldt, 1990). Three models based on such integrative

approaches appeared in the literature reviewed. Amabile (1996) integrates the influence

of the three creative performance components defined in Figure 2-19 and the social

environment into her “componential framework of creativity”. Lamb and Kallal (1992) fit

the FEA evaluative criteria of apparel design presented in Figure 2-17 in their

“conceptual framework for apparel design”. Wickett, Gaskill and Damhorst (1999)

introduce influential internal and external factors as well as testing and evaluation

activities all along their “revised apparel retail product development model”.

2.3.3.3.1 Componential framework

Amabile’s model takes into account the creative process, individual creative performance

factors, and the influence of the social environment on the creative person. Although the

model focuses on the social psychology of creativity, the componential framework was

intended as a comprehensive theory of creativity applicable not only to problem solving

creativity but also to artistic creativity.
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In Figure 2-21, Amabile presents a framework of “the way in which an individual might

assemble and use information in attempting to arrive at a solution, response or a product”.

Amabile sets up a network showing how the three creative performance components

interact and influence the five steps of the creative process that she defines as: problem or

task presentation, preparation, response generation, response validation and outcome.

Figure 2-21. Componential model of creativity (Amabile, 1996)

These five steps can undergo large variations of sequences and iterations if the outcome

is not a total success. Amabile recognizes the primary importance of task motivation to

begin the process at the “acceptance stage” defined by Watkins (1988), as well as to

continue it through cyclical generation of novel responses and influence on the two other

components. Domain-relevant skills play a major role in the search and evaluation of the

response alternatives generated, which impact directly the appropriateness of response.
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“Creativity relevant skills act as an executive controller during response generation”,

influencing both the search for responses and their level of novelty. The influences of

these components on the various stages of the creative process depicted by broken lines

are only those presumed to be most important, and are therefore not exclusive. Amabile

suggests that the level of creativity of the outcome will “vary as a function of the levels

of each of the three components. Each component is necessary, and none is sufficient”.

Table 2-3. Social-environmental influences on creativity (Amabile, 1996)

Positive Negative

General

•  Autonomy/sense of control
•  Sufficient resources
•  Importance/urgency in the work
•  Optimal challenge
•  Recognition/ reward that confirms
competence
•  Reward that enables intrinsically interesting
work
•  Task matched to interests
•  Sufficient task structure to support competent
performance

•  Threatening critical evaluation
connoting incompetence
•  Expectation of critical evaluation
•  Surveillance
•  Contracted-for reward-connoting
•  Restricted choice/constraint control
•  Arbitrary/unrealistic deadlines
•  Competition with coworkers

Organizational

•  Recognition that failure in work can provide
valuable information
•  Mechanisms for considering new ideas
•  High-level encouragement toward innovation
•  Immediate supervisor encouragement
•  Co-worker skill diversity
•  Co-worker openness to new ideas
constructively
•  Emphasis on intrinsic motivators
•  Competition with outside organizations
•  Constructive work-focused feedback
•  Clear strategic direction, with procedural
autonomy
•  Cooperation
•  Collaboration

•  Lack of communication
•  Lack of cooperation
•  Emphasis on status quo
•  Emphasis on extrinsic motivators
•  Win-lose competition within the
organization
•  Rigid procedures
•  Apathy toward project from others
in organization

Social influences play a central role in Amabile’s theory. Her componential framework

suggests that the social environment has its primary impact on creativity by influencing

task motivation. “Extrinsic constraints in the environment can undermine intrinsic

motivation, which, in turn, can lead to lower creativity. However, … the social
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environment can also directly influence the other components of creativity – for example,

by providing access to education that will increase domain-relevant skills or creativity

relevant processes”. Therefore, social-environmental influences can have either a positive

or negative impact on creativity as shown in Table 2-3. These influences stem from a

variety of sources such as educational and work environments, direct physical

environment affected by social factors, family influences, societal-political-cultural

influences, motivational orientation, prior activity to task engagement, opportunity to

engage in play and fantasy, etc. In the highly competitive environment of textile and

apparel design, design team members may undergo several of these influences. As noted

in Table 2-3, expectation of critical evaluation and competition with co-workers may

appear on the negative side, while co-worker skill diversity and competition with outside

organizations may occur on the positive side.

2.3.3.3.2 FEA model

Lamb and Kallal developed a conceptual apparel design framework integrating their FEA

(Functional-Expressive-Aesthetic) evaluative criteria to encourage apparel design

students to consider a problem solving approach that does not distinguish between

functional apparel design and fashion design. As mentioned previously, Watkins (1988)

had adapted a six-stage creative process model to design apparel products for specific end

uses, focusing on product functionality. With the FEA model, Lamb and Kallal (1992)

went one step further. The model can be used in all types of apparel design, taking into

consideration not only functional aspects of design but expressive and aesthetic aspects as

well. The authors stress the necessity of defining user needs and wants which include all

three aspects, regardless of target customer or use-situation. Lamb and Kallal created a

framework that combines the six stages of Watkins’ model particularly emphasizing the

analysis and evaluation stages, which integrate the FEA design criteria (Figure 2-22). The

evaluative design criteria are used throughout the process, and not only at the end on the

output product.
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The Problem Identification stage incorporates Watkins’ Acceptance, Analysis and

Definition stages. After accepting the responsibility of the creative task at hand, and

analyzing the user needs and wants, the designer defines the FEA criteria in the context

of the user situation. The Preliminary Ideas stage, which corresponds to Watkins’

ideation stage, is considered the most creative. “Emphasis is nonjudgmental,

freewheeling thinking and formation of multiple solutions. The results are both visual and

verbal”. Techniques here include sketching and brainstorming. In the Design Refinement

stage, similarly to Watkins’ Idea Selection stage, the ideas generated are evaluated,

modified, discarded or selected for further development. “This is where the designers

begin to apply FEA criteria" (Lamb & Kallal, 1992). Priorities are set and conflicts are

resolved between any competing and complementary criteria that may have resulted from

the analysis in the first stage, as well as with production and price constraints. The last

three stages correspond to Watkins’ Implementation and Evaluation stages. In the

Prototype Development stage the few ideas retained for holding most promise are tested

by sampling garments or garment components. In the Evaluation stage, the prototypes are

assessed according to the FEA criteria initially identified. Some styles may be eliminated

or modified accordingly. The design process culminates with the Implementation stage

which “may not be reached until previous stages have been repeated to refine final

design”. Industry and market deadlines will constrain closure of the process.

In their 1992 publication entitled A conceptual framework for apparel design, Lamb and

Kallal asserted that any design project requires market intelligence for analysis of FEA

criteria of target consumer needs; “success is judged by how well these needs are met in

the final product”. However, after comparing their 1992 model with industry practice

(Kallal & Lamb, 1993), they realized they had neglected a different category of criteria

relative to merchandising and retail needs of the retail customer. Based on their field

study, they collected the following criteria cited by selected apparel companies: ability to

retail, brand image, calendar, company success, competition's past performance, costing

and availability of resources and skills, line plan, past product performance, product

quality, product sell-through, and response to market changes. Therefore, they revised
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their framework, shown in Figure 2-23, to illustrate that the apparel manufacturer actually

caters to two customers, the final consumer and the retailer.

Lamb and Kallal (1992) contend that their model contributes to evaluating products in the

marketplace and can thus be considered “as part of the merchandising function,

specifically planning, developing, and presenting a product line”. The FEA model can be

used to define new problem solving projects for developing seasonal concepts and styles,

as well as to evaluate the suitability of existing products and product lines on their target

markets and their potential for adaptation to new target market segments.

Figure 2-22. FEA design process framework (Lamb & Kallal, 1992)
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Figure 2-23. Product development framework (Kallal & Lamb, 1993)
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accounted for in the new data. However certain refinements and expansions were made to

develop the new model (Figure 2-24).

The new findings highlighted the fact that the activities actually took place in a non-linear

manner, combining both sequential and simultaneous actions. Broken lines and double

headed arrows show the alternative routes and cyclical motions the process may go

through before reaching its objective. The intervening factors were expanded to include

the major external influences from the companies’ macro and micro environments

impacting its sourcing, as well as the internal factors basically used as testing and

evaluation references all along the process. The “inspirational search for trends” stage

was added to account for the multiple internal and external influences.

Following the search for trends, the accumulation of impressions are further analyzed and

interpretations are made according to the needs of the firm’s perceived target customer.

This integration allows for decisions to be made regarding the overall theme direction,

which then serves as the foundation for subsequent judgements regarding color palette,

structural and surface design fabric, and, silhouette and style direction. Once decisions

have been made regarding these overall line directions, the elements are usually brought

to fruition in the form of a sample prototype. After the sampling, the process may cycle

back to the theme direction in case any element needs to be changed to better

complement the garment idea. Once the seasonal line ideas have been evaluated and

refined, the next step is line presentation for final adoption. Some companies may go

directly from the line ideas to line presentation without going through sampling by using

sketches, computer renderings or even magazine tears instead of garment samples. In

other cases, the line ideas will be pared down as they progress throughout the process and

therefore may move directly to line adoption. The dashed lines in the model depict these

alternative routes.
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Figure 2-24. Revised Apparel Retail Product Development Model
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The authors divided their model in four main phases shown as headings in Figure 2-24.

To begin the process a research phase is carried out to consider all the influences. As

irrelevant variables are filtered out and concept generation begins, the line

conceptualization phase is initiated. Progressively the ideas become more concrete

leading to the creation of virtual or actual prototypes in the Product visualization and

Evaluation phase. Finally, the Technical Refinement phase refinements are made to

ensure the overall efficiency of production. This revised model is useful in providing a

systematic mapping of the stages that take place at each of these four generic phases

during the design of apparel products.

These four phases are very similar to those defined by Amabile, and Lamb and Kallal as

shown in Figure 2-25. More recently LaBat and Sokolowski (1999) presented a three

stage textile product design process based on an analysis of design processes used in the

fields of architecture and environmental design, engineering design, industrial product

design and clothing design. By grouping the different stages of the processes according to

commonalties, they retained three major phases: problem definition and research, creative

exploration and implementation (Figure 2-25). In the problem definition stage the whole

problem has to be widely investigated and defined. In the following creative exploration

stage, designers must pursue free flow of ideas with both short term and long term

solutions in mind. Each season they must design products that satisfy the target consumer

or even maybe attract new market segments, while making sure that these products

correspond to, perpetuate and/or rejuvenate the company’s style and brand image. They

must also try to develop new and existing products in a way that will optimize their

respective lifecycles.

The creative exploration is the least well-defined stage, referred to as the “creative leap”

by Watkins (1988) or “black box” design by Jones (1981). However, Jones believes this

phase can be described, if not explained, in detail and communicated to all design process

participants. This “glass box” approach to design, as he calls it, is a systematic, visible,

and analytical approach in which sub-functions and links between functions are mapped

out and where patterns are imposed on all the information gathered in the initial stage of
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the design process. The models reviewed fail to focus on this initial stage, its components

and its dynamic structure. A pattern language could provide the tool to map out and move

through the archetypal model of this creative process.

Figure 2-25. Comparing the phase of creative design process models
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3 PATTERN LANGUAGES: ORIGINS AND APPLICATIONS

The previous review of literature revealed that both creative and design process models

were based on a problem solving approach. These findings lead the author to search for a

methodology that could be applicable for solving the types of problems encountered in

linking design and marketing. The most promising methodology identified was "pattern

languages".

Existing pattern languages have been developed to help understand the various

fundamental components and dynamics of complex systems by using a series of related

generic problem-solving patterns empirically proven to be successful. Patterns record

existing knowledge to make it rapidly and easily accessible and communicated between

different users in various fields and disciplines. Pattern languages can greatly contribute

to knowledge sharing and management across organizations, industries and even

countries.

3.1 Pattern languages: recording and sharing
knowledge to channel creativity

If the process is viewed as a combination of interrelated problem solving activities, a

pattern language as defined by architect Christopher Alexander (1977) may prove to be

quite adequate and beneficial for modeling the dynamic structure of the apparel creative

design process. The main characteristics of architectural and environmental design

processes is that large complex design problems have to be solved without the possibility

of testing and re-testing the solutions. Evaluation of quality and defined criteria all along

the conception phase is essential (LaBat & Sokolowski, 1999). Consequently, models of

these design processes tend to optimize this initial creative phase and are particularly

interesting to analyze and eventually transpose to the apparel field to improve design

effectiveness and efficiency, i.e. higher success rate for new products in a timely manner.
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3.1.1 Problem solving approach and patterns

Several authors have criticized the use of problem solving approaches to deal with

creative design processes. In general, they argue that a logical problem solving approach

may not be relevant to achieve the objectives of these chaotic and complex processes.

Halleden (1997) points out the paradoxical association of logical problem solving to

creativity. A creative effort leads to a “surprise” outcome. “Can one define moves which

lead to the unpredictable, a technique for surprises?” (Hallden, 1997).  Problem solving is

generally regarded as a logical activity. Can it be used to explain “the marvels of

creativity”? Stacey (1996) uses complexity theory to analyze creativity, which is based

on “the notion that complicated behavior emerges from the interaction of individual

components, each with its own set of rules that guide behavior” (Byrne, 1998). Stacey

(1996) defines the individual human mind as a complex adaptive system based on

feedback in human networks. In a framework of multiple agents, the interactive nonlinear

feedback evolves into adaptive behavior which “creates patterns that no agent

individually intends or can foresee”. Halleden concludes that “logic has very little to do

with it, but this does not refrain the investigator from the use of the approach.…

Experience and practical necessity of the situation provide the keys, together with an

element of trial and error. The evolutionary viewpoint once again proves fruitful”. Neural

networks may therefore actually contribute to the creative process.

Jay and Perkins (1997) focus on problem finding rather than problem solving. They look

at problem finding as the search for mechanism, understanding why and how. “The act of

finding and formulating a problem is a key aspect of creative thinking and creative

performance in many fields, an act that is distinct from and perhaps more important than

problem solving”. In their general analysis of design processes, LaBat and Sokolowski

(1999) found that engineering design processes tend to focus more on the problem

definition than the solution. This first step is crucial. It involves compiling information to

define the product’s status through market research, competition analysis, and evaluate its
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life cycle curve and innovation potential. This information is an economic commodity

requiring time and money, which is well worth the investment if it can optimize the

output.

De Bono (1992) questions the validity of the entire problem driven approach, and

actually combines the conclusions stated above. The “major thrust in Western education

is analysis”, which consists in identifying the problem, its cause and solving it. The gap

with the problem driven approach is that some problems have no identifiable cause, or

there are too many of them, or may not be worth solving. De Bono believes that design is

“a way forward”, by enabling a new perception of a problem. Another gap is that it

means that there must be a problem before any improvement is made. De Bono believes

that it is precisely this problem driven creative thinking mentality of “if it ain’t broken

don’t fix it” that was responsible for the decline of the US industry in the 1980's. Today,

this reactive approach is being supplanted by a more dynamic pro-active philosophy of

“if it is not broken, break it”.

As will be developed in the following sections, I believe pattern languages can be very

useful in applying problem solving approaches to deal with the creative design process of

apparel while taking all of these arguments into consideration.

3.1.2 The origin of Patterns

The current use of the term “pattern language” was first introduced in the field of

architecture by Alexander who has written several books (1964; 1975; 1977; 1979) on the

topic as it relates to urban planning, building architecture and construction. Although

these books are about architecture and urban planning, they are applicable to many other

disciplines, including software development. Because the structure of pattern languages is

“based on general invariants, pattern languages help to understand the complexity of a

wide variety of systems ranging from buildings and cities, to software and organizations”

(Salingaros, 1998).
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3.1.2.1 Patterns in complex chaotic systems

Grady Booch (1996), an object-oriented software expert, confirms the study of patterns is

not unique to architecture. Indeed, the importance of patterns has long been recognized in

other technical disciplines such as biology, chemistry and physics. “For example, Herbert

Simon, in his study of complexity, observed that "hierarchic systems are usually

composed of only a few different kinds of subsystems in various combinations and

arrangements." In other words, complex systems have common patterns. These patterns

may involve the reuse of small components, such as the cells found in both plants and

animals, or of larger structures, such as vascular systems, also found in both plants and

animals. In his classic work, The Sciences of the Artificial, Simon went on to illustrate

how these patterns manifest themselves in social and biological systems, and how the

existence of such patterns help to simplify their inherent complexity” (Booch, 1996).

DeBono claims patterning systems are at the root of the way the mind works to

understand things. "The mind functions because it is a pattern creating and pattern using

system" (DeBono, 1982). "The mind works to make sense out of confusion and

uncertainty. The mind works to recognize familiar patterns in the outside world"

(DeBono, 1994). A pattern involves items of information that "hang together", are

recognizable and repeatable, and so give expectancy. DeBono concludes that,

consequently, if the patterning system of the mind is acknowledged and understood,

"creativity changes from mysterious magic to predictable process" (DeBono, 1982).

In his book on “questioning the essence of mind and pattern”, scientist Hofstadter (1985)

shares his experience of analyzing the pattern, poetry and power of Chopin’s music,

which he considers magical. According to him, the only possible source of that magic is

some kind of complexity, a patterned complexity, which can be looked at two ways. One

way involves human perception and its capacity to “integrate a huge set of independent

elements and 'hear' only a single quality”. The other way focuses on "the incredible skill

of a pianist who can play so many notes so quickly that they all blur into one shimmering

mass, a 'co-hear-ent' totality". From this experience, Hofstadter draws the following
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conclusions or “lifelong lesson” as he calls it. “Phenomena perceived to be magical are

always the outcome of complex patterns of non-magical activities taking place at a level

below perception. More succinctly: the magic behind magic is pattern. The magic of life

itself is a perfect example, emerging as it does out of patterned but lifeless activities at

the molecular level. The magic of music emerges from complex non magical … patterns

of notes”.

“Pattern languages encapsulate human experience. A creative civilization places great

value on its pattern languages, which are often synonymous with its heritage -- both

technical and cultural.… Almost every discipline possesses a history of solutions

obtained under different conditions. An invariant solution shows up under slightly

different formats, while remaining basically the same pattern. A repository of these

patterns forms the groundwork for any discipline. Many patterns of human relations are

codified into religions, myths, or literary epics. Pattern languages are essential tools for

human beings to function in, and control a complex world” (Salingaros, 1998).

In the past decade, the software community has been developing a number of patterns to

define the virtual spaces it is trying to construct (Erickson et al., 1997). Patterns help

think about complex problems in an “intuitive shorthand” and provide a growing toolkit

for solving architectural problems (Booch et al., 1998).

3.1.2.2 Alexander’s definition of patterns

In 1977, Alexander published a pattern language for building and planning architectural

and environmental spaces. The language provides detailed patterns for towns and

neighborhoods, houses, gardens, and rooms. It can be used to design by oneself or with

others, a private or a public place.

Each pattern describes a problem, which occurs over and over again, in a given

environment, with a core, generic solution, in such a way that it can be used a million

times over without ever doing it the same way twice. Each solution is stated in a way that
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it gives the essential field of relationships needed to solve the problem, but in a very

general and abstract way.  Alexander stresses the need for this abstraction “so that you

can solve the problem for yourself, in your own way, by adapting it to your preferences,

and the local conditions at the place where you are making it”.

Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a certain context, a

problem, and a solution. “Each pattern is a relationship between a certain context, a

certain system of forces which occurs repeatedly in that context, and a certain spatial

configuration which allows these forces to resolve themselves” (Alexander, 1979). The

pattern is the description of both a process and a thing. “Each pattern is a rule which

describes what you have to do to generate the entity which it defines.”

Jim Coplien, a renowned “patternite” in software development, relates this last definition

to dress patterns. “I could tell you how to make a dress by specifying the route of a pair

of scissors through a piece of cloth in terms of angles and lengths of cut. Or, I could give

you a pattern. Reading the specification, you would have no idea what was being built or

if you had built the right thing when you were finished. The pattern foreshadows the

product: it is the rule for making the thing, but it is also, in many respects, the thing

itself” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.2.3 Human Factors and Quality

According to Swift (1995), another software developer convinced of the usefulness of

patterns, the designer's task is to integrate a myriad of design factors into a form that

works, the most important design factors being human factors. "Human factors rule! ...

Paying attention to human factors isn't just a matter of design responsibility, it's the

genesis of quality and what makes products successful. Therefore, some of the forces that

good architecture and product design must resolve are psychological and social rather

than physical (Swift, 1995).
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3.1.2.3.1 Objective "quality without a name" (QWAN)

Alexander suggests that an objective quality of aesthetic beauty, universally recognizable,

exists. He claims there are certain timeless attributes and properties, which are considered

beautiful and aesthetically pleasing to all people in all cultures and not just "in the eye of

the beholder".

In the 1960s, Alexander’s work stemmed from the following argument. “Current

architectural methods result in products that fail to meet the real demands and

requirements of its users, society and its individuals, and are unsuccessful in fulfilling the

quintessential purpose of all design and engineering endeavors: to improve the human

condition”(Alexander, 1964). Alexander wanted to create structures that are good for

people and have a positive influence on them by improving their comfort and their

quality of life. He concluded that architects must constantly strive to produce work

products that better fit and adapt to the needs of all their inhabitants and users and their

respective communities. Alexander (1977) described some suggested "timeless" design

ideas to try and realize these goals. Based on these ideas, he then proposed a paradigm for

architecture based on three concepts: the quality, the gate, and the way (Alexander,

1979).

The Quality, a.k.a. "the Quality Without a Name" and abbreviated as the acronym

QWAN, is the essence of all things living and useful that imparts onto them the following

qualities. “Universally recognizable aesthetic beauty and order, recursively nested centers

of symmetry and balance, life and wholeness, resilience, adaptability, and durability,

human comfort and satisfaction, and emotional and cognitive resonance” (Appleton,

1997). These fundamental properties combine to generate the QWAN, and make a

structure feel "whole" and "alive". The Gate is the mechanism that allows us to reach the

quality. Manifested as a living common pattern language, it permits us to create

multiform designs fulfilling multifaceted needs. Using the Way, a.k.a. "the Timeless

Way", patterns from the gate are applied in an ordered sequence of piecemeal growth:

progressively evolving an initial architecture, which then flourishes into a "live" design

possessing the quality. Alexander likens it to "a process of unfolding, like the evolution
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of an embryo, in which the whole precedes its parts, and actually gives birth to them, by

splitting" (Alexander, 1979). By following the way, one may pass through the gate to

reach the quality (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.2.3.2 Organic order

In a pattern language, all the patterns collaborate to solve a more fundamental problem

that is not explicitly addressed by any individual pattern. This helps a pattern language to

achieve an organic order, where “planning and construction will be guided by a process

which allows the whole to emerge gradually from local acts" and therefore, pattern

languages are evolutionary.

Alexander describes this organic order as "the kind of order that is achieved when there is

a perfect balance between the needs of the parts and the needs of the whole" (Alexander,

1975). “So in a sense, a pattern language is like an ecosystem of patterns, all of which are

inherently related at some level. This 'ecological quality' of pattern languages contributes

to their "wholeness" and their ability to help us generate "live" architectures" possessing

the QWAN” (Appleton, 1997). Alexander concludes that the QWAN can make the end-

users and designers feel alive, whole, and comfortable. This "ultimate goal" of achieving

the QWAN to improve user comfort and quality of life corresponds to the "total customer

satisfaction" objective in Total Quality Management (TQM).

3.1.2.3.3 Piecemeal growth

After defining the principle of organic order, Alexander goes on to further explain the

process of piecemeal growth, which is based on the idea of repair as opposed to

replacement. “Rather than designing an architecture to replace an existing one, and which

will eventually be replaced itself, Alexander prescribes a more evolutionary approach

which gradually unfolds a complete structure from an initial foundation by continual

embellishment, modification, improvement, and repair” (Appleton, 1997). Pattern

languages are intended to grow and evolve whole architectures through this process of

piecemeal growth.
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Alexander (1977) also stresses that patterns themselves should evolve through a process

of piecemeal growth. The context/problem/solution combinations suggested by his

patterns vary in significance; some are truer, more profound, more certain than others.

“People who read and use this language should try to improve these patterns, finding

truer, more profound invariants. Gradually these truer patterns, which are slowly

discovered as time goes on, will enter a common language which all of us can share.

Each pattern represents our current best guess as to what arrangement of the physical

environment will work to solve the problem presented” (Alexander, 1977).

Patterns are living things that change as more is learned about the problem, the context,

and the solution. Some may completely outlive their usefulness as procedures and

technologies change. These patterns should be retired, as new ones appear to replace

them. Patterns are also very much alive and evolving under the impact of new experience

and observation. "As people exchange ideas about the environment, and exchange

patterns, the overall inventory of patterns in the pattern pool keeps changing.… Of

course, this evolution will never end" (Alexander, 1979). Patterns develop in a continuum

around human needs and interactions; they are human centered models focusing on

achieving the QWAN.

3.1.2.3.4 Communicating Intuition

In many respects, an individual's sense of the QWAN is also about cognitive judgement

and communicating it clearly. This requires the ability to design in a “glass box” as

defined by Jones (1981). All designers develop their own intuition, born from their

extensive personal experiences. “Although this 'intuition' may be subjective, it can be

uncannily accurate and give the designer an almost instinctive sense of what will work

and what will not (even before the measures are brought to bear to try and verify it). This

stems from the designer being intimate with the design and internalizing it at a visceral

level, almost to the point of becoming an inhabitant whose sensory network is 'plugged-

in' to the system. If a pattern can impart to its readers and users, this same 'plugged-in'

feeling of being connected to the design and deeply comprehending it, then in theory it
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will impart to the reader the same cognitive feeling of its aptness that the designer

experienced. If a pattern succeeds in this attempt, then all who see and use it will

supposedly experience the resonant feeling of beauty and harmony that the QWAN is

supposed to evoke” (Appleton, 1997).

While some authors are firm believers in the QWAN of pattern languages, others are

more skeptical.  Salingaros, for instance, who strongly believes in the importance of

pattern languages to maintain the best quality of life possible for all human kind, cannot

comprehend that this fact is not widely accepted. “There is frighteningly little awareness

of how central pattern languages are to our evolution as a species, and what role they play

for our continued survival.” On the other hand, Appleton, also a believer in the QWAN,

understands how some can be more dubious about the QWAN. “Of course this "ultimate

goal" of achieving the QWAN is very elusive.… There are those who feel the whole idea

of the QWAN is just a bit too whimsical and metaphysical; that it is not scientific or

tangible enough to have a place in true engineering disciplines (especially if it is

something that cannot be measured or quantified). The notion of beauty as something that

is universally objective can be a trifle hard for some to swallow.”

However, the applications of pattern languages in other field, specifically in software

development, show that the current “patternites” or “pattern gurus” are convinced of the

human centered quality of patterns and attribute the success of the products developed

using patterns to the QWAN. This also explains the enthusiasm of the software

community to keep developing pattern languages for new applications that they seek to

optimize in efficiency and effectiveness.

3.1.2.4 Alexander's pattern language

Alexander developed a collection of 253 patterns forming a language within which a

variety of pattern combinations can be created. The language provides “a coherent picture

of an entire region, with the power to generate such regions in a million forms, with

infinite variety in all the details.… Any small sequence of patterns from this language is
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itself a language for a smaller part of the environment; and this small list of patterns is

then capable of generating a million parks, paths, houses, workshops, or gardens”

(Alexander, 1977).

3.1.2.4.1 “Alexandrian” Pattern Format

For convenience and clarity, Alexander suggests using the same format for each pattern.

This so-called “Alexandrian” format is composed of seven parts, presented in the

following sequence.

1. A picture shows an archetypal example of the pattern.

2. An introductory paragraph sets the context of the pattern by explaining how it helps

to complete certain larger patterns.

3. The problem is stated in one or two sentences as a headline.

4. The body of the problem describes the empirical background of the pattern, the

evidence for its validity, the range of different ways the pattern can be manifested in a

building, etc.

5. The solution describes the field of physical and social relationships, which are

required to solve the stated problem in the stated context. This solution is always

stated in the form of an instruction, so that you know exactly what you need to do to

build the pattern

6. The solution is then depicted in the form of a diagram with labels to indicate its main

components

7. A final paragraph ties the pattern to all those smaller patterns needed to complete this

pattern, embellish it, fill it out, etc.

3.1.2.4.2 Embedded networks

Patterns are related and form a network guiding its users through a sequence that always

moves from the largest patterns "which create structures, to the ones which embellish

those structures, and then to those which embellish the embellishments.… No pattern is

an isolated entity. Each pattern can exist only to the extent that it is supported by other
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patterns: the larger patterns in which it is embedded, the patterns of same size which

surround it, and the smaller patterns which are embedded in it” (Alexander, 1977).

Alexander’s list of patterns follows an order, beginning with the very largest patterns,

those for regions and towns, then working down through neighborhoods, clusters of

buildings, buildings, rooms and alcoves, ending finally with details of construction.

However, this order is only suggestive. Each individual user will develop a personal

language in which the sequence of patterns selected will satisfy the user's specific needs,

context and final objective.

3.1.2.4.3 Three scales

Alexander’s language is composed of three different scales of patterns: towns, buildings

and construction.

1. Part of the language that defines a town or a community. “These patterns can never be

“designed” or “built” in one fell swoop – but patient piecemeal growth, designed in

such a way that every individual act is always helping to create or generate these

larger global patterns, will, slowly and surely, over the years, make a community that

has these global patterns in it” (Alexander, 1977).

2. Part of the language that gives shape to groups of buildings, and individual buildings,

on the land, in three dimensions. “These are the patterns which can be “designed” or

“built” – the patterns which define the individual buildings and the space between the

buildings; where we are dealing for the first time with patterns that are under the

control of individuals or small groups of individuals, who are able to build the

patterns all at once” (Alexander, 1977).

3. Arriving at this stage, the complete design of an individual building has been

developed. The last part of the language, indicates how to make a “buildable building

directly from this rough scheme of spaces, and tells you how to build it in detail”

(Alexander, 1977).
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3.1.2.4.4 The poetry of the language

Alexander distinguishes the potential of using his language to compose prose or poetry,

which will determine the character of what is built depending on the sequence of patterns

used to generate it. The most complex and preferred language is poetry where “many

patterns overlap in the same physical space: the building is very dense; it has many

meanings captured in a small space.… In a poem, this kind of density, creates

illumination, by making identities between words, and meanings, whose identity we have

not understood before.… The compression illuminates each of the patterns, sheds light on

its meaning; and also illuminates our lives, as we understand a little more about the

connections of our inner needs. The compression of patterns into a single space is not a

poetic and exotic thing kept for special buildings, which are works of art. It is the most

ordinary economy of space.… Every building, every room, every garden is better, when

all the patterns which it needs are compressed as far as it is possible for them to be. The

building will be cheaper; and the meanings in it will be denser.… Once you have learned

to use the language, you must pay attention to the possibility of compressing the many

patterns, which you put together, in the smallest possible space” (Alexander, 1977).

3.1.2.4.5 Archetypal model

Every individual will have a unique language, which as a whole is personal to the mind

of that person, but which in part is also shared with the other members of the society he

or she evolves in. Therefore, “every society will have its own unique and distinct pattern

language” (Alexander, 1977). Alexander claims that many of the patterns presented in his

pattern language are archetypal: “so deeply rooted in the nature of things, that it seems

likely that they will be part of human nature, and human action, as much in five hundred

years, as they are today.… In this sense, at least part of the language we have presented

here, is the archetypal core of all possible patterns languages” (Alexander, 1977).

Alexander warns that “today languages have become so brutal and fragmented that there

is no more language so to speak, based on any human or natural considerations”

(Alexander, 1977). “A great deal of effort was made in the past to preserve pattern
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languages that were learned and not intrinsic to the human mind. In many instances,

however, arbitrary stylistic rules that clash with our built-in patterns (intuition) were

either adopted by, or forced on people. That has damaged or even destroyed our pattern

languages” (Salingaros, 1998).

Alexander finally suggests that each person should embark once again on the

construction and development of his or her own language, perhaps taking this one as a

point of departure. In various disciplines, researchers have followed the architect’s

advice. “Alexander's patterns were concerned with architecture, and specifically, static

structures. They were most naturally grouped according to size, so that they represent

patterns in space. On can just as well have patterns in time, or in any other dimension,

such as a scale for measuring human interactions. For this reason, pattern languages are

important in understanding organizational structure and processes” (Salingaros, 1998).

3.1.3 Application of patterns to software development

Pattern languages have been applied to various fields since Alexander first introduced the

notion in architecture (e.g. music patterns, writing patterns, genetic patterns, management

patterns, farming patterns). Books and particularly the Internet offer a wide source of

suggested applications for pattern languages ranging from “eco-patterns’ for developing

eco-systems to “cyber-patterns” for developing software systems.

3.1.3.1 Patterns for software design and engineering

Most authors focused on the essential role of patterns in all engineering disciplines, and

specifically for design processes (Gamma et al., 1994; Muller, 1997; Beck et al., 1996).

“All mature engineering disciplines draw from a collective compendium of time-honored,

battle-tested "best practices" and "lessons learned" for solving known engineering

problems. Great engineers don't just design their products strictly according to the

principles of math and science. They must adapt their solutions to make optimal trade-

offs and compromises between known solutions, principles, and constraints to meet the
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ever-increasing and ever-changing demands of cost, schedule, quality, and customer

needs. Patterns help bring order out of chaos by identifying what is constant and

recognizable in the midst of such incessant change. Patterns represent distilled

experience, which, through their assimilation, convey expert insight and knowledge to

inexpert developers” (Appleton, 1997). Software developer Muller (1997) defines

patterns as strategic tools satisfying the need to channel both chaos and expertise in his

specific field where compromise is a strategic necessity.

Software engineering design models are very interesting to analyze for the purpose of this

dissertation. The constraints imposed on software development teams include a full

understanding of the complexities of both the customer and end-user requirements. These

complexities can stem from a variety of sources such as the nature of the applications, the

distributed and heterogeneous environments, the size of programs, the organization of

teams, and the end-users expectations, which all have to be taken into consideration and

combined most efficiently and effectively. To overcome these challenges, they must not

only learn their job, but also be able to explain their work to others as well as to

understand others’ work. “Glass-box” design as defined by Jones (1981) is imperative in

the field of software design.

For this reason, Alexander’s pattern language has triggered an increasing amount of

interest in the software field since the 1980s. “The concept of the design pattern in

software provides a key to helping developers leverage the expertise of other skilled

architects” (Gamma et al., 1994). The goal of patterns within the software community is

to provide a body of literature that helps software developers resolve common difficult

problems encountered throughout all of software engineering and development. Software

developers have a strong tendency to reuse designs that have worked well for them in the

past. As they gain more experience, their repertoire of design experience grows and they

become more proficient. Unfortunately, this design reuse is usually restricted to personal

experience and there is usually little sharing of design knowledge among developers.
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Patterns help create a shared language to communicate insight and experience about these

problems and their solutions. Formally codifying these solutions and their relationships

lets software developers capture the body of knowledge proven to provide an

understanding of good architectures that meet the needs of their users. Furthermore, the

construction of a common pattern language for conveying the structures and mechanisms

of developed architectures allows the whole software community to intelligibly reason

about them. “The primary focus is not so much on technology as it is on creating a

culture to document and support sound engineering architecture and design” (Appleton,

1997). The availability of a catalog of design patterns can help both the experienced and

the novice designer recognize situations in which design reuse could or should occur.

“Such a collection is time-consuming to create, but it is our experience that the invested

effort pays off.… The patterns community is sufficiently enthused about the prospective

advantages to be gained by making this design knowledge explicit in the form of patterns,

that hundreds of patterns have been written, discussed and distributed” (Beck et al.,

1996).

This so-called "patterns community" met and intensified discussions on patterns at a

series of annual Object-Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages and Applications

(OOPSLA) workshops starting in 1991. In 1993, a small group of pattern enthusiasts

formed the ``Hillside Generative Patterns Group'' and subsequently organized the first

conference on patterns called the ``Pattern Languages of Programming'' (PLoP) in 1994.

The success this conference and the unveiling of the ``Gang-of-Four'' (GoF) book

(Gamma et al., 1994), which presented the first catalog of design patterns, created a surge

of interest in the topic of design patterns (Beck et al., 1996). From that point on, software

patterns really became popular and widely accepted (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.3.2 Pattern types

Due to the overwhelming acceptance of the GoF’s book (Gamma et al., 1994), much of

the initial pattern focus in the software community has been on design patterns. However,

there are many other kinds of patterns. Patterns submitted to previous PLoP conferences
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have encompassed all aspects of software engineering including: user interface

development, system re-engineering, reverse engineering, software process, process

improvement, risk management, project planning, requirements engineering, concurrent

programming, etc. Though design patterns are still the most popular, organizational and

process patterns seem to be gaining momentum (Appleton, 1997; Beck et al., 1996). Note

that examples of most of the patterns mentioned here can be found on websites developed

by the authors. (For URLs, see references).

3.1.3.2.1 Design Patterns

Since the GoF book (Gamma et al., 1994) is the first and so far most popular of the

software patterns books, the term "design pattern" is often used to refer to any pattern

which directly addresses issues of software architecture, design, or programming

implementation. Just as Alexander described three scales of patterns in architecture,

Towns/ Buildings/ Construction, Coplien distinguishes three different kinds of patterns

can be developed for software engineering: analysis/ design/ installation or

implementation.

Many authors choose to make an important distinction between these three conceptual

levels by categorizing them into architectural patterns, design patterns, and idioms or

programming patterns. The difference between these categories is in their corresponding

levels of abstraction and detail. “Architectural patterns are high-level strategies that

concern large-scale components and the global properties and mechanisms of a system.

They have wide-sweeping implications which affect the overall skeletal structure and

organization of a software system. Design patterns are medium-scale tactics that flesh out

some of the structure and behavior of entities and their relationships. They do not

influence overall system structure, but instead define micro-architectures of subsystems

and components. Idioms are paradigm-specific and language-specific programming

techniques that fill in low-level internal or external details of a component's structure or

behavior” (Appleton, 1997).
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3.1.3.2.2 Organizational and Process patterns

There is a growing body of patterns called organizational patterns, which describe proven

successful management techniques and/or organizational structures involved with the

software process. Coplien (1997) developed 43 organizational patterns, which can be

used “to establish organizational structures and practices that will improve the prospects

for success in a new software development organization.… Managers in highly

productive cultures at Lucent Technologies, Borland, and AT&T have confirmed the

presence of most of these patterns in their organizations.” Coplien concludes that "a good

set of organizational patterns helps to (indirectly) generate the right process."

Organizational patterns are generally associated with process patterns. Ambler (1998)

points out several authors who include process patterns in their organizational patterns.

Kaul develops a taxonomy for organizational patterns using the three dimensions:

structure, process, and behavior. Cusik suggests a classification for organizational

patterns using three different categories: process, project risk, and organization. As

Ambler (1998) puts it, organizational and process patterns “go hand in hand”; they

complement each other and should be used together.

According to Ambler (1998), a process pattern describes a successful proven approach

and/or series of actions, activities, techniques for developing software. Process patterns

indicate what to do rather than how to do it. Ambler breaks down a "process" into three

levels. He calls the top level “phases”, beginning with the “Initiate” phase and ending

with the “Delivery” phase. In each phase, there are various “stages” of development that

may undergo one or several iterations. At the lowest level are the “tasks”, present in

every stage of every phase.  Therefore, Ambler believes there are at least three types of

process patterns, which he describes as follows, in order of increasing scale.

1. The task process pattern depicts the detailed steps to perform a specific task.

2. The stage process pattern depicts the steps, which are often performed iteratively, of

a single project stage. A stage process pattern is presented for each project stage.

3. The phase process pattern depicts the interactions between the stage process

patterns for a single project phase.
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3.1.3.2.3 Antipatterns

Just as there are patterns, there are also antipatterns. If a pattern represents a "best

practice" then an anti-pattern represents a "lesson learned". Anti-patterns are valuable

because it is often just as important to see and understand bad solutions as it is to see and

understand good ones.

Antipatterns can be found in conjunction with all types of patterns: design, process,

organizational and others. There are two general types of antipatterns. Some antipatterns

describe an approach to solving a common problem that in time has proven to be wrong

or highly ineffective. Other antipatterns describe how to get out of a bad situation and

how to proceed from there to a good solution. These should provide solutions for both the

symptoms and the causes (Ambler, 1999; Appleton, 1997; Brown et al., 1998).

3.1.4 Writing a pattern Language

The enthusiasm over patterns in the software community has triggered a new field of

research in the development of a model for pattern writing, “hatching”, mining and

training. Due to their basically simple nature, patterns are subject to ``overhype'',

particularly by those who do not fully understand what the real capabilities are or how

hard it is to write good patterns (Beck et al., 1996). Some pattern language adepts have

developed patterns for pattern writing. Meszaros and Doble (1998) provide the most

complete and structured set in their “Pattern Language for Pattern Writing”. For pattern

mining, software professionals have already suggested approaches using IT. “Some

members of the patterns community feel the best way to capture and use patterns is to

employ a categorization scheme and search engine that allows problem solvers to find the

right pattern for a given situation.”

For the purpose of this dissertation, which is to assess the patterns necessary to develop a

pattern language for the creative design process of apparel, we will review literature

written by pattern “gurus” and professional pattern writers on their personal practical

experiences. Most pattern writing professionals and gurus work in telecommunication
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companies such as Lucent Technologies, AGC (a joint venture of Lucent Technologies

and GTE), or AT&T, which have set up programs in the past few years to encourage their

personnel to participate in pattern mining and writing. Mining provides the “raw

material” for writing.

3.1.4.1 Pattern mining

According to Linda Rising (1999), AGC’s official pattern writer, what every corporate

group wants is not a book of patterns written by someone outside the company, but a

collection of patterns that reflect the company's way of doing business. “The business

goal is a handbook of best practices that documents the things the company has done

well. This handbook would ensure that corporate wisdom would be recorded and shared

with current and future employees. It is almost certain that no one person already has all

this knowledge, so everyone in the company would become more knowledgeable about

the business. The whole organization would improve.”

Creating such a handbook of patterns, which requires a significant investment of time and

work, is not an easy task. It requires persuading people to share their hard-earned

experiences, capturing the knowledge gained from those experiences, and ensuring that

the knowledge is successfully encapsulated into patterns and transferred to others.  In her

detailed report on how her company went about developing a corporate handbook of best

practices patterns, Rising describes seven mining techniques: mining by interviewing,

mining your own experience, mining by borrowing, mining by teaching pattern writing,

mining in workshops, mining in meetings, and mining in classes.

Mining by interviewing requires people to talk about their experiences, their observations,

their know-how. By telling their stories, these people not only contribute to mining for

concrete examples of patterns, but also prove their usefulness and expertise, boosting

their self-confidence. When mining by interviewing, the use of pre-developed patterns to

mine patterns is very effective. “When you tell people about a pattern, invariably, they

will have a story about the pattern, which can be added to the pattern document, or they
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will have a disagreement with the solution. Usually this means the context is too broad.

The story the dissenter will tell helps narrow the context and improve the pattern”

(Rising, 1999).

Mining your own experience is actually a particular case of mining by interviewing that

involves interviewing oneself. Though this seems the simplest form of mining, it comes

with its own particular challenge. An increased effort in objectivity is necessary to

highlight what seems to be so obvious to oneself, but may not be to others.

Mining by borrowing refers to searching other disciplines or fields for existing patterns

that could be applied or adapted to specific needs. For instance, for companies in the

same domain, useful information can be shared through patterns. Unfortunately, except in

a joint venture setting, this is a rare occurrence. Patterns are generally considered to

contain proprietary domain knowledge, even when the information is of a truly general

nature. Therefore, companies tend to be reluctant to share them. However, a shift in ways

of doing business has prompted certain companies to join forces and try to learn, and

grow more patterns, from each other’s experiences. Rising stresses the necessity of this

shift. “In an age of increasing specialization, we must join hands across academic and

practical boundaries to share what we know and expand our viewpoint. As Weinberg has

noted, ‘None of us is as smart as all of us!’ This could be the most powerful outcome of

the patterns movement - real sharing across disciplines that would enable us all to be

better at what we do” (Rising, 1999). As an example of this new way of doing business,

Rising also quotes Ford manager Senges: “Sharing what we know with others increases

our own understanding. In many cases, we find that what we have learned is not domain-

specific but applies across the industry. We share what we know and we all improve.

Drawing a boundary at organizational lines hampers the work of the whole community.”

Mining by teaching pattern writing and mining in workshops involve a collaborative

effort. In a pattern writing class, participants learn a lot about patterns as they try to

produce one. This is an effective way to start pattern mining in an organization. Some

writers are so eager (especially if appropriate reward mechanisms are in place) that they
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continue to write after the class has ended, on their own or in workshops. Workshops are

particularly helpful for mining patterns. “This helpful medium enables a writer to hear

feedback from colleagues in a non-threatening setting. Everyone in a writers workshop

should also be a writer and, therefore, equally sensitive to comments. Writing patterns is

difficult and those who have struggled to capture their experience in a pattern are in a

good position to help others who have chosen the same path” (Rising, 1999).

Finally Rising (1999) asserts that, for her, pattern mining has become a reflex. She seeks

every opportunity to prospect for patterns, such as mining in meetings and mining in

classes. Therefore, pattern mining consists in adopting a discipline of constant search for

patterns in everything that is said, heard, read, observed and experienced. This discipline

must be combined with good pattern hatching habits in order to avoid an overflow of

patterns and achieve the highest probability of writing successful patterns and pattern

languages.

3.1.4.2 Pattern Hatching

The term pattern hatching is employed by “pattern guru” Vlissides in his article on

“Seven habits of successful Pattern Writers” (1996). Vlissides believes pattern writing is

very complicated and requires the writer to seek all the help he or she can get. “A pattern

… doesn't work in a vacuum. It provides the solution to just one problem; so it must

cooperate with other patterns. Therefore a pattern writer must contemplate not one

pattern but several, even some as yet unwritten. And that's but one of many challenges in

the pattern development process.” A brief summary of the habits Vlissides prescribes for

successful pattern hatching follows.

According to Vlissides (1996), the single most important habit for writing patterns is

"taking the time to reflect). During this time, all the pattern mining techniques described

above can prove to be very useful. Vlissides highly recommends taking time off

periodically to reflect on what has been done or learned. Experiences should be recorded

incrementally. When a problem is encountered, one should try to write about it
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immediately. Both successful and unsuccessful approaches tried to solve the problem

should be archived as well.

Vlissides (1996) also recommends examining any new problem situation thoroughly to

identify known existing patterns, which could save time and help develop and optimal

solution. Vlissides warns that "if you do find something that seems new, make sure it is

applicable in other contexts before you try to write it up as a pattern. We had one

inviolable rule as we developed Design Patterns (Gamma et al., 1994): we had to find

two existing examples of a problem and its solution before we would write a pattern for

it” (Vlissides, 1996). Other authors have suggested finding a minimum of three existing

examples. “Even if something appears to have all the requisite pattern components, it

should not be considered a pattern until it has been verified to be a recurring

phenomenon, preferably in at least three existing systems (this is often called the rule of

three)” (Appleton, 1997).

The second habit for pattern hatching that Vlissides (1996) recommends is "adhering to a

structure". Once the raw materials have been determined, they have to be written up in

pattern form. Several authors have adopted different structures or formats. Earlier in the

report, the “Alexandrian format” was described. In the next section a more general format

will be presented. This format is not a strict template to be adopted as is, but rather a

prototype that can be adapted to fit specific needs. However, there are some important

guidelines to keep in mind when making decisions on adopting and altering structures.

Consistent structure lends uniformity to patterns. This uniformity allows easy referencing

of the patterns, and enables users to easily retrieve and compare patterns. if the structure

of a pattern needs to be altered, this change should be carried out in every pattern written.

"That gets increasingly expensive as your patterns mature” (Vlissides, 1996). Therefore,

the structure should be well thought out to begin with, and rapidly altered if necessary.

As a third habit, Vlissides (1996) suggests "being concrete early". Patterns are

abstractions of empirical, practical experiences. Therefore they incorporate both tangible,

concrete explanations and abstract concepts. In his pattern writing experience, Vlissides
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(1996) has found that “people seem to understand concepts better when they are

presented in concrete terms first and then more abstract terms". Therefore, Vlissides

recommends using lots of examples and counter-examples throughout the pattern to

illustrate key points and potential pitfalls such as extra cost or ill-behavior under certain

circumstances. Rising (1999) mentions some additional advantages in using stories

collected by interviewing people as examples in patterns. "Stories always draw readers

in…. Stories make the events in memory memorable to others and to ourselves” (Rising,

1999).

The fourth habit Vlissides (1996) proposes for pattern hatching is to "keep patterns

distinct and complementary", which can be very challenging.  “There's a tendency to

avoid when you're developing multiple patterns. As you work on a pattern, it tends to

grow both in detail and in scope. It's easy to forget about other patterns in the meantime.

The distinctions between patterns blur as a result, making it hard for others to understand

the patterns collectively. They start to overlap in scope and purpose… as you have just

two patterns, the possibility of overlap emerges" (Vlissides, 1996). To avoid this

problem, Vlissides suggests to continually compare and contrast patterns throughout their

development by trying to explain their differences and their relationships. "If two patterns

solve the same or similar problems, you can probably merge them” (Vlissides, 1996).

The fifth habit Vlissides (1996) suggests for successful pattern hatching is "presenting

effectively". Here Vlissides gives tips on typesetting, graphics, and writing style. He

particularly stresses the need to make liberal use of drawings to illustrate key points.

“You may not think you need any drawings, but chances are you do. At the least they

break monotony, and at best they'll get your point across as no amount of explanation

can" (Vlissides, 1996). For the writing, Vlissides recommends using a clear

conversational tone that people can understand easily "making them more receptive to the

material”.

The sixth fundamental habit Vlissides (1996) recommends for pattern hatching is

"iterating tirelessly". Since pattern development is an iterative process, Vlissides alerts
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the writer to the need for perseverance and flexibility. “Expect to write and re-write your

patterns many times. Don't look for perfection in one pattern before you begin work on

the next. Remember, patterns don't exist in isolation; they affect one another. A

significant change to one could very well impact others” (Vlissides, 1996).

The seventh and final habit Vlissides (1996) recommends for pattern hatching is

"collecting and incorporating feed-back". Many pattern writers agree that it is

inappropriate to decisively call something a pattern until it has undergone some degree of

scrutiny or review by others (Appleton, 1997). “No pattern can be trusted until it is used

by someone other than its author. Patterns have the insidious property that they are

usually perfectly understandable to people who are familiar with the problem involved

and its solution. Such people have used the pattern before unconsciously. Thus when they

see the pattern, they can recognize it immediately, even if it isn't presented very well. The

real challenge is to make the pattern understandable to people who have never run across

the problem before. There's no way to do that without getting and incorporating feedback

from just such people…. You may end up making many, many more people happy in the

long run” (Vlissides, 1996).

At the end of their book (Gamma et al., 1994), the GoF authors invite software designers

to give them feedback on their catalogued patterns. They also encourage their readers to

look for patterns they use regularly and document them, exchange them, discuss them.

“One of the great things about patterns is that they move design decisions out of the

realm of vague intuition. They let authors be explicit about the trade-offs they make. This

makes it easier to see what is wrong with their patterns and to argue with them” (Gamma

et al., 1994). Once again, the “glass box” design suggested by Jones (1981) seems to be

well in tune with the development and application of pattern languages.

3.1.4.3 Pattern Format

Several formats for patterns have been suggested by authors. The pattern format used in

Alexander's (1977) work (described earlier in this report) is called the "Alexandrian
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form". The format used in GoF book is referred to as "GoF format". The section headings

of the paragraphs that immediately follow, make up what is called the "canonical form"

as suggested by Appleton. “Despite the use of these differing pattern formats, it is

generally agreed that a pattern should contain certain essential components. Regardless of

the particular format/headings used (or lack thereof), the following essential components

should be clearly recognizable upon reading a pattern” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.1 Name

A pattern must have a meaningful name, by which the problem/solution pairing can be

referenced. Thus a single word or short phrase is sufficient to refer to the pattern, and the

knowledge and structure it describes. Good pattern names form a vocabulary for

discussing conceptual abstractions. Sometimes a pattern may have more than one

commonly used or recognizable name in the literature. In this case it is common practice

to document these nicknames or synonyms under the heading of Aliases or Also Known

As (Appleton, 1997; Meszaros & Doble, 1998).

3.1.4.3.2 Problem

A statement of the problem must describe the pattern’s intent: the goals and objectives it

wants to reach within the given context and forces. Often the forces oppose these

objectives as well as each other (Appleton, 1997). In order to keep the problem definition

separate from any constraints on the solution, a “context-free problem” definition should

be used (Meszaros & Doble, 1998).

3.1.4.3.3 Context

The context corresponds to the preconditions under which the problem and its solution

seem to recur, and for which the solution is desirable. Therefore, the context describes the

pattern's applicability, i.e. the circumstances in which the problem is being solved and the

constraints imposed on the solution. The context “can be thought of as the initial

configuration of the system before the pattern is applied to it” (Appleton, 1997).
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“Sometimes, the context is described in terms of the patterns that have already been

applied. The relative importance of the forces (those that need to be optimized at the

expense of others) is determined by the context” (Meszaros & Doble, 1998).

3.1.4.3.4 Forces

The forces represent the often contradictory considerations that must be taken into

account when choosing a solution to a problem. “A description of the relevant forces and

constraints, and how they interact/conflict with one another and with goals to achieve, is

necessary along with perhaps some indication of their priorities” (Appleton, 1997). These

priorities should be implied by the context described previously. “Forces reveal the

intricacies of a problem and define the kinds of trade-offs that must be considered in the

presence of the tension or dissonance they create. A good pattern description should fully

encapsulate all the forces which have an impact upon it” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.5 Solution

The proposed solution to the problem is constructed based on the problem, the context

and the forces described above. “Note that many problems may have more than one

solution, and the 'goodness' of a solution to a problem is affected by the context in which

the problem occurs. Each solution takes certain forces into account. It resolves some

forces at the expense of others. It may even totally ignore some forces. The most

appropriate solution to a problem in a pattern is the one that best resolves the highest

priority forces as determined by the particular context” (Meszaros & Doble, 1998).

“Static relationships and dynamic rules describe how to realize the desired outcome. This

is often equivalent to giving instructions on how to construct the necessary work

products. The description may encompass pictures, diagrams and prose that identify the

pattern's structure, its participants, and their collaborations, to show how the problem is

solved. The solution should describe not only static structure but also dynamic behavior.

The static structure tells us the form and organization of the pattern, but often it is the

behavioral dynamics that make the pattern 'come alive'. The description of the pattern's
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solution may indicate guidelines to keep in mind (as well as pitfalls to avoid) when

attempting a concrete implementation of the solution. Sometimes possible variants or

specializations of the solution are also described” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.6 Examples

One or more sample applications of the pattern should be given. These concrete examples

must illustrate “a specific initial context; how the pattern is applied to and transforms that

context; and the resulting context left in its wake. Examples help the reader understand

the pattern's use and applicability. Visual examples and analogies can often be especially

illuminating. An example may be supplemented by a sample implementation to show one

way the solution might be realized. Easy-to-comprehend examples from known systems

are usually preferred (see also Known Uses)” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.7 Resulting Context

The state or configuration of the system after the pattern has been applied should include

the consequences, both good and bad, of applying the pattern, as well as other problems

and patterns that may arise from the new context. This resulting context “describes the

post-conditions and side-effects of the pattern. This is sometimes called resolution of

forces because it describes which forces have been resolved, which ones remain

unresolved, and which patterns may now be applicable” (Appleton, 1997). Indeed, the

resulting context “can include one or more new problems to solve. This sets us up for

applying more patterns, possibly the next pattern(s) in a language” (Meszaros & Doble,

1998). “Documenting the resulting context produced by one pattern helps correlate it

with the initial context of other patterns” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.8 Rationale

The rational is “an explanation of why this solution is most appropriate for the stated

problem within this context” (Meszaros & Doble, 1998). This explanation must justify

the steps or rules in the pattern, as well as “how and why it resolves its forces in a
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particular way to be in alignment with desired goals, principles, and philosophies”

(Appleton, 1997). The rational explains “how the forces and constraints are orchestrated

in concert to achieve a resonant harmony. This tells us how the pattern actually works,

why it works, and why it is 'good'. The solution component of a pattern may describe the

outwardly visible structure and behavior of the pattern, but the rationale is what provides

insight into the deep structures and key mechanisms that are going on beneath the surface

of the system” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.3.9 Related Patterns

The static and dynamic relationships between this pattern and others within the same

pattern language or system are essential. “Related patterns often share common forces.

They also frequently have an initial or resulting context that is compatible with the

resulting or initial context of another pattern. Such patterns might be predecessor patterns

whose application leads to this pattern; successor patterns whose application follows

from this pattern; alternative patterns that describe a different solution to the same

problem but under different forces and constraints; and codependent patterns that may (or

must) be applied simultaneously with this pattern” (Appleton, 1997). Related patterns

may also represent more general or more domain specific variations of the pattern

(Meszaros & Doble, 1998).

3.1.4.3.10  Known Uses

Known occurrences of the pattern and its application within existing systems are

described here. “This helps validate a pattern by verifying that it is indeed a proven

solution to a recurring problem. Known uses of the pattern can often serve as

instructional examples (see also Examples)” (Appleton, 1997).

Finally, Appleton suggests that, although it is not strictly required, good patterns often

begin with an Abstract that provides a short summary or overview. “This gives readers a

clear picture of the pattern and quickly informs them of its relevance to any problems
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they may wish to solve. A pattern should identify its target audience and make clear what

it assumes of the reader” (Appleton, 1997).

3.1.4.4 Pattern Language

Apart from the fact that Alexandrian patterns have a history across centuries of

civilization and urbanism, while software related patterns are very young, these two types

of patterns share several commonalties. Both are based on observation of existing

systems and looking for patterns in them. Both have templates for writing them even

though they are quite different. Both rely on natural language and many examples to

describe the patterns (Gamma et al., 1994). However, when referring to a list of related

patterns, Alexander uses the term pattern language whereas software developers tend to

talk about pattern catalogs.

Alexander (1977) prescribes an order in which his patterns should be used, while

software pattern writers do not prescribe any. Alexandrian patterns emphasize the

problem, while software design patterns focus more in detail on the solution. Alexander

claims his pattern language can be used to construct an entire building, while software

patterns do not claim that their catalog is sufficient to generate complete programs

(Gamma et al., 1994).

“Our catalog is just a collection of related patterns; we cannot pretend it is a pattern

language. In fact, we think it is unlikely that there will ever be a complete pattern

language for software. But it is certainly possible to make one that is more complete.

Additions would have to include frameworks and how to use them, patterns for user

interface design, analysis patterns, and all other aspects of developing software. Design

patterns are just a part of a larger pattern language for software" (Gamma et al., 1994).

Salingaros (1998), which analyzes the internal structure of pattern languages in broad

terms, warns against the use of such catalogs. “There is always a danger that a pattern

language may become just a catalogue of patterns. That is because it is far easier to list
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individual patterns than it is to describe their language. Yet a catalogue is only a

dictionary; it does not give a script. It has no rules for flow, internal connections, or

ordered substructures.… Each component might work individually, but the whole does

not work, precisely because it is not a whole”.

In contrast, patterns in a pattern language follow an organic order and piecemeal growth,

giving the language and its outcome a holistic dimension. “Unlike a mere pattern

compilation or catalog, a pattern language includes rules and guidelines, which explain

how and when to apply its patterns to solve a problem which is larger than any individual

pattern can solve. These rules and guidelines suggest the order and granularity for

applying each pattern in the language. A pattern language may be regarded as a lexicon

of patterns plus a grammar that defines how to weave them together into valid

sentences…. Ideally, good pattern languages are generative, capable of generating all the

possible sentences from a rich and expressive pattern vocabulary.

3.1.5 Creativity, patterns and pattern languages

Encapsulating knowledge acquired through time, patterns can ensure efficient and

effective transfer of this knowledge for on-going development through piecemeal growth.

Since "knowledge accumulates exponentially, with every innovation creating the

opportunity for a greater number of innovations" (Petzinger, 2000), use of pattern

languages to manage knowledge could optimize the quality, speed and innovation

potential of any system.

DeBono believes that creativity is both enabled and constrained by the patterning nature

of the mind, which he defines as a self-organizing information system. "The need for

creativity and the processes of creativity both arise from the nature of the mind as an

information handling system." "The huge effectiveness of the mind arises from the way it

organizes information into patterns. The more firmly a pattern is established the more

useful it becomes. But creativity involves breaking out of established patterns in order to

look at things in a different way. Thus the very effectiveness of the mind in establishing
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fixed patterns makes creativity very difficult" (DeBono, 1982). Perception and awareness

promote creativity. "Perception is the way we look at things. Processing is what we do

with that perception" (DeBono, 1994). The output of this processing will depend on

individual perception and be unique, thus creative. Awareness of individual perception,

"the repertoire of patterns" available and the mechanisms of patterning systems, all

contribute to enabling, rather than constraining, creativity.

The creative component of pattern languages resides in the language, the application and

connections made between the patterns. “A pattern is the process that generates a

solution, but it may generate any one of a vast number of variant solutions (conceivably

without repeating the same solution twice). The human element of patterns is what

chiefly contributes to their variability and adaptability, and usually requires a greater

degree of creativity in their application and combination. So, just as the processes of

architecture and design are creative endeavors, so too is the application of patterns”

(Appleton, 1997). Salingaros (1998) confirms this point in his following statement. “A

pattern is a discovered solution that has been tested for a long time, and under varying

conditions. A pattern is not usually invented, so creativity is subordinated here to

scientific inquiry and observation. The creative aspect arises in finding novel ways to

apply, combine, and relate patterns. Creativity is reserved for the products arising from an

application of the pattern language, not the process” (Salingaros, 1998).

Therefore, even if design is codified in patterns, the need for creativity does not go away.

Creativity is still needed to shape the patterns to a given context. “Just as a dressmaker

tailors a pattern to an individual customer, and perhaps to a specific event where the dress

is to be worn, so designers must be creative when using patterns. Patterns channel

creativity; they neither replace nor constrain it” (Appleton, 1997). Therefore, the

creativity of all the design team members is still required to develop a customized pattern

language enabling the most efficient and effective product design process.

Salingaros (1998) stresses that pattern languages also have the great advantage of

facilitating the adoption of innovation by minimizing the perception of change, i.e. the
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number of patterns that need to be replaced. When new products need to be designed, a

pattern language previously adopted will allow the design team members to refer back to

a set of pre-developed and selected patterns, which may ensure a certain continuity of

style and process while creating something new. Consequently Salingaros gives the

following warning. “During a time of crisis, or in the misguided desire to be totally

innovative, however, some established disciplines willingly abandon their pattern

languages, thus losing their structural foundations” (Salingaros, 1998).

If a pattern language existed for apparel design, this warning would be very pertinent for

apparel designers who are continuously confronted with the challenge of preserving their

brand image and style through time, while having to introduce a new product offer each

season.

3.2 Preliminary investigation of a pattern language for apparel
design

Pattern languages deal with many issues that are common to creative apparel design

processes. Recurring problems need to be solved with new and unique solutions. “Glass

box” design is necessary to ensure good communication and creativity channeling among

all design team members. Previously acquired knowledge and know how is a valuable

asset that must be leveraged. Order and structure have to be combined with flexibility and

adaptability to deal with the chaotic and complex nature of the process. Therefore, I

believe that developing and applying a pattern language for the creative apparel design

process could contribute to increasing its efficiency and effectiveness. Efficient product

design eliminates potential bottlenecks for improved product quality and time to market,

while effective product design can avoid developing a great quantity of poor quality or

non-sellable designs.
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3.2.1 Common issues and possible solutions

A pattern is driven by a goal, which is determined by a valued result (Erickson et al.,

1997). Similarly creative apparel design is driven by the goal of satisfying a market

demand which depends on the value perceived by the target consumer of the final product

offer. There many other strategic common issues that pattern languages may help resolve

for creative apparel design.

3.2.1.1 Archetypal problems, evolving solutions

Patterns are based on empirical experience of dealing with recurring problems by using

solutions proven across time and circumstances (Erickson et al., 1997). Humans have

been designing, producing and wearing textile and garments for centuries. History of

civilization could be scanned through to find patterns of problem/solution combinations.

Similarly every company that has an in-house apparel design department, has the

experience that provides the raw material to pattern writing. In addition, the concept of

pattern making, developed and used for prototypes and final products, already exists in

the garment industry. Table 3-1 shows the similarities between garment patterns and

patterns of a pattern language, helping understand their usefulness and flexibility.

Pattern languages are tools to represent and reflect on “socio-technical systems” because

they embrace both physical and social/personal worlds; they give a “human centered idea

of the big picture” (Erickson et al., 1997). Garment selection and purchase behaviors

based on FEA criteria (Lamb & Kallal, 1992) are deeply rooted in human behavior and

nature. The problems are archetypal, the solutions evolve with the environment

(technology, fashion, economy, etc.) which impacts both the design possibilities, and the

perception and purchasing power of the consumers. A pattern language for the apparel

design process should evolve with time, as fashion and technology do. Each pattern

represents the current best guess as to what arrangement of the physical environment will

be successful.
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Table 3-1. Similarities between a Garment Pattern and a Pattern of a Pattern
Language

Garment Pattern Pattern for a Pattern Language

•  Multitude of patterns to chose from

•  Every garment is constructed using different
sets of patterns.

•  Every pattern is graded so it can be adapted to
fit the end user’s dimensions

•  Different combinations of patterns are used to
construct different garments.

•  Using styles, fabrics, colors that go well
together, several sets of patterns can be used to
create garments that form a coordinated look.

•  A same pattern or set of patterns used over and
over again with different fabrics, details and
trims will lead to different garments.

•  Patterns provide a standard structure. Different
users should arrive at the same result if
applying the patterns in the same conditions.

•  If an element of the pattern is modified, it may
impact other elements of the pattern. These
elements may also need adjustments, which in
turn can effect other elements. Thus several
iterations of change and adjustments may be
necessary to re-establish a good pattern.

•  Furthermore, when constructing a garment with
a set of patterns, if one pattern is altered it will
impact the relations it has with the other
patterns and the overall structure of the
garment.

•  “The pattern foreshadows the product: it is the
rule for making the thing, but it is also, in many
respects, the thing itself” (Coplien, 1995)

•  “Just as a dressmaker tailors a pattern to an
individual customer, and perhaps to a specific
event where the dress is to be worn, …

•  Multitude of patterns to chose from

•  Every output of the design process is
constructed using different sets of patterns

•  Every pattern solves a general problem in a
specific context, so the solution is fitted to
specific end use needs

•  Different combinations of patterns lead to
different outputs.

•  Assembling pattern sequences, at different
scale levels in a language, may help develop
structured, coordinated outputs (product lines).

•  Each pattern can be used a million times over
without ever doing it the same way twice
(Alexander, 1977). Using a sequence of
patterns in a different context will therefore
lead to an even greater variety of outputs.

•  The pattern language provides a lingua franca
(Erickson, 1998): a common language that can
be used by all. If it is used in the same exact
conditions it should lead to the same results.

•  Pattern development is an iterative process
(Vlissides, 1996). When a pattern is developed
for the first time or altered, it will need several
sessions of re-writing before getting it right.

•  “Patterns don't exist in isolation; they affect one
another. A significant change to one could very
well impact others.” (Vlissides, 1996) If one of
the patterns is altered, than the whole language
will be affected.

•  A pattern “is both a process and a thing; both a
description of a thing which is alive, and a
description of the process which will generate
that thing” (Alexander, 1977).

•  … so designers must be creative when using
patterns. Patterns channel creativity; they
neither replace nor constrain it.” (Appleton,
1997)
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3.2.1.2 Creativity

One of the main challenges of the creative design process is the constant necessity to find

new answers to old problems. Each season apparel manufacturers face the same problems

over and over again: they must develop one or several new product lines that meet both

marketing and process requirements. Therefore, the response to these problems, the final

product offer, is always different from one season to the next, in various degrees

depending on the product type and market segment. In a pattern language, the solution

given to each core problem of a pattern is general enough so that it could be adapted to

any type of product, company, target consumer, retail channel, and marketplace.

The creative component of the apparel design process involves developing new and

unique products by combining existing elements in an almost infinite variety of ways.

Similarly pattern languages can be used to combine pre-developed and pre-tested patterns

in a variety of ways, which is what makes their output creative. All the patterns are

available to be processed in any order, which is well adapted for the apparel field where

every designer and/or design team create(s) new garments following a different sequence

of activities. The character, style, image of the output products will depend on the

language of patterns used to generate them. Consequently, the individual application of a

pattern language by different companies can contribute to differentiating their brands and

images.

In addition, patterns use pictures and diagrams to illustrate problems and solutions. This

may be an extra advantage in apparel design where creative thinking is highly correlated

to visual imagery (Kidd & Workman, 1999).

3.2.1.3 Communication and “glass box” design

Design is a multidisciplinary science, requiring team members with various expertise to

work together and combine their knowledge and know-how. Often they lack a common

language to exchange ideas, opinions and values, thus reducing the efficiency of the
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process and effectiveness of the products designed. Much time is spent in re-evaluating,

changing or fixing products due to poor communication and transparence of the process,

which involves so many fragmented efforts of all the design team members.  A pattern

language could help capture experiences from all the domains involved (Borchers, 1998).

It would provide a common language, or “lingua franca” (Erickson, 1998), which could

be understood and used by all those involved with the design process.

A pattern language is a tool for participatory design (Erickson et al., 1997). It can be used

to support Jones’ (1981) concept of “glass box” design and fill the following gap, which

is typical of creative design processes. “What is needed is a middle ground between

intuition and science. A distinctive method of deliberation and presentation that is suited

to the special knowledge and perspective of the designer and to the special ability of the

designer to make concrete practical connections among diverse bodies of formal and tacit

knowledge” (Margolin & Buchanan, 1995). The creative design models described in the

previous chapter are very useful in this task. Amabile’s components of creative

performance for instance can be adapted to apparel creative design as shown in Table 3-2

and used to formulate patterns pertaining to garment design. In turn, the patterns thus

created will be present in the table as elements on which the different components

depend.

Several models of creative design have built-in considerations of constraints or

compromise. Given a time-frame, and a set of constraints, decisions will be made on

compromises between function, cost, sales potential and time to produce. Problem

solving activities are at the core of this structured design process intersected at each stage

by a set of criteria to be met. The process can be iterated until the optimum solution is

found, or time has run out (LaBat & Sokolowski, 1999). A pattern language can help

communicate constraints throughout the creative design process. Each design team

member may have a different set of constraints. By combining resources and

communicating throughout the process, goals may be achieved, while time and money

are saved. This valuable “saved-up time” can be invested in optimizing the incubation

phase all too often neglected in apparel design process models.
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Table 3-2. Components of creative performance for apparel design

Domain Relevant Skills
3 dimensions

Creativity Relevant Processes Task Motivation

INCLUDES

Knowledge about the domain:
� Consumer demand (FEA)
� Fashion trends
� Production possibilities
� Constraints
� Textile/Fibers
� Garment construction rules
…etc.

Design skills
� Assembling design elements
� Design principle theory
� Sketch
� Draping
� Pattern making
� Fitting
…etc.

Special domain relevant talents:
� Market pulse
� Having the “eye”
� “Good Taste”
� Sense for trends
� Sense for design elements &

principles
� Instinct/ intuition
� Inspiration
…etc.

DEPENDS:
•  Innate cognitive abilities
•  Innate perceptual and motor

skills
•  Formal and informal

education
•  Knowledge of  pattern

language for apparel design
creativity

•  Exposure to macro and
micro-environments

INCLUDES

Way of thinking and being
� Unrestricted ideas
� Open minded
� Non conformity
� Suspending judgement
� Curiosity
� Confidence
� Good memory
� Intuitive
� Objective
� Jealousy
� Competitive
� …etc.

Implicit or explicit knowledge of
ways and rule to generate ideas:
� analogies
� counterintuitive ideas
…etc.

Conducive work style:
� Tolerate imprecision
� Avoid functional fixity
� Self assessment during

process
…etc.

DEPENDS:
•  Training
•  Experience in idea

generation
•  Personality characteristics
•  Individual pattern language

interpretation and application
•  Compression of patterns

INCLUDES

Attitudes toward the task:
� Inspiration / anxiety
� Conformity / individualism
� Leadership / followership
� Participant / observer

Perceptions of own motivation
for undertaking the task:
� Personal interest
� Recognition need
…etc.

Constraint levels:
� Sharp / blurry
� Explicit, conscious / implicit,

unconscious
� Strong / weak
� External, irrevocable /Self-

imposed tentative
� Stretchable, elastic / rigid

DEPENDS:
•  Initial level of intrinsic

motivation toward the task
•  Extrinsic constraints &

motivations
•  Individual ability to

cognitively minimize
extrinsic constraints

•  Synergies between intrinsic
& extrinsic motivations
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3.2.1.4 Prescriptive and predictive models

Pattern languages can be used both in a prescriptive and predictive manner (Erickson et

al., 1997). Prescriptive models encourage designers to thoroughly investigate a problem

before generating a solution. Cross (1984) believes that if the model is followed

carefully, a good solution is almost guaranteed. At least it is useful in providing self-

confidence and motivation to design team members. A pattern language can be used as a

prescriptive model. The patterns can be viewed as step by step instructions, each

providing a structured exposition of a solution to a problem in context. This structure,

which is useful for comparison and reference purposes, contributes to the quality and

depth of the prescriptive model (Vlissides, 1996).A pattern language can also be used for

predictive purposes. A pattern language gives more insight into the connections and

dynamics of all the patterns: which patterns are more stable in the long run, which are

more volatile, which are easier to manipulate, which impact others, etc (Erickson et al.,

1997). This is particularly useful for apparel design, which must evolve constantly, as

fashion, technology and market demand do. The impact of change can be predicted by

observing its ramifications through the whole network of patterns in the pattern language.

A pattern language for apparel design could therefore represent a critical marketing tool.

Based on Alexander’s findings, a pattern language for architecture represents “basic ways

that space should be organized to have more impact on feelings and behavior” (Erickson

et al., 1997). If same result could be achieved for apparel, the use a pattern language may

similarly affect the feelings and behavior of the target consumers.

3.2.1.5 Difficulties of applying a pattern language

If the application of a pattern language seems very relevant and useful to the creative

apparel design process, its development, implementation and maintenance is not an easy

task. It will require much perseverance, time and effort from all its users. A list of the

main hurdles to overcome in order to reap the optimum potential of a pattern language

follows.
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•  Good patterns are difficult to develop and validate.

•  All patterns must be distinct and complementary.

•  They all have pitfalls and must include warnings against these pitfalls.

•  Developing a pattern language requires a long time and widespread collaboration of

all design team members and eventual pattern language writers.

•  Borrowed patterns must always be tested before application because new really

unique solutions may not always be applicable.

•  A pattern language is alive, constantly evolving, changing. Therefore it must be

updated constantly.

Despite the time-consuming effort, all current pattern users agree that, based on their

personal experience, the investment pays off well (Beck et al., 1996; Booch, 1996;

Alexander, 1979)

3.2.2 A pattern language for apparel design

Based on Alexander’s example, a pattern language could be developed for line planing

and garment design including detailed patterns for markets and market segments, target

consumers, lines, garments, details and trims. Such a pattern language could be used to

design product lines for any type of customer, on any market. It could also be expanded

to cover the actual process of prototype development.

The way patterns could be embedded in one another is shown in Damhorst’s “Contextual

model of clothing sign system” (Figure 2-9). Use situations and evaluation by the end

consumer, connecting the physical and the social, are as essential in apparel as they are in

architecture. Every individual will have a unique language shared, in part, with others but

unique, as a totality, to the mind of the person who has it. Similarly, every company will

develop their own unique and distinct pattern language across these layers of social and

physical attributes based on their target consumer market. From a designer’s viewpoint,

Damhorst’s model provides a guide to the various levels of patterns involved with

apparel design.
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Based on the three categories of “context” levels embedded in one another in Damhorst’s

model, three different pattern scales can be defined for apparel design.  Just as Alexander

had Towns/ Buildings/ Construction, and software has analysis/ design/ installation,

apparel could have market and environment analysis/garment and line design/ line

implementation and details. Note that this dissertation focuses more on the two larger

scale levels.

1. The market, market segment, and target consumer are analyzed and defined in their

respective various macro and micro-environments. In the long term, these global

patterns can be affected by the progression of smaller scale patterns (such as the

impact of advertising and the media, or development of new technologies and

materials).

2. Within the target market and environment requirements defined above, a line plan is

developed including line concept direction, color palette and materials, sketches of

individual garments and groupings, and eventual accessories. These patterns are

under the control of the design team, or other company departments such as sales or

production, as well as outsiders such as retailers and suppliers for both machines and

materials. These design professionals have to be able to build the patterns all at once.

3. At this stage the silhouettes for each garment of a line should be sketched out within

coherent concept/theme directions and storyboards. Relevant construction details,

trims and sundries may be added for further refinement and definition. This part could

actually go into prototype-product development including pattern making, grading,

etc.

Following Alexander’s suggestions, one should start with structure such as silhouette,

material, color; then proceed to the embellishment of the structure by adding details to

the silhouette, patterns to the material and colors; finally trims and special finishes can

further be added to embellish these embellishments. However, a creative design idea can

stem from a detail or a trim feature, around which the structure will be developed and the

rest will follow as prescribed, in the general sequence. Sub-sequences could be used in
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the pattern language for apparel design to develop different elements of a garment, a line

or a collection, including accessories. The possible outputs are numerous.

As Alexander suggested, the language can be poetry or prose. Poetry would be more

applicable to couture products, while prose is more representative of mass-market

products. However, it seems that poetry could actually be applicable to any type of

product and market segment. DKNY and the Limited may be good examples of this; they

develop their products with a great concern of associating the lifestyle of the target

consumer and the image of their brand. According to Alexander, compression of patterns

within a garment could actually be a source of economy. Every collection, every product

line, every garment would achieve greater quality and value when all the patterns which

it needs are compressed as far as possible. The product offer will be cheaper and the

meanings in it will be denser. However, this compression skill should be worked on only

once the pattern language for apparel design has been developed, and its use well

understood. It represents a longer term objective.

In a short term perspective, a first step toward developing a pattern language for the

apparel design process, could be to identify the patterns of its creativity. According to

Jones (1963), the most creative stage of a design process is the initial phase when

“patterns need to be imposed to all the information gathered”. Though Jones made this

statement referring to the engineering design process, it could just as well apply to the

apparel design process, thus confirming the importance of pattern searching, recording

and application in the initial creative phase of the design process.

3.3 Summary conclusions of the literature review  and research
goals

All the models analyzed in the first three sections of the initial literature review (2.1, 2.2,

2.3) can help identify and articulate all the activities, functions, components that make up

the creative phase of the apparel design process, along with the intervening

environmental and internal factors. Mapping out all these elements was necessary to
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identify the possibilities offered by creating a pattern language to describe this process,

and the potential areas for pattern mining and application.

3.3.1 Available information on creativity and design

� In the textile and apparel product design and development models reviewed, design

appeared to be a multidisciplinary science, which is most generally achieved through

team-work.

� Marketing strategy models, integrating the marketing mix, revealed that design was

part of, or at least associated with, this mix.

� The target consumer was always at the center of these models, guiding and

constraining the design process and output. Consumer related issues reviewed dealt

with defining personal profiles, social influences, decision processes and the impact

of context and perception on product evaluation.

� As a major environmental factor influencing both the consumer and the companies

related to textile and apparel design, fashion was analyzed in a marketing context.

•  Fashion affects a product’s life cycle and all of the elements of the corresponding

marketing mix.

•  Fashion is subject to multiple global sources and movements.

•  Each brand name has a style and image associated with it, which will evolve to a

certain extent with overall fashion trends.

� Fashion is a major external source of inspiration and constraint for the creative design

process, which also depends on the company’s internal resources such as design

professionals, design team management, and coordination between the company’s

marketing activities and its design process.
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� The design process aims to create a product that satisfies a target market demand.

Consequently, buyers and final consumers define the creative value of the product to

be designed. Models reviewed for evaluating created designs dealt with evaluative

criteria, rating systems and/or “judge” selection.

� Most literature on creativity highlighted the intervening components of creative

performance, though none focused specifically on the field of textile and apparel

creative design.

� The literature on creative processes provided a variety of viewpoints, from social-

psychology to engineering and architecture, including apparel design. All the models

reviewed appeared to define very similar process stages.

3.3.2 Shortcomings of the current literature on apparel design creativity

� A model focusing on the creative phase of textile/apparel design.

� A model highlighting the link between marketing and design within this phase.

� Methods for evaluating the created design specifically for textile/apparel products.

� A creative process model that offers a detailed definition of its dynamic structure, the

links between its components and its different stages.

� A model of creativity that integrates both the logical thinking processes and sensory

processes, resulting for instance from visual and tactile tasks that can stimulate

mental imagery and are particularly relevant for textile and apparel products.

� A design process model that integrates the creative contributions of the various design

team members at different stages of the creative process.

� A model and/or tool to adopt a “glass box” approach to textile and apparel design,

such as a common language shared by all design team professionals.

� A model that identifies in detail the environmental factors influencing design and how

they affect the creative process.

� A model that evolves with its environment (for instance new technologies may

transform the design process).
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Many areas require more research in order to fully understand and hopefully capture

and/or channel creativity in apparel design, and help make the process more efficient and

effective. I believe that an archetypal model can be developed to integrate all of these

research areas and show how they relate one another, providing a “wide-angle” view into

apparel creativity.

3.3.3 Research area definition for developing a pattern language

The objective of my research is to provide the first step towards the development of a

generic pattern language for apparel design by developing a set of interrelated patterns

that describes the initial creative phase of the apparel design process. Using the product

development, marketing strategy and creative design process models presented in

sections 2.1 and 2.3, along with the internal and external factors that influence these

processes covered in section 2.2, I wish to build an archetype of this creative process that

will incorporate all of the following.

� Focus on the creative phase of the apparel design process.

� Definition of the design and marketing components within that phase.

� Identification of the links between these components and the various stages of the

process.

� Dynamic structure based on these links.

� Consideration of environmental factors.

� Evaluation method of the created output.

� Combination of logical thinking “educated” processes and sensory “naïve” processes.

A pattern language will be developed to articulate the dynamic structure of the archetype.

Patterns describing the links between all the components and stages of the creative

apparel design process will be established following the definition and guidelines

reviewed in section 3.1, and the preliminary research ideas suggested in section 3.2.

Some patterns may be borrowed from existing pattern languages and applied to the
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creative phase of the apparel design process. Others will be specifically written for

apparel design creativity.

The immediate purpose of developing a pattern language is to enhance the understanding

of the creative design process and provide a common language for all design

professionals so that they can adopt a “glass box” approach. However, a longer-term

objective can be foreseen, which is to utilize this language to develop a software tool,

customized to the needs of design team members, which could help channel creativity in

apparel design and optimize the process. For this reason, the generic format used in

software systems design, presented in 3.1.4.3, will be adopted.

The pattern language describing apparel design creativity could be used by many

different design teams to develop unique styles. Their creativity will depend on their own

interpretation of each individual pattern and, their selection and sequence of patterns

composing their personal language. They may even add some patterns of their own

making to this language. As prescribed by all pattern language experts, patterns

developed by one design professional should be shared with others in order to speed up

the process of establishing a comprehensive pattern language for apparel design, and thus

benefit the whole apparel design community and its related industries.
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4 APPROACH TO DEVELOPING A PATTERN LANGUAGE

4.1 Research Objective

The immediate objective of this research was to develop a pattern language describing

the initial creative phase of the apparel design process.  The patterns would define the

links between marketing and design knowledge, activities, constraints and resources

throughout the process that optimize its efficiency, effectiveness, and the market success

of its end products.

This objective was actually twofold. First, an archetype of the initial creative process in

apparel design was to be constructed based on the literature reviewed in order to integrate

the intervening marketing and design components, and suggest a set of links between

these components and the various stages of the process. Second, patterns describing these

links and the archetype were also to be developed. They form a pattern language

representing the dynamics of the archetypal model, i.e. the articulation and

interdependencies of all its components and stages.

The series of related patterns developed can serve as an example of what a pattern

language looks like, how it can be used and what it can help achieve. The language could

provide a teamwork tool to achieve a “glass box” (Jones, 1981) approach to design,

ensuring that the creative process be systematic, visible and analytical. The use of such a

tool could help optimize the creative potential of the company and increase the efficiency

and effectiveness of its design process.

This dissertation also provides a guide on constructing pattern languages in the hope to

reach the ultimate goal of encouraging industry and academic apparel design experts to

contribute to the following necessary ongoing developments:

•  Upgrade the initial pattern language suggested in this dissertation by incorporating

personal acquired knowledge and experiences in the existing patterns.
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•  Expand the language to other phases of the apparel design process (such as

prototyping and grading) by writing new patterns.

•  Update the available list of proven patterns and their interrelations within the

language continuously to ensure that it keeps up with the evolution of apparel design

processes through time.

4.2 Research Process

4.2.1 Literature Review

The literature review (based on a large number of academic journals, books, magazines

and Internet sources) was conducted in five steps.

First, literature was reviewed for existing textile and apparel product design models and

marketing models, as well as models integrating the two. The target consumer was found

to be at the center, or the starting point, of all these models. Product design appeared to

be part of, or interrelated to, the marketing mix, an essential component of a company’s

marketing strategy. This strategy is affected by both the macro-environment of the

company (including factors of various nature: technological, economical, cultural, social,

legal, political, environmental, demographical, etc.) and the company’s

microenvironment (competitors, suppliers, distribution channels, media, fashion related

industries, ... etc.).

Second, the complex environment affecting textile/apparel design was analyzed in a

marketing context including the consumer, fashion factors, and both external and internal

sources of design creativity. The goal here was to understand how these elements could

impact the various stages of the design process and the evaluation of its output ideas

and/or products. The following questions needed to be addressed. What is the creative

value desired by the target buyer and/or final consumer? How can it be measured? How

can it be achieved in the most efficient and effective manner?
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The third step consisted in analyzing research done on modeling and evaluating

creativity, particularly regarding design processes. Literature was reviewed in the field of

textile/apparel products as well as in other fields such as architecture, engineering and

software where product design is a crucial part of the whole product development process

and decisive for the quality of its output. This analysis revealed that creative processes

are most often modeled as evolutionary problem solving processes dealing with complex

chaotic systems.

Therefore, in a fourth step, I reviewed literature dealing with pattern languages, which

were developed to help understand the various fundamental components and dynamics of

complex systems (such as buildings and cities, or software) by using a series of related

generic problem-solving patterns empirically proven to be successful. To understand how

patterns could be mined and captured in an appropriate format, more literature on this

specific matter was gathered and a guide to writing a pattern language was developed.

Developing a pattern language for textile apparel design seemed appropriate and valuable

for several reasons.

•  Pattern languages have primarily been developed to help guide the crucial initial

creative process in the fields of architecture and software design, where an optimum

end product must be developed without having the possibility of previously testing it

with real scale prototypes.

•  Patterns encapsulate knowledge of problem/context/solution combinations proven to

be successful through time. They could help optimize the creative design process,

which is difficult to control and often associated with poor rates of efficiency and

effectiveness.

•  A common language could be provided for the various professionals contributing to

the design process, making it possible for the process to be conducted using a

systematic, visible and analytical “glass box” approach as prescribed by Jones (1981)

in particular.

•  The notion of patterns already exists in the textile and apparel fields, and may make it

easier for the industry to adopt the idea of using and developing a pattern language.
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Based on the findings of all the literature previously reviewed, preliminary research ideas

on the application of a pattern language to apparel design were presented in a fifth and

final step. After highlighting the potential advantages and difficulties of developing an

apparel pattern language, suggestions were made regarding the structure of the language

and the areas of the apparel design process that can be mined for patterns.

4.2.2 Archetype and Pattern Language Development

A review of literature published and available on the Internet revealed that a pattern

language could only be developed by experts in the field for which the patterns were

being developed. Each pattern should evolve in time with continuous input contributed

by these and other experts in the field concerned.

Having become quite knowledgeable, from an academic point of view, on the

components, structure and dynamics of the initial creative design phase, my research at

this point could focus on writing a series of related sample patterns. However, to define

the limits of the area this initial pattern language would cover, and foresee the

interrelations of the patterns within it, a model specifically focusing on the research

domain (i.e. the creative phase of the apparel design process) was necessary.

The literature reviewed indicated that the complex chaotic system surrounding the

creative process in the case of textile/apparel design is composed of the target consumer

and both environmental and internal factors influencing the company doing the design.

Within this system, the design process starts off with market research and analysis, then

proceeds to iterations of design development and evaluation, as suggested by the FEA

model (Lamb & Kallal, 1992). This model showed that the target buyer and final

consumer should guide the design process through continual evaluation of the created

output according to their requirements and preferences. The FEA model, however, did

not focus specifically on the initial creative phase on the design process, and it failed to

specify both its design and marketing elements and how they are linked. Therefore, the

marketing and design components crucial in the initial creative phase of the design
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process needed to be identified and set into a model indicating their links to each other

and to each of the process stages.

The model thus created was inspired by a “Abstract Mandala Pattern” (Appendix 9.1)

developed in collaboration with professionals specialized in information systems design

(Honeycutt et al., 1999). The object of this Abstract Mandala Pattern is to provide a

generic framework for constructing an “instrument of contemplation" in the context of a

“problem environment that lacks order or symmetry”. From the literature reviewed, it had

been concluded that creative processes could be defined as sequential problem solving

processes dealing with complex chaotic environments. Therefore, the Abstract Mandala

Pattern seemed very useful in creating a framework for the creative phase of the apparel

design process. Since this framework appeared to be generic enough to be applied to any

apparel design process, it could be considered an archetype and was named as such. The

first pattern describes this archetype of apparel design creativity. A pattern language was

then developed around this archetype to grasp its dynamics by defining the links that

support and articulate its structure, stages and components.

The final pattern language includes the initial pattern that describes the archetype of

apparel design creativity, along with “process patterns” describing the various stages of

the process and its dynamics, and “object patterns” referring to the main marketing and

design components affecting the whole process. Design experts reviewed this pattern

language. Their feedback was integrated into a reviewed version of the pattern language.

This pattern language was then presented to a group of students as a methodology to help

them develop a storyboard project. Another group of students was given the identical

project but without the pattern language methodology. Finally a group of evaluators both

from academia and industry were called in to judge the two projects relative to one

another. Conclusions were drawn from the data collected throughout this entire field

research.
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4.3 Research plan

The first draft of the pattern language (PL) provided a working model that needed to be

fine-tuned and tested. The field research that was conducted to achieve these two goals

consisted in three phases:

1. Pattern language review by design experts

2. Storyboards developed by students

3. Storyboard evaluation by design professionals

4.3.1 Phase I: Pattern language review by design experts

The initial working model of the pattern language was distributed to six design experts

for review. The area of design expertise of the reviewers was intentionally varied to

verify the generic nature of the archetype and the pattern language. Four of the reviewers

had teaching positions, specializing in different areas of design: printmaking and design

fundamentals, industrial design and ideation processes, fiber and surface design, and

textile design. A fifth reviewer defined herself as a fiber arts artist with teaching

experience in design foundations and color theory. The sixth reviewer had worked for

five years in a design team that develops new textile products each season based on

detailed market research and forecasting data.

Each reviewer received a copy of the fifteen patterns including a cover sheet (Appendix

9.2) that explained briefly the objective of the pattern language and a series of issues they

were asked to consider when reviewing the pattern language for corrections, alterations,

and possible expansions or reductions. The judges were then interviewed individually to

collect their feedback using the following questions.

•  Comment on the approach of linking marketing to apparel design creativity.

→ the archetypal model

→ the four quadrants

→ the dynamics: 8 steps, PDCA
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•  Comment on how the patterns fit your own creative design work process.

→ Record personal examples and known uses for each pattern.

→ Suggest other patterns that you think are missing.

→ Suggest possible combinations of existing patterns.

→ Comment on the flow of the patterns in the language.

→ Suggest other possible pattern links that may be missing.

•  Add any other comments and suggestions you may have on:

→  the individual components of each pattern

� Name

� Context

� Forces

� Solution

� Examples

� Resulting Context

� Rationale

� Related Patterns

� Known Uses

� Figures

→ the individual pattern

→ the whole set of patterns and the language they from.

This feedback was analyzed, synthesized and integrated into a reviewed version of the

working model.

4.3.2 Phase II: Storyboard development

This reviewed version of the pattern language working model was ready to be tested on

an actual apparel design project. It was decided that undergraduate students would be

chosen to develop a storyboard project. To avoid any bias due to the age of the

participants relative to the age of the target consumer, for which the garments were to be

designed, a product category that was not strongly dependant on age was chosen.
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Because of the students’ low level of experience in product design for commercial

purposes, this product category also had to be familiar to the students involving garments

and styles they could relate to. Finally, the object of the project consisted in developing a

storyboard for the upcoming women’s line of Obermeyer skiwear.

4.3.2.1 Student selection

Eight students from a product development class were selected to form two design

groups. Student selection was based on the data collected in a pre-project questionnaire

(Appendix 9.3) which was distributed to every student, with an incentive to participate in

the project. A total of 15 students filled out a questionnaire. The questionnaire included

questions relative to the student’s work and textile/apparel design experience and skills,

as well as their creative environment, interest and motivations. Since the project dealt

with skiwear, they were also asked about their ski experience.  Based on the data

collected, two groups of four students were selected forming two design groups with

similar average experience and skill potential to generate a storyboard for a new skiwear

line.

A total of 15 students volunteered to be part of the project and filled out the pre-project

questionnaire. A main selection criterion turned out to be their availability to meet as a

group at the same time. Two time slots were finally set for each group to meet. Based on

this criterion, 11 students were selected and grouped into possible groups. Four of these

students could only meet at one of the two time slots, while the rest could meet at either

time. Various combinations of these students into groups were tested by entering their

questionnaire data into a spreadsheet. The combination that seemed to balance out each

group’s overall potential was finally selected. The group that would receive the pattern

language beforehand to develop their storyboard was selected simply based on their

possibility to meet at a specific time and day for the one-hour presentation before the

group project meetings were actually to start.
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On average, members of the pattern language group (PLG) were very slightly older with

a little more work experience. The members in the control group (CG) had had more

opportunities to go skiing. Though, on average, PLG members had a slightly higher level

of arts and crafts experience as well as CAD experience, CG members had more

experience related to textile and apparel design, and reported a relatively higher

motivation and interest in this area especially for the following activities: window

shopping, watching fashion shows and looking at fashion magazines. Both groups had

very similar work objectives mostly concentrating around apparel design and

textile/apparel product development, merchandising, marketing, advertising, buying and

sourcing.

4.3.2.2 Project presentation and process

Both groups were given a half-hour presentation of the project. Two copies of

Obermeyer's skiwear catalog for the current season were distributed to each group. In

addition, members individually received a folder of information regarding the project

(Appendix 9.4), which included the following documents:

� Presentation of Sport Obermeyer Ltd.

� Print outs of Obermeyer’s website:

 the story of the founder, Klaus Obermeyer

 product information (fabrics, insulation, and size charts)

 news archives with articles of particular marketing interest highlighted

� Lifestyle and consumer profile data

� 2 articles about the ski industry (ski resorts, ski equipment)

� List of competitors and their website addresses

� Feedback from consumers on some competitors’ products

� List of useful ski industry Weblinks

To monitor the efficiency of their work process, both groups were asked to record their

progress during each two-hour group session in a brief report that should include the

following information:
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� Total number of product ideas suggested during the session

� Number of product ideas discarded

� Number of product ideas modified

� Number of product ideas finally selected for development

Both groups were asked to develop storyboards indicating color, fabric and style

directions as well as use situation and functionality of the product concepts developed.

Storyboards developed by the students previously during the semester were used as

examples as well as illustrations shown in the book “Portfolio presentation for fashion

designers” (Tain, 1998).

The day after the project presentation, only one of the two groups received a one-hour

presentation of the pattern language along with a copy of all fifteen patterns. The

selection of which group would receive the pattern language was random, depending

solely on the schedule availability of all group members to meet at the time of the

presentation.

Over a 10-day period both groups met for three two-hour sessions, i.e. a total of six

hours. Both groups met in the same place but at separate time slots in order to avoid

interaction between the two groups. Their resources were limited to the software

(Micrographix, StyleManager, etc.), hardware (scanner, color printer), and materials

(fabric swatches, magazines, catalogues, boards, etc) available in the apparel laboratory

of the College of Textiles at NCSU.

At the end of the allotted time period, both groups were asked to present their storyboards

in front of a panel of faculty and graduate students. Their presentations were videotaped

for later showing to academic and industry design professionals for evaluation. Panel

participants had a double role:

1. To comment on the relevancy of a draft evaluation sheet distributed to them to

judge the projects being presented.
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2. To ask any questions they felt design group members should answer to make the

presentations of their projects as comprehensive as possible.

After their presentations, each group member was asked to fill out a post-project

questionnaire (Appendix 9.5) to assess their teamwork process and communication, as

well as their personal contribution to the project. They were also asked to point out

problems and difficulties they may have encountered during the process. The group that

had received the pattern language methodology was also asked to fill out a PL

questionnaire (Appendix 9.6.1) to evaluate how useful the pattern language had been to

their group’s work process, communication and design creativity. They were also asked

to assess how well the method had been understood and how it affected their personal

knowledge, skills and contribution to the project. Both questionnaires combined open and

closed questions, using a five level Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to

strongly agree.

Finally, the group that had not received the pattern language was given a one-hour

presentation of the methodology a few days after the projects were completed. All

members of this group were also asked to fill out a PL questionnaire (Appendix 9.6.2) to

assess how they perceived the pattern language could have been useful to both their

individual and group creative design performance. Along with the progress reports the

groups were asked to turn in at the end of their projects, the objective of these PL

questionnaires was to measure if and how the pattern language had contributed to

enhancing the group’s design process efficiency.

4.3.3 Phase III: Storyboard evaluation by design professionals

To assess the impact of the pattern language on design process effectiveness, seven

academic and industry design professionals were called in individually to evaluate the

storyboard projects. To avoid any bias in their judgement, none of the design experts who

had reviewed the pattern language in phase I of this research were asked to participate in
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phase III as storyboard evaluators. Professionals contacted for this phase III were

involved in a variety of design fields, both in academia and industry.

� The first judge was a professor in design fundamentals and mixed media

assemblages.

� The second judge was a knitwear designer who teaches knit design.

� The third judge was the fabric design director for the automotive market of a large

textile manufacturer.

� The fourth evaluator was a professor currently specializing in fine arts, with

previous teaching experience in architecture.

� The fifth judge was an independent design consultant for textile and apparel

products.

� The sixth judge was a trend and style forecasting director for the upholstery

market of a large textile manufacturer.

� The seventh and final judge had just started working in training and development

of the CAD system in a large apparel firm, after spending several years in the

marketing department of one of their brand product divisions.

All the evaluators received an explanation of the way the design groups were constituted

and the project that was given to them. They were each asked to fill out an evaluation

questionnaire (Appendix 9.7) to assess both projects relative to one another. Two initial

questions had to be answered before viewing the videotaped presentations. The goal of

these initial questions was to verify if, just by looking at the boards, the evaluator was

able to define who the target consumer was and in what use situation / context the

product concepts developed were to be worn.

The evaluators were then asked to view the presentation of one group and fill out an

evaluation table that required rating the storyboard project on a five level scale regarding

43 dimensions. They were then asked to view the videotaped presentation of the second

group and evaluate its project. The presentations were always shown in the order that

they had been given the day of the live presentations: group without the pattern language

first, followed by group with pattern language second. The evaluation table was inspired
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by the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) developed by Amabile (1996), where

the author had defined 23 “dimensions of judgment” to measure artistic creativity (see

Table 2). These dimensions were redefined to apply specifically to the apparel storyboard

projects and include parameters of creative, design and marketing nature. Most of the

dimensions were split into two sub-categories: one applying to the overall storyboard, the

other to the product concepts specifically. The main reason for adopting Amabile’s CAT

as a model for developing an evaluation tool was twofold: it had been peer reviewed and

it provided statistical data that could be used to verify the validity of the results found in

this experiment.

Because the CAT was not initially designed to evaluate apparel products to be sold on

mass consumer markets, evaluators were also asked to give any feedback they wished

regarding the adequateness of this evaluation system for the projects at hand. Some

evaluators also spontaneously added some final comments regarding each project.
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF A REFINED PATTERN LANGUAGE

After having developed a first draft of the pattern language based on all the literature

reviewed, this working model was submitted to design experts in order to collect and

integrate their feed-back into a refined version of the pattern language then used to

conduct the field research.

5.1 Preliminary pattern language review

All the reviewers reported they understood the archetype and the pattern language (PL),

and that they could relate to the process described since it fit their own individual design

experiences. Therefore, most of the comments regarding the content of the pattern

language were rather positive and did not lead to any changes in the initial working

model. The reviewers were also very positive when commenting on the usefulness of the

pattern language as an educational tool for students or new designers.

Most of the suggestions made to alter the initial patterns referred mainly to the format of

the certain patterns or certain parts of the patterns, as well as to their possible applications

and the way they should be introduced, presented or “taught”. Note that some of these

recommendations were used to create the refined version of the current pattern language,

while others, considered of less importance, were not integrated at this point. However,

they may be adopted at a later time for further refining of the pattern language.

5.1.1 Positive comments

5.1.1.1 Relates to the experts’ personal design and teaching experience

All the reviewers questioned, mentioned that the archetype illustrated well the process

that they individually follow for their own design projects. The “fiber arts” artist stated

that she “was constantly reminded of her own design process”. She added that though she
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is an artist who works individually on a much smaller scale, she was still “able to relate to

all of the pattern language's constructs” as compared to her own. “The complex problem

of cycling between external and internal environments solved with the four quadrant

matrix made perfect sense” to her. Another said that the pattern language was “very

connected to both the intuitive and cognitive sides of the design process”. She added that

it was very realistic, “showing well that the various steps of the process can actually be

done in any order and that any number of new interventions would generate new

iterations”.

The reviewers who were professors in design mentioned that the pattern language would

be a useful tool to teach their design students and that it was very close to what they

currently teach in their classes in an unstructured form. One of these reviewers who

specialized in ideation processes and had written about creative design processes,

presented a copy of his paper which mentioned eight phases of the design process which

could all be linked to one of the four quadrants presented in the archetype. He also noted

that the archetype coincided well with his belief that “design is done from inside-out and

outside-in”, which is suggested in the archetype's axes: internal/external and

discover/refine. The pattern language, he added, highlights the need to define "context"

and "use situation", especially when designing a new product which “must communicate

with the users, utilizing all their five senses”.

5.1.1.2 Archiving and iteration purposes

Each reviewer defined a particular advantage that he or she had noticed in the pattern

language. Two reviewers referred to the patterns as useful “check lists” that could be

used to optimize the design process. One of these mentioned that the dynamics of the

archetype reminded him of a hysterisis. He thought the pattern language would be

particularly useful in a computer program format, like an algorithm that could be run

through and indicate a green or red light to respectively suggest either moving on to the

next step, or iterating previous steps before moving on. Several reviewers also stated that

the pattern language is very useful as a record-keeping tool. The reviewer with industry
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experience as a textile designer shared this thought and stressed the importance of having

“a tool that forces all design team members to record each step of the process”. She

particularly highlighted the need to share files and be able to keep track of everything that

has been done in case a new team has to take over the project, or if a new member has to

enter the team and be brought up-to-date, and/or simply to move on by building on past

experience for further development purposes. She also noted that, in her case, the sharing

was done with their suppliers and therefore, the pattern language could have been used to

synchronize their cooperative efforts.

5.1.1.3 Enhanced creative scope

The design professor who specialized in ideation processes, also stressed the importance

of recording all the “hmmm” or ideas on paper. “At one point”, he added, “a link between

two or more anchor ideas will appear, and then all the other ideas will fall into place,

fitting in around them, complementing them”. He believed that, as a record-keeping tool,

the pattern language would actually stimulate creativity.

Several other reviewers agreed the pattern language might help resolve issues related to

creativity in design by widening the scope of the creative input that could be brought in

and contributed to the overall design process. One reviewer noted that “designers tend to

be proprietary so it is important to make their designs public domain”. She also

contended that “marketers are often creative, but their potential is not even investigated”.

She believes the pattern language would provide "a tool and a context" to encourage all

those involved in the design process to bring forward and share their potential creative

input.

One reviewer stressed that “design is a multidisciplinary science, yet people tend to

realize only the visual side that they actually can see”. This reviewer was very pleased to

find that the pattern language went beyond this visual component of design and that, as a

tool, it would encourage its users and/or readers to do so as well.
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5.1.2 Recommended improvements

The design experts who reviewed the pattern language recommended several

improvements regarding the way it should be presented for training purposes, as well as

its format.

5.1.2.1 Pattern language presentation and training

All of the reviewers had been given a copy of the pattern language with just an

introductory cover sheet that described the objective of the dissertation, the origin of

pattern languages and the list of patterns in this specific pattern language. This cover

sheet suggested reading the pattern language all at once in order to grasp the dynamics of

the language. It was verbally recommended that the reviewers “skim” through the

patterns a first time to realize what the patterns were and how they inter-related, and then

to read them more in depth once the overall structure had been understood. However,

apparently this recommendation and the cover sheet were insufficient to introduce the

pattern language. One reviewer stressed that the intention of these patterns should be

stated clearly up-front explaining their purpose. Several reviewers claimed that they had

had to read the patterns several times, “like music partitions”, in order to let them “sink

in” and to start understanding their dynamics. Others reported that they had more

difficulty understanding the first few patterns that were "impenetrable in their

complexity", but they were very receptive to the rest. As one reviewer explains, the first

patterns had a “language that was not accessible”, while the other patterns were much

clearer. The first few patterns may appear complex because they describe the archetype

and the dynamics of its various phases. The other patterns describe tangible marketing

and design components involved in these phases of the archetype and are therefore easier

to grasp.

One reviewer concluded that the pattern language “would offer a greater contribution in

more clearness and simplicity”. Another noted that “the whole pattern language is not

really necessary for designers, it has too much verbiage”. She added that she believed the
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pattern language was more of a management tool. She suggested that instead of being

given to the designers, “ideally a pattern expert should be brought in temporarily to

implement it into the design team’s process”. This free-lance professional would provide

training and support for a customized application of the pattern language and archetype.

5.1.2.2 Format

The feedback from the various reviewers clearly showed that different people have

different sensitivities and preferences regarding modes of illustration. While some

reviewers were very receptive to the figures, others complained that these graphical

representations did not “speak” to them or that they did not recognize the pattern it

related to. For some of these reviewers, the section that best illustrated the pattern and

was most useful to them, was the Example section.  According to them, this section

would be even more helpful if the same example was developed throughout the fifteen

patterns in order to help follow the dynamics of the whole system. One reviewer even

suggested moving up this general “thread-example” as an introductory section in the

overall pattern format, placing it right after the pattern name so that the following

sections identifying the general principles of the pattern would become less “abstract,

vague, nebulous”.  A second example section could be left where it is in the current

format, i.e. after the definition of its generic problem, context and solution, in order to

give examples of how the pattern could be applied in other situations and thus show the

scope of the principles described. As for the figures, it appears that two styles of figures

would be necessary: the current “management model type illustration” could be kept for

people who are receptive to such figures, while more artistic or intuitive representations

could be developed for those who were not receptive to the figures currently present in

the patterns.

Certain terminologies appeared to be confusing for some reviewers. For instance, it

appears that the term “storyboard” should be defined at some point in order to avoid

having different readers associate different meanings to it. For one reviewer, a storyboard

was just developed at the end of the design process to present the results, while in the
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pattern language the storyboard is progressively defined and refined to help guide the

design process as well as present its end results. One reviewer also mentioned that the

terminology used in the names of the patterns did not “speak” to him. He recommended

adding sub-titles with about eight words to better describe the problem concerned. It was

generally suggested that the two patterns that have acronyms in their names be replaced

with the full terminology.

One reviewer stressed that the visual format should be as fluid as the process itself. “For

instance, index cards could be used for each pattern so they could be pulled out as often

as needed and pinned down in whatever order needed.” Another reviewer also concerned

with fluidity mentioned that the archetype should not be concerned with describing strict

links between its various phases because these could be accessed in various ways

depending on the design team and the product being developed. Note that even though

the copies of the pattern language handed out to the reviewers were printed out on paper,

the patterns have all been written in HTML files precisely to allow the reader to freely

“surf” from one pattern to the next based on his/her specific needs and preferences.

Therefore, these two comments on the fluidity of the whole system confirm the

usefulness of offering the user a computerized version of the model rather than a hard-

copy.

5.1.3 Changes made
To address the recommended improvements for the purpose of this specific research,

several measures were taken. To begin with, it was decided that a one-hour power point

presentation of the pattern language was necessary to explain the purpose of the pattern

language and how it may be used, as well as clarify certain terminologies that may be

unclear such as "storyboards" and the acronyms PDCA and FEA. A thread example

carried across each pattern was developed to help the reader follow the dynamic flow of

the patterns and how they work together. As a matter of fact, this example was also used

to illustrate the patterns during the one-hour presentation of the pattern language.
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Based on the difference in understanding that had been mentioned by most reviewers, the

patterns were divided into two categories as can be seen in the “Related Patterns” section

of each individual pattern presented in 5.2:  process patterns and object patterns.

5.1.3.1 Process patterns

The process patterns relate to the archetype, its phases and its dynamics:

1. Archetype of Apparel Design Creativity

2. Problem Solving  (PDCA Cycle)

3. External Discover

4. Internal Discover

5. Internal Refine

6. External Refine

5.1.3.2 Object patterns

The object patterns relate to the marketing and design components involved throughout

the process:

7. Marketing Mix

8. Life Cycle

9. Trend Analysis

10. Target Consumer

11. Product Evaluation (FEA Evaluation)

12. Design Team

13. Design Elements

14. Attribute Ideation

15. Component Ideation

Though the acronyms PDCA and FEA were still used in the names of the patterns

distributed to the students, these were replaced respectively with the names "Problem

Solving" and  "Product evaluation" in the final patterns presented in this dissertation.

Also, the "context" section was placed before the "problem" definition as prescribed by

Alexander's format.
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Although other changes were recommended by the reviewers, there was not sufficient

compulsion to incorporate these changes at this stage of development of the pattern

language.

5.1.4 Other reviewer comments

I would like to point out several other comments the reviewers made, which do not relate

directly to the patterns’ format, content or introduction and training, but involve issues

presented in the literature review, in particular regarding creative processes and patterns.

 The reviewer who had worked in a textile design team mentioned that "everyone

recognizes a design that will work". This statement brings to mind the Quality Without a

Name or QWAN defined by Alexander, explained in section 3.1.2.3 of this dissertation.

Alexander suggests that an objective quality of aesthetic beauty, universally recognizable,

exists. He claims there are certain timeless attributes and properties, which are considered

beautiful and aesthetically pleasing to all people in all cultures and not just "in the eye of

the beholder".

This same reviewer added that "the best designs are often serendipitous". It is very

important to understand that pattern languages do not seek to formalize and structure the

creative process of design in a way that may ultimately limit creativity. On the contrary,

Alexander stresses that the patterns capture only elements that are recognizable, repetitive

and necessary, but that their combinations and applications can lead to an infinity of

different results. Patterns channel creativity by making sure that all these necessary issues

are addressed and not forgotten, in order to recognize and integrate any potential

creativity. Therefore, there is place for serendipity when using a pattern language.

Another reviewer, who teaches design, explained that design processes can be done in

two modes. The first one involves “exploring for the sake of discovery, stumbling across

something and then figuring out what to do with it.… There are some things that you can

not think your way to, but can only discover”. The second design mode requires asking
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the following question beforehand: "Here is a problem, how can or should it be solved".

In his class, this professor tries to teach his students this second mode of design. At the

beginning of each semester he assigns each student what he calls the "Idea notebook

project". On a daily basis, the student has to record at least one problem encountered, and

sketch out product solutions to these problems. Once that 50 such problems have been

recorded, the student is asked to choose two or three that have the greatest solution

potential and develop them further. As revealed in the assignment, this professor believes

that research and incubation are essential to the design process. “If incubation is

eliminated in order to shorten the process for economic reasons, to meet deadlines, the

quality of the process is inferior.… Research is very important at the beginning of the

process. The designer needs to feel and relate to what the problem is. Ultimately, the

result depends on the interest level of the designer, which impacts the amount of research

done.” This importance of motivation, research and incubation have been found several

times in theoretical models described in the literature reviewed, notably in the creative

performance components (Figure 2-19) defined by Amabile (1994).

This same reviewer also mentioned that research was not always something that

designers were inclined to do. “Designers communicate differently from other people.

For instance, library information goes counter to design students' communication method.

Same with research, it sounds too scientific. However the "Eureka" effect increases with

information gathered.” Therefore, he concluded, the students wishing to become

designers must be given a framework, a method that in a way forces them to develop the

habit of doing the research, as suggested in the External Discover pattern. The pattern

language attempts to provide such a method, and the archetype such a framework.

As a final comment, I would like to mention that some feedback received from the

reviewers was not always what it first appeared to be. For instance, one reviewer seemed

to be making a negative comment when he noticed that the pattern language did not

reveal any new knowledge, it just presented existing old knowledge in a different way.

However, the intent of the pattern language was to record and organize acquired

knowledge in the field of design processes and eventually blend it with other intervening
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areas of know-how such as marketing and creativity. As a matter of fact the same

reviewer went on to say that the pattern language could be a very useful tool, especially

in a computerized format. Another example of this dual interpretation of reviewer

feedback as positive or negative comments can be found in the following comment: “the

pattern language verbalizes everyday design activities”. This verbalization is useful,

however it can also be an obstacle for designers who tend to communicate in alternative

ways as suggested previously.

5.2 Refined Pattern Language used in field research

The final refined version of the pattern language used for the field research is composed

of fifteen patterns listed below according to the two categories defined in 5.1.3.1 and

5.1.3.2. These patterns are presented in sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.15 using their actual pattern

format.

Process Patterns: Object Patterns:

Archetype

External Discover

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

External Refine

Problem Solving

Design Team

Marketing Mix

Target Consumer

Trend analysis

Life Cycle

Product Evaluation

Design Elements

Attribute Ideation

Component Ideation
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5.2.1 Archetype pattern

5.2.1.1 Pattern name:

Archetype of Apparel Design Creativity

5.2.1.2 Context:

The efficiency and effectiveness of apparel design creativity is difficult to optimize

because it involves complex and chaotic systems that are difficult to capture in a

framework: consumer needs and wants, skills and creativity of design team members,

fashion trends, etc.

5.2.1.3 Problem:

How can a framework describing the holistic dynamic model of the initial creative phase

in the apparel design process be created to define the problem environment and place

each problem factor (external influences, internal resources and constraints, process

stages and tasks, dynamic links) in its proper order?

5.2.1.4 Forces:

•  Creative processes are most often modeled as evolutionary problem solving

processes dealing with complex chaotic systems.

•  The complexity and chaos of the systems and the process can stem from a variety

of sources:

� the presence of multiple intervening factors, interacting with the process, the

systems and among themselves.

� not all these factors may have obvious, visible, direct links to the process and

systems involved.
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� each factor may be dependent on other complex systems and have its own

chaotic unpredictable behavior

� each process stage and system is submitted to a wide variety of external

influences, ranging from its immediate surroundings to a wider general

environment

� the internal factors of the creative process, their links to the systems and to

each other, as well as the external influences are not static entities; they evolve

and change through time.

•  Teamwork increases the complexity of the creative design process and its

dynamic structure.

5.2.1.5  Solution:

Construct a framework that captures the creative process archetype of apparel design by

integrating all of its problem factors: external influences, internal resources and

constraints, process stages and tasks, and their links to each other.

As suggested in Figure 5-1, the creative design process depends on systems evolving in

the company's internal environment as well as its external environments, which include

the target consumers. The creative process also depends on a series of problem solving

processes which start off from a discover stage, move on to a refinement stage and iterate

back and forth between these two stages to gradually advance, solve problems and

achieve results.

By crossing the external/internal dimensions of the creative process with its

discover/refine dimensions, the archetype of the creative process can be represented by a

four-quadrant matrix (Figure 5-2). Each quadrant focuses on basic problem-solving

stages of the apparel design process's creative phase. The transition from one stage to the

next involves iterations and cyclical movements, which guide the users into altered states

of awareness within each quadrant involved.
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•  The transitions from discover to refinement represent solution increments, while

the transitions back to the discover stage involve the consolidation and synthesis

of what has been learned and refined in order to move forward in the creative

process. These transitions can be iterated until the desired level of refinement has

been achieved.

•  The transitions from external to internal and back depend on the level of creative

achievement that has been reached. The creative process starts off by using

external input to generate innovations internally. The creative achievements

developed internally will help learn more about the external output required.

Integrating this external information will allow to further refine and rationalize

the creative achievement internally to finally offer a mature output to the external

environment. Here too iterations can take place until a desirable level of maturity

has been reached.

•  This mature output will be consolidated and fed back as input for the next

development phases of the mature output concerned (Figure 5-3), or for the

creative phase of a new creative achievement (Figure 5-4).

As shown in Figure 5-5, two basic levels of awareness are reached in every quadrant of

apparel design creativity, leading to a complete 8-step framework. The boundaries

between these 8 steps are not perfectly defined, and the flow across these boundaries is

continuous. The links between levels of awareness, their respective quadrants, internal

resources and constraints, and external influences are represented by the links between

relevant patterns.

Patterns have been grouped in two categories:

•  Patterns that represent the archetype and its four basic problem-solving quadrants

are referred to as "Process Patterns", because they describe the various stages and

tasks that are carried out throughout the creative phase of the apparel design

process.

•  All other patterns represent elements that either help explain this process or have

a direct impact on it. These are referred to as "Object Patterns".
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5.2.1.6  Examples:

An apparel company called "Jacket Essentials" has been developing a women's jacket

line for five years. The company's target consumer base has been growing at a steady

rate. The company is in a good financial position; they have a strong channel of

distribution and a very close partnership with their fabric supplier, which develops an

exclusive line of fabrics for their products. With an expertise in tailoring, the company's

mission is to be a jacket specialist. Because of their success, management wishes to

attract new consumers by expanding their product line and introducing their products in

foreign markets. To develop next season's product lines, both management and the design

team wish to follow the "apparel design creativity archetype" to help them optimize the

process. The design team will use the pattern language, applying the patterns to their

specific situation (external environment, internal environment, target consumer, etc.).

5.2.1.7   Resulting Context:

The four-quadrant framework constructed to capture the archetype of apparel design

creativity shows its basic four problem-solving phases, which are divided in two levels of

awareness. Delving deeper into the structure of the archetype, two problem solving Plan-

Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles can be applied to each of the four basic quadrants, one

PDCA cycle for each level of awareness. The outcome of the Act stage of each PDCA

cycle feeds in as input into the Plan stage of the another related PDCA cycle as shown the

example Figure 5-6. Each individual PDCA cycle will be described in its respective

quadrant's pattern. In total these eight PDCA cycles will guide the design team through

the eight generic steps of apparel design creativity.

5.2.1.8 Rationale:

Pattern languages help understand the complexity of a wide variety of systems. Patterns

help bring order out of chaos by identifying what is constant and recognizable in the

midst incessant change inherent to complex systems. Patterns should make abstraction of
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all the noise in a system, in order to capture its pure and whole essence. "Each pattern is a

relationship between a certain context, a certain system of forces which occurs repeatedly

in that context giving rise to a certain problem, and a solution which allows these forces

to resolve themselves" (Alexander).

The apparel design creativity archetype represents the highest abstraction level possible

to capture the framework of the creative phase of apparel design in its purest form. At a

lower level of abstraction, related patterns describe the infrastructure that supports this

archetypal framework. These patterns address more in detail the framework's internal

components, external influences and all their dynamics. They form the archetype's

inherent pattern language. The combination of the archetype and its related patterns can

thus capture the whole essence of the creative phase of the apparel design process.

5.2.1.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External Discover

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

External Refine

Problem Solving

Design Team

Marketing Mix

Target Consumer

Trend analysis

Life Cycle

Product Evaluation

Design Elements

Attribute Ideation

Component Ideation

 

5.2.1.10 Known Uses:

The four quadrants of the archetype presented above correspond to the four basic phases

of creative processes and apparel design processes as described in the following

archetypal models.
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•  The upper quadrants of the archetype correspond to the problem definition and

research phase as defined by LaBat & Sokolowski (1999) in their analysis of

design processes used in the fields of architecture and environmental design,

engineering design, industrial product design and clothing design. The lower

quadrants correspond to their creative exploration phase. Figure 5-7 shows how

these phases group different stages of creative processes previously defined by

other authors.

•  In 1988, Watkins adapted a six-stage creative process model to design apparel

products for specific end uses, focusing on product functionality. In 1992, Lamb

and Kallal went one step further by developing a "conceptual apparel design

framework" that can be used for all types of apparel design, taking into

consideration not only functional aspects of the garment but also expressive and

aesthetic aspects. The authors stress the necessity of defining user needs and

wants which include all three aspects, regardless of target customer or use-

situation in terms of what they call FEA (Functional-Expressive-Aesthetic)

evaluative criteria. They integrate the use of these evaluative criteria throughout

the apparel design process as suggested in Figure 5-8.

•  In 1996, Amabile presented a model focusing on the social psychology of

creativity. Her "componential framework", as she calls it, was intended as a

comprehensive theory of creativity applicable not only to problem solving

creativity but also to artistic creativity. Amabile’s "componential framework",

shown in Figure 5-9, integrates individual creative performance factors and the

influence of the social environment to the various phases of the creative process.

5.2.1.11    Figures:
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Figure 5-1. Influences external to the archetype of apparel design creativity
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Figure 5-2. Four quadrant matrix

Figure 5-3. From creative phase to development phase of a continuing design
process
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Figure 5-4. From creative phase of an on-going design process to creative phase of a
new design process

Figure 5-5. Archetype of apparel design creativity
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Figure 5-6. Link between External Discover and External Refine PDCA cycles

Figure 5-7. Comparing the phase of creative design process models
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Figure 5-8. FEA design process framework (Lamb & Kallal, 1992)

Figure 5-9. Componential model of creativity (Amabile, 1996)
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5.2.2 Problem Solving pattern

5.2.2.1 Pattern name:

Problem Solving

5.2.2.2 Aliases:

•  ‘Shewhart Cycle’

•  ‘Deming Wheel’

•  

5.2.2.3 Context:

A problem has been identified and needs to be solved.

5.2.2.4 Problem:

How does one get from a "problem faced" situation to a "problem solved" situation?

5.2.2.5 Forces:

•  There is no unique solution to one problem.

•  Each potential solution may have both positive and negative side effects.

•  The best solution must be determined by testing and controlling its

potential outcomes.

•  Several solutions can be tested.

•  Selecting the best solution depends on the priority given to related factors

such as cost and time efficiency, or, user satisfaction and tolerance.

•  If the test results of one solution are overall negative, another solution

must be developed, tested and assessed. This procedure should be repeated
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until an overall satisfying positive assessment is reached and a final

solution approved.

•  While focusing on developing a solution for the identified problem,

attention should also be kept in identifying other underlying problems or

new problems that may suddenly emerge.

5.2.2.6 Solution:

The PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) Cycle is a checklist of the four stages, which one must

go through to get from ‘problem-faced’ to ‘problem solved’. The four stages are Plan-Do-

Check-Act, and they are carried out in the cycle illustrated in Figure 5-10.

A description of what one must do at each stage of the cycle follows.

•  Plan to improve, first by finding out what things are going wrong (identify the

problems faced), and then coming up with ideas to solve these problems.

•  Do changes designed to solve the problems on a small or experimental scale first.

This minimizes disruption to routine activity while testing whether the changes

will work or not.

•  Check whether the small scale or experimental changes are achieving the desired

result or not. Also, continuously Check nominated key activities (regardless of

any experimentation going on) to ensure that the quality of the output is known at

all times and to identify any new problems when they crop up.

•  Act to implement changes on a larger scale if the experiment is successful. This

means making the changes a routine part of regular activities. Also Act to involve

other persons (other departments, suppliers, or customers) affected by the changes

and whose cooperation is needed to implement them on a larger scale or who may

simply benefit from what has been learned. Note that some of these people may

already have been involved in the Do or trial stage).
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5.2.2.7 Examples:

Garment Pattern:

When developing a garment pattern, the planning stage consists in determining the

dimensions and the outlines of the pattern based on sketches the garment design desired.

In the "do" stage, a prototype is developed. In the "check" stage the prototype is tested for

aesthetics, comfort and fit. If the prototype is approved, the pattern can move on into the

production line initiating the "act" stage.

Launching a New Product:

After having developed the new product, manufacturers plan a marketing and

advertisement campaign for it (Plan stage). Then they launch the product with the

campaigns on a small market segment (Do stage). They test the results (Check stage). If

the product and the campaigns are both successful, they launch them on the wider market

(Act stage).

5.2.2.8 Resulting Context:

You have now completed the cycle to arrive at a ‘problem solved’ situation. Go back to

the Plan stage to identify the next ‘problem faced’. If the experiment was not successful,

skip the Act stage and go back to the Plan stage to come up with some new ideas for

solving the problem and go through the cycle again.

5.2.2.9 Rationale:

The PDCA Cycle should be used to coordinate innovation and continuous improvement

efforts. It both emphasizes and demonstrates that innovation and improvement processes

must start with careful planning, must result in effective action, and must move on again

to careful planning in a continuous cycle. The PDCA Cycle diagram can be used in team

meetings to take stock of what stage has been reached, and to choose the appropriate

tools to see each stage through to successful completion.
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5.2.2.10 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Archetype Framework

External Discover

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

External Refine

5.2.2.11 Known Uses:

The concept of the PDCA Cycle was originally developed by Walter Shewhart, the

pioneering statistician who developed statistical process control in the Bell Laboratories

in the US during the 1930's. It is often referred to as ‘the Shewhart Cycle’. It was taken

up and promoted very effectively from the 1950s on by the famous Quality Management

authority, W. Edwards Deming, and is consequently known by many as ‘the Deming

Wheel’.

5.2.2.12  Figure:

Figure 5-10. PDCA Cycle

Plan

Do

Check

Act
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5.2.3 External Discover pattern

5.2.3.1 Pattern name:

External Discover

5.2.3.2 Aliases:

Problem or Task Identification

Problem Identification

Problem Acceptance, Analysis and Definition

5.2.3.3 Context:

In the apparel market, new products have to be continually developed and offered to a

defined target market. The first step of this process involves researching the market for

potential product development ideas.

5.2.3.4 Problem:

Market research must successfully identify target consumers, their needs and wants, the

trends they may aspire to, as well as track the evolution of existing styles and products.

How should this information be used to initiate and guide apparel design creativity?

5.2.3.5 Forces:

•  Unless this is a first collection, a target customer base already exists, as well as

previous product lines.

•  Some new products must be developed to satisfy the evolution of this customer

base's needs and wants.

•  New potential target markets must not be overlooked.
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•  At least part of the new product line must introduce some elements of newness.

•  For existing products, newness depends on the product's life cycle stage and the

target market segment.

•  Past sales data can be mined for information about past product successes and

failures.

•  Forecasting future market trends and consumer demand contributes to guiding and

inspiring design creativity for new products.

5.2.3.6 Solution:

Apparel design creativity must start off with a complete market research that combines

information on a target consumer wants and needs and new potential target markets as

well as trend analysis, product and style life cycles, and season forecasts. This

investigation involves marketing, merchandising and product development functions.

Following the archetype of apparel design creativity, two levels of problem solving Plan-

Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles should be completed in this external discover quadrant.

First, a PDCA cycle can be completed to help solve this problem of identifying target

consumer needs and wants, and coordinating them with current trends and the

development of new product concepts. Second, s PDCA cycle can help define the

necessary functional, expressive and aesthetic dimensions the product concepts should

offer to satisfy the target consumer needs identified.

Level 1: Market Research to identify target consumer needs for innovative product.

•  In the Plan stage, a complete market research plan is developed to identify and

track target consumer needs by capturing information on target consumers,

product and style life cycles, and trends.

•  In the Do stage, the complete market research is carried out by marketing

professionals and core design team members. They collect information on the

evolution of their customers' wants and needs, they analyze trends in fashion and

related industries that may affect their consumers' wants and needs, they seek out
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new potential target markets, and they track the evolution of existing styles and

products.

•  In the Check stage, this information collected by the design team is cross-checked

with information provided by external sources such as retailers, competitors,

suppliers and all the "communicators" (fashion forecasting, color consulting,

media, etc.).

•  In the Act stage, all this information is synthesized and combined to serve as input

in the Plan stage on the Internal Discover phase, Level 1 and develop innovative

product concepts.

 Level 2: Definition of FEA dimensions to improve initial product concepts in

satisfying identified target consumer needs.

•  In the Plan stage, the user needs and wants, based on consumer profile and use

situation, must be defined for each target market segment in terms of functional,

expressive and aesthetic (FEA) criteria.

•  In the Do stage, the FEA criteria defined for each target market segment are

compared to the characteristics the product concepts generated intend to offer the

target consumers defined for that specific market segment.

•  In the Check stage, priorities are set and conflicts resolved regarding the

evaluative criteria in order to match the expected perceived characteristics of the

product concepts generated and those demanded by its target consumer.

•  In the Act stage, relevant dimensions need to be selected to evaluate each of the

three evaluative criteria categories (FEA). By pairing the categories, the criteria

can be weighed for specific relative importance. The functional, expressive and

aesthetic dimensions defined will be used in the external refine quadrant to

develop a Product Evaluation method. The potential market success of initial

product design concepts will be measured according to these evaluative criteria.
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5.2.3.7 Examples:

Level 1:

The design team of "Jacket Essentials" initiates the design process of their new apparel

lines by drawing out a plan on how and what information will be collected concerning

trends, target consumers, and product life cycles. The plan will be carried out by

assigning specific tasks to each design team member. The information collected will be

checked against outside sources such as color services and fashion forecasting agencies.

The design team will then analyze all this information to generate ideas for new product

lines.

Level 2:

Each new product concept is developed for a specific target consumer and use situation.

The functional, expressive and aesthetic criteria of the product are checked against those

of the target consumer in that use situation. Mismatches are used to alter and adjust

product concepts. For instance, for a new product line of coordinated jackets and pants

that could be worn as a business suit, functionality may become of greater importance

than aesthetics compared to the jacket sold as an individual casual item. Wrinkle free

fabric for business travel would be of great importance for the pant-suit line. Therefore if

this criteria had been overlooked in developing the product concept it could be corrected

at this point.

5.2.3.8 Resulting Context:

Based on the first level PDCA cycle, target customer base needs are defined, new

potential target markets are pinpointed, market trends are identified, and product life

cycles acknowledged. All of this information will be the source of innovative ideas

generated in the internal discover quadrant, level 1 (Figure 5-11). The second level

PDCA cycle will define the FEA dimensions that can be used to evaluate the product

concepts developed in the external define quadrant, level 1 (Figure 5-12).
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5.2.3.9 Rationale:

In today's consumer-driven market, product design has to be market led and justified. All

the elements of the marketing mix, and their evolution, have to be considered at the

beginning and throughout the design process. Therefore, the initial creativity of the

process is constrained by the marketing strategy, its micro and macro environments, and

the perceived wants and needs of the target consumer defined.

5.2.3.10 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Archetype Framework

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

External Refine

Problem Solving

Marketing Mix

Target Consumer

Trend analysis

Life Cycle

Product Evaluation

5.2.3.11 Known Uses:

This External Discover pattern corresponds the creative or design process phases

described by the following authors:

� Problem or Task Identification, Amabile (1996)

� Problem Identification, Lamb & Kallal (1992)

� Problem Acceptance, Analysis and Definition, Watkins (1988).

5.2.3.12 Figures:
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Figure 5-11. Link between External Discover and Internal Discover

Figure 5-12. Link between External Discover and External Refine
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5.2.4 Internal Discover pattern

5.2.4.1 Pattern name:

Internal Discover

5.2.4.2 Aliases:

Preparation

Preliminary Ideas

Ideation

5.2.4.3 Context:

Based on the knowledge acquired in the external discover quadrant through market

research (target customer base needs defined, new potential target markets pinpointed,

market trends identified, and style and product life cycles acknowledged), ideas for new

product concepts can be generated integrating individual input from all design process

participants.

5.2.4.4 Problem:

How can ideas for new product lines be generated and combined into product concept

alternatives that satisfy market and product development objectives.

5.2.4.5 Forces:

•  Mining market research data can be mined to identify guidelines for new product

development.

•  Ideas can stem from market-based information as well as product based

information referring to the evolution of its attributes and components.
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•  To a great extent, the product concepts generated must aim to satisfy target

consumer needs identified.

•  To a certain extent depending on the target market, ideas may be inspired by

and/or integrate market trends.

•  Depending on the life cycle stage of a product and the market targeted, the ideas

and concepts generated will have different levels of newness.

•  Design team members and participants may have different interpretations of

consumer needs and market trends.

•  Design team members and participants may have different viewpoints of product-

based information.

•  Ideas stem from various sources and relate to specific components and/or

attributes of a garment.

•  Some ideas may involve the general theme or mood of the storyboard, while other

ideas may refer to more specific directions for color, fabric design and/or texture,

and style or silhouette.

•  These ideas have to be grouped and completed with all necessary design elements

to form different product concepts.

•  All these ideas may or may not be compatible for combination into a product

concept with potential market success and/or technical feasibility.

•  The development of ideas into a product concept is necessary in order to evaluate

its market potential.

•  There may be numerous concept alternatives to chose from.

5.2.4.6 Solution:

The market research information gathered is cross-analyzed for its potential effects on

markets and products. The evolution of the existing target consumer base is defined as

well as potential new target consumers. Trends are analyzed for their effect on all design

elements. Product life cycles are used to determine possibly profitable product

developments.
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Note that product ideation may be independent from market based information, stemming

directly from product based information relative to the product's design elements.

Information about both target consumers and market trends will guide the development of

ideas regarding all the components and attributes of product concepts (theme/mood,

color, fabric design/texture, style/silhouette). However, these do not provide information

on wants and needs of non-existent products. Product based information is particularly

crucial for product ideation when trying to create really innovative products.

Design is a team effort. Ideas from all participants have to be taken into consideration.

Various alternative concepts will result from their different inputs. These concepts can be

prioritized, selected or discarded based on the FEA dimensions defined in the external

discover quadrant and refined in the external refine quadrant.

Following the archetype of apparel design creativity, two levels of problem solving Plan-

Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles should be completed in this internal discover quadrant.

The first level PDCA cycle should help prepare the design team for product ideation by

identifying and defining the market segments targeted based on the analysis of the market

research information. The second level PDCA cycle will help the design team integrate

all the continuous information coming from the external discover quadrant, the input of

all its participants and the constraints relative to the companies internal and external

environments, to develop alternative line and product concepts for each target market

defined.

Level 1: Mining market research information to identify target market segments and

refine their relevant design directions

•  In the Plan stage, all design team members analyze and share their personal

insight on the information collected in the market research phase. The information

gathered is combined and cross-analyzed to define guidelines for developing the

new line of product designs.
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•  In the Do stage, all potential target market segments are defined including their

associated consumer profile and product type (ex: trendy sportswear, active wear,

classic business suits).

•  In the Check stage, they verify if this evolution of the target consumer base and

the potential new markets fit in with the marketing strategy and associated

marketing mix, as well as the company's internal environment resources.

•  In the Act stage, based on the target market segments identified, the design team

can proceed to develop storyboards that illustrate the style, color and fabric

directions applicable to each market segment.

 Level 2: Generating product concepts to learn more in detail about perceived target

consumer needs and wants

•  In the Plan stage, the level of newness (innovative advancements, line extensions,

relative improvements, seasonal update) required for product development must

be defined for each market segment targeted, relative to its life cycle stage on that

specific market. Based on the respective levels of newness prescribed, design

team members can define the design elements innovations and modifications

needed.

•  In the Do stage, using one or several product ideation patterns, design team

members generate and share ideas they have on various alterations of components

(fabric, silhouette, details, trims) and attributes (color, texture, weight) for new

product concepts following the directions illustrated in each storyboard.

•  In the Check stage, the ideas generated are checked for relevancy with the target

market and product development objectives defined in the Plan phase, and with

the design element directions defined in each market segment's storyboard, as

well as feasibility, quality, cost and lead time objectives.

•  In the Act stage, ideas are selected and combined based on their applicability to

satisfy similar market and product objectives and their compatibility with each

other. The innovative product concepts thus created relative to each storyboard

are ready to be submitted to external investigation to learn about their potential

market success.
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5.2.4.7  Examples:

Level 1:

The market information collected by each design team member of "Jacket Essentials" is

shared and analyzed collectively to pinpoint the potential target consumer, trends and

product styles to focus on when generating new product line ideas. Next season pant-suits

appear to be an important trend. So far, "Jacket essentials" has focused on casual jackets.

However, feed back from their consumer base has indicated that some consumers would

like to have pants made of the same fabric to go with their jackets. The older consumers

also added that if the jackets were coordinated with pants to create a more formal looking

outfit, they would like to wear it as a business suit to work. Since the company was

looking for opportunities to expand its product line and increase its target market,

creating a new pant line and a pant-suit line would fit in with the company's current

marketing strategy and mix. The new lines could be distributed through the existing

channels used for the jacket line. All the fabric would still be supplied by the same

exclusive supplier, which has the capacity to manufacture the quantities and the quality

for all three product lines. Assembly of the products could be done internally using the

existing tailoring expertise and available funds to increase internal manufacturing

capacity. Having checked that all the necessary resources are available, the design team

decides to focus on the following target market segments: casual basic jackets and pants

for all their target consumers and coordinated pant-suits targeted more specifically

towards their older customers.

Level 2:

Three storyboards with color, fabric and style directions have been developed for each of

the three product lines: jackets, pants and pant-suits. Regular increases in sales each

season indicate that jackets are still in the growth phase of their life cycle. "Jacket

Essentials" is introducing pants and pant-suits for the first time to their target market

These two product lines are therefore just starting their own respective life cycles.

However the jackets in the pant-suit may be extensions of the casual jacket styles with

simply different color and fabric components. Therefore, the design team has the past
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jacket styles to start working on new jacket concepts. For the pants, all they basically

have is past colors and fabrics used for the jackets. Since the jackets remain the core

product of "Jacket Essentials", the pants will be developed around these core products.

For instance if in a new line of jackets, buttons are replaced with zippers, the pant designs

may also include visible zippers in some area (ankles, or pockets). This new product

concept would fit in with the target consumer and associated storyboard defined as well

as the level of newness to be achieved. The designer would have to make sure that the

fabric selected has the characteristics required to support this new type of fastening and

make a quality garment. The internal and external resources would have to be made

available for this new product concept (zipper suppliers, training assembly workers in

setting up zippers, etc.). This new product concept could actually be applied to all three

product lines, and therefore integrated into their respective storyboards. The decision of

this application will be made after assessing the market potential of this product concept

for each line.

5.2.4.8 Resulting Context:

Based on the target markets defined in the first level PDCA cycle, storyboards illustrating

the design directions relevant to each target market can be composed in the Internal

Discover quadrant, Level 1 (Figure 5-13). Based on the storyboards developed,

innovative product concepts are generated in accordance with specific target market and

product development objectives. They are ready to be submitted to external evaluation

starting in the External Discover, Level 2 (Figure 5-14) before internally refining them

any further.

5.2.4.9 Rationale:

The knowledge acquired based on research conducted on market information, will be

interpreted differently by each design team member, contributing to a variety of ideas

regarding the different components and attributes of a new product design. All these

alternatives have to be considered and weighed according to season objectives (marketing
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mix, target consumer markets, product life cycle evolution). Indeed, in today’s consumer

driven market, the tendency is to streamline what the consumer wants. However,

constraining the creative process too much at its initial stage may lead to a lack of

creativity and monotony of styles, which could result in lost sales opportunities. In the

meantime competitors manufacturing more original products, which in this case would

really stand out and be perceived as highly creative, might experience an increase in their

market share. For this reason the ideation process that takes place in the Internal Discover

quadrant must be partly independent from the market research conducted in the External

Discover quadrant.

5.2.4.10  Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Archetype Framework

External Discover

Internal Refine

External Refine

Problem Solving

Design Team

Design Elements

Attribute Ideation

Component Ideation

5.2.4.11  Known Uses:

This Internal Discover pattern corresponds the creative or design process phases

described by the following authors:

� Preparation, Amabile (1996)

� Preliminary Ideas, Lamb & Kallal (1992, 1994)

� Ideation, Watkins (1988)

5.2.4.12 Figures:
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Figure 5-13. Link between Internal Discover and Internal Refine

Figure 5-14. Link between Internal Discover and External Discover
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5.2.5 Internal Refine pattern

5.2.5.1 Pattern name:

Internal Refine

5.2.5.2 Aliases:

Response Generation

Design Refinement

Idea Selection

5.2.5.3 Context:

Target market segments have been identified based on market research information.

Design guidelines (theme/mood, color, fabric design/texture, and silhouette/style

directions) for each of these segments have to be defined to generate relevant product

concept alternatives that will be selected and refined to ensure the highest probability of

their market success.

5.2.5.4 Problem:

How can design directions for product development be interpreted from market research

information, translated and refined into products that satisfy the target markets identified?
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5.2.5.5 Forces:

•  Defined target markets, internal company resources and constraints all have to be

taken into consideration when deciding on the product development guidelines.

•  Directions in silhouette, fabric texture and design, color, and eventually details

and trims, have to be presented, illustrated with photographs, clippings, sketches,

swatches or computerized renderings.

•  The storyboards have to coordinate diverse design elements into a uniform theme.

•  The combinations of design elements presented in the storyboards have to be in

accordance with the market/product objectives and technical feasibility capacity.

•  Product storyboards refer to theme, color, fabric, and silhouette direction for a

product line, which will then be used to refine particular product styles within that

line.

•  The product concepts developed based on the storyboard directions will be

rationalized after external evaluation.

5.2.5.6 Solution:

Design directions have to be defined based on the target market segments identified.

These directions must be synthesized in storyboards specific to each market segment that

illustrates the design directions within which design elements could then be manipulated

to generate new product concepts. The product concepts developed will then be

submitted to external evaluation. The results of this evaluation will be used to select only

the potentially successful product concepts and refine them according to market feedback

and constant monitoring.

Following the archetype of apparel design creativity, two levels of problem solving Plan-

Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles should be completed in this Internal Refine quadrant. The

first level PDCA cycles will help the design team integrate all the product design

directions (theme, color, fabric, style/silhouette) associated with the target market
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segments defined in the Internal Discover quadrant in order to develop storyboards. The

second level PDCA cycles will integrate the external feedback recorded on the product

concepts designed relative to each storyboard in order to further refine these product

concepts to fit the predicted expectations of the target consumers in terms of FEA

criteria.

Level 1: Storyboard development to synthesize design directions

•  In the Plan stage, mood/theme directions are associated with each target market

segment identified in the Level 1 Internal Discover phase, relative to consumer

profile and product type involved.

•  In the Do stage, these mood/theme directions are used to select relevant color,

fabric and style directions associated with each market segment.

•  In the Check stage, the directions are selected and/or reviewed according to

feasibility, availability, quality, cost and lead time constraints relative to the

company's internal environment, as well as the instinct of the design team

members.

•  In the Act stage, the selected combinations of color, fabric and style directions are

synthesized on storyboards illustrating the respective theme/mood and target

market segments involved.

 Level 2: Rationalization of initial product concepts into mature product concepts.

•  In the Plan stage, all the design team members analyze the external refine

feedback in order to integrate it into the storyboards and relative product

concepts.

•  In the Do stage, based on this analysis, necessary developments to transform the

initial storyboards and related product concepts to optimize market success

potential are defined: alternative interpretation of the concepts, possible

groupings, design elements needed to complete the product concept in coherence

with the respective storyboards and target market.
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•  In the Check stage, all these product development ideas are checked for marketing

mix adequacy, technical feasibility, costing and quality levels, and selected,

altered or discarded accordingly.

•  In the Act stage, the resulting "mature" product concepts and storyboards will be

resubmitted to external evaluation for final approval before moving on to the next

phases of the apparel design process (technical drawings, pattern making,

prototyping, etc.)

5.2.5.7 Examples:

Level 1:

Based on the three lines the design team decided to focus on (jacket line, pant line, pant-

suit line), style, color and fabric directions will be defined. The style for all these lines

will be very sober, with very few discrete trims and/or fastenings, focusing on the

silhouette rather then on details. For both the casual jacket and pant lines, fabrics with a

sleek texture and shiny finish will be used. However, the fabrics used for the pants will be

a little lighter in weight. A variety of bright colors will be used for the jackets, while only

a couple of neutral colors will be used for the pants, which can be worn with any of the

jacket colors. For the pant-suit line, the fabrics will have a similar sleek texture with more

of a mate finish. The colors will be softer and coordinated between jackets and pants.

Working with a product merchandiser from their exclusive fabric supplier, the design

team can make sure that the supplier has the ability to produce the new colors and

finishes requested. Using the same type of fabric for all lines will contribute to

maintaining uniform quality, while lowering the unit cost per roll of fabric due to the

increased quantity purchased. Furthermore, even if the dyeing and finishing of the pant-

suit line may be more expensive, the cost can be absorbed by selling the products at a

higher price to a target consumer with high purchasing power. The design team also has

to make sure that the fabric characteristics (construction, drapability, hand, weight) are

adapted for each type of product. Regarding color they must use their design skills to

evaluate the effect of color and finish on a whole suit silhouette vs. separates. The color,
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fabric and style directions will be synthesized and presented on a storyboard for each

product line.

Level 2:

Based on the feedback of external evaluators, the product concepts will be refined. Jacket

Essentials' core design team members will analyze this feedback and integrate the

changes that fit with the initial marketing mix planed, the target consumer needs

identified and the resources available the company.  For instance if new colors are

suggested for the pant suits, design team members have to make sure that the fabric

supplier can produce that color on the light weight, wrinkle free fabrics used specifically

for the pant suits. They also have to check if the supplier has the capacity to supply this

new order. Finally, they have to make sure that the cost does not become excessive

relative to the price determined by the marketing mix. Similarly, if large buttons are

replaced with smaller ones, the design team must verify that adequate cost and supply of

these new buttons, in the required color and finish, are available. They will also have to

make some alterations to other design elements of the jacket designs to adjust the product

concepts to these new buttons, starting with the buttonholes.

5.2.5.8 Resulting Context:

As a result of the first level PDCA cycle, storyboards relative to each market segment

identified are ready to be used as guidelines to generate relevant product concepts (Figure

5-15). The second level PDCA cycle will further refine these product concepts based on

market feedback in order to develop mature product concepts that can be re-submitted to

market assessment for final approval (Figure 5-16).

5.2.5.9 Rationale:

Design guidelines are needed before product ideation can begin in order to focus on the

target markets defined. Storyboards, which represent potential season product line

themes, synthesize these guidelines in terms of design element directions. They have to
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be developed in accordance with season objectives (marketing mix, feasibility of product

development, costing quality). The product concepts developed based on these

storyboards are target consumer driven through evaluation for optimum chances of

market success.

5.2.5.10 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Archetype Framework

External Discover

Internal Discover

External Refine

Problem Solving

Design Elements

Marketing Mix

Design Team

Product Evaluation

5.2.5.11 Known Uses:

This Internal Refine pattern corresponds the creative or design process phases described

by the following authors:

� Response Generation, Amabile (1996)

� Design Refinement, Lamb & Kallal (1992)

� Idea Selection, Watkins (1988)

5.2.5.12 Figures:
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Figure 5-15. Link between Internal Refine and Internal Discover

Figure 5-16. Link between Internal Refine and External Refine
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5.2.6 External Refine pattern

5.2.6.1 Pattern name:

External Refine

5.2.6.2 Aliases:

Response Validation and Communication

Design Evaluation

Implementation and Evaluation

5.2.6.3 Context:

Based on knowledge acquired from market research, product concepts have been

developed integrating ideas generated by the various design team members, along with

their respective professional input and know-how. Evaluative dimensions have been

suggested in the external discover quadrant. Now they need to be refined to help evaluate

and select the product concepts with the greatest market success potential.

5.2.6.4 Problem:

How can the product concepts developed be evaluated relative to the benefits perceived

by the potential buyers and target consumers, and discarded, selected, altered and/or

expanded according to market feedback and ongoing market research?
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5.2.6.5 Forces:

•  The storyboards have to appeal to retail buyers

•  The storyboards have to appeal to final consumers

•  Family and friends may influence these final consumers, especially if the product

has an important expressive, aesthetic and/or functional content, and or a high

retail price.

•  Both the buyers and the final customer may be influenced by what is

communicated through the media, especially for products responding to fashion

trends tracked in the market research.

•  Evaluation of different judges will vary according to individual tastes and

perceptions, especially for dimensions that are very subjective.

•  In the very initial stages of product design, budget and time constraints limit the

scope of the evaluation that can be done.

•  The evaluative criteria will have different levels of importance depending on the

type of product being developed and the target consumer.

5.2.6.6 Solution:

The FEA dimensions defined in the External Discover quadrant have to be further refined

and used to evaluate the product concepts created. At such an early level of product

development the judges will be "external" core team members, such as buyers and

marketers. This evaluation will help select, discard, improve, and or expand the product

concepts produced, which will go back through the other quadrants for further processing

and/or the development of brand new product concepts.

Following the archetype of apparel design creativity, two levels of problem solving Plan-

Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles should be completed in this External Refine quadrant. The

first level PDCA cycle will help evaluate the product concepts produced relative to their

intended target consumer, in order to refine them further in accordance with retail buyers
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and marketers assessment. For optimal market success potential, the rationalized and

matured product concepts are re-submitted to market assessment for final approval before

further processing in the next phases of the apparel design process (prototyping, pattern

making, grading, etc.), or use as input for the creation of future new product concepts.

Level 1: Evaluation of initial product concepts for their rationalization

•  In the Plan stage, based on the FEA dimensions defined in the external discover

quadrant, an evaluation method is planned out. The method is developed in view

of what team members have learned in their internal discover and refine

processes, and the storyboards they produced, as well as integrating continuous

market research information from the ongoing external discover process.

•  In the Do stage, the storyboards and relative product concepts are submitted to a

panel of judges (buyers, marketers) for evaluation. The judges are asked to rate

the FEA criteria according to the FEA dimensions defined by the design team,

and to suggest new dimensions if necessary and give a rating for each of those

dimensions as well.

•  In the Check stage, the results of the evaluation will be analyzed to check the

validity and potential of each storyboard and its associated product concepts.

•  In the Act stage, the results of this analysis will feedback as input in the Plan

stage of the internal refine quadrant's Level 2 PDCA cycle in order to rationalize

the product concepts and storyboards presented to the judges.

Level 2: Evaluation of mature product concepts consolidated for future design

processing.

•  In the Plan stage, the mature product concepts and storyboards are analyzed for

their functional, expressive and aesthetic (FEA) characteristics.

•  In the Do stage, all the FEA dimensions, defined, in the Do stage of the first level

"Evaluation" PDCA cycle for each target market segment, are compared to the

characteristics the mature product concepts generated offer the target consumers

defined for that specific market segment.
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•  In the Check stage, final conflicts are resolved regarding the evaluative criteria in

order to match the expected perceived characteristics of the product concepts

generated and those expected to be demanded by its target consumers.

•  In the Act stage, the revised mature product concepts and storyboards will

become input for the Plan stage of the ongoing PDCA cycles in the external

discover quadrant, both for the continuing design developments of the product

concepts produced, and the creative phase of future apparel design processes.

5.2.6.7  Examples:

Level 1:

Functional, expressive and aesthetic criteria and their relative importance have been

defined for each new product concept in respect to their target consumer and use situation

using the Product Evaluation pattern. Jacket Essential's core design team will ask a panel

of evaluators including retail buyers and co-workers in the marketing and sales

department to rate the product concepts on the FEA criteria defined. At this stage, these

evaluators can still recommend and rate criteria that may have been overlooked. For

instance, one of the sales executives in charge of southwestern US markets may point out

that more brilliant colors should be used for some of the pant suits because they would

appeal to the target consumers in that area. The results of this evaluation can then be

analyzed and used to rationalize the product concepts.

Level 2:

The product concepts have been rationalized integrating the feedback from the panel of

evaluators external to the core design team. The mature product concepts suggested for

the new lines can be shown to larger panel of retail buyers to make sure that this final

offer has the highest potential for market success. For instance, one retailer may point out

that many customers have been complaining about the buttons being too heavy relative to

the fabric used, causing the front panel of some jackets to sag. Some of the feedback from

this second panel may be integrated to further refine the final product concepts. These

product concepts will then be used to develop patterns and prototypes for the new product
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lines. They will also be archived providing inspiration sources for creating new product

lines in the future.

5.2.6.8  Resulting Context:

As a result of the first PDCA level (Figure 5-17), each storyboard and its associated

product concepts have been evaluated and the results of this evaluation have been

analyzed. The storyboards can be rationalized using this new external information. Some

product concepts will be selected as they are. Others may need to be modified and/or

expanded. Finally the product concepts with the worst ratings should be altogether

discarded.

In the second level PDCA cycle (Figure 5-18), the product concepts have reached their

maturity stage and may be presented to the panel of judges for a new evaluation session.

This time around the evaluation should be optimal, if not the rationalization and maturity

cycles may be iterated. The final product concepts approved will be further processed in

the next stage of the apparel design process, which involves prototype development. In

the creative phase of the apparel design process, what has been learned from developing

these mature product concepts for optimal market success potential will be consolidated

as input in the External Discover quadrant of:

•  the next phase in the design process of the presently developed mature product

concepts

•  the initial creative phase of new product design projects

In Figure 5-18, this quadrant and the "consolidate" arrow are outlined with doted spots to

illustrate the fact the input moves on to a new phase of design process, either for the

continuing development product concepts currently concerned, or the creation of new

product concepts.
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5.2.6.9 Rationale:

Product design is market driven. Therefore the storyboards should be finalized and

selected according to buyer and target consumer assessment of the product design

elements suggested in the storyboards.

5.2.6.10 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Archetype Framework

External Discover

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

Problem Solving

Target Consumer

Product Evaluation

Design Team

5.2.6.11 Known Uses:

This Internal Refine pattern corresponds the creative or design process phases described

by the following authors:

� Response Validation and Communication, Amabile (1996)

� Design Evaluation, Lamb & Kallal (1992)

� Implementation and Evaluation, Watkins (1988)

5.2.6.12 Figures:
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Figure 5-17. Link between External Refine and Internal Refine

Figure 5-18. Link between External Refine and External Discover
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5.2.7  Marketing Mix pattern

5.2.7.1 Pattern name:

Marketing Mix

5.2.7.2 Context:

To attract target consumers, the appropriate marketing mix of product, price, place and

promotion, a.k.a. 4Ps, have to be determined.

5.2.7.3 Problem:

Having defined a target consumer, what are the appropriate products to develop, at what

price point, to be sold through which retail channels, using which promotional tools?

5.2.7.4 Forces:

•  Selection of all 4Ps depends both on common and different constraints (consumer

target wants, budget constraints, distribution channels, promotion capacities)

•  All 4Ps are related and interdependent

•  The optimum criteria for each considered separately may not lead to the optimum

mix

•  Prioritize and compromises may be necessary

5.2.7.5 Solution:

Integrate all the environmental constraints on the company and the target consumer with

the market demand defined. Identify contradictions. Set priorities and use them to settle

conflicts in the optimal fashion. Figure 5-19 indicates the two levels of environment that

affect the marketing strategy within which the marketing mix is defined. The
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microenvironment, in the inner diamond, is closest to the company, affecting "its ability

to serve its target market". It includes marketing channels, suppliers, competitors, and

public such as "the financial community, the media and the general public". The macro-

environment, in the outer square, refers to the larger societal settings in which the

company operates. Though there may be a supra-environment that affects all individuals

all over the world, note that the environments referred to here may vary from one

geographic location to another. For a company that designs its product line in New York,

manufactures it in various foreign countries, and sells it on other global markets as well

as all over the US, keeping track of the pertinent environments is crucial.

5.2.7.6  Examples:

 In the past, "Jacket essentials" has based all its marketing strategy around one type of

target consumer and one product: casual button down jackets. Selling at an average price

of $100, the jackets are distributed through a mix of department stores, catalogues and

retailers on the Internet. The jackets are advertised in various magazines and websites.

Since sales have been increasing at a steady pace, both management and the marketing

department agree it is a good time to explore new markets. Before going global, they

decided they should first expand their existing product offer on the US market. Feedback

from retailers, the sales department and consumer focus groups indicates that there is a

growing demand for a larger variety of products from their brand label. A new marketing

strategy focusing on the expansion of new product lines is developed within the

company's internal and external resources and constraints. For instance, thanks to their

tailoring expertise, they can develop a line of suits to satisfy the growing need of their

initial target consumer entering the work environment. The brand loyalty of their

consumer base should allow them to grab a small market share on this new market

segment. Since the general trend in the work environment is to dress down, these suits

could be inspired from the existing casual jacket line. They would be distributed and

promoted through similar channels. The price however could be higher thanks to the

greater purchasing power of its potential buyers.
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5.2.7.7 Resulting Context:

The company has planned the optimal marketing mix objectives, and should develop its

4Ps accordingly.

5.2.7.8 Rationale:

An optimal balanced mix is the best guarantee to reaching the target consumer most

efficiently and effectively.

5.2.7.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

Internal Refine

External Discover

Target Consumer

 

5.2.7.10 Known Uses:

Several authors have given different definitions of the marketing mix, which always

include the notions of product, price, place and promotion, while classifying design as a

category in itself. Rigamonti (1987) describes the four key areas of marketing mix as

being quality, price, performance and design/image. According to Carr and Pomeroy

(1992), the marketing mix for apparel companies includes advertising and promotion, the

choice and design of retail outlets, and the design of a range of garments. Robinson

(1987) adds visual merchandising, and retail staff’s attitude to this mix. Jarnow and

Dickerson (1996) consider product design as one of the three stages of the merchandising

process, along with product development and promotion to the point of sale, which are all

related to the marketing mix.
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5.2.7.11 Figure:

Figure 5-19. Factors influencing marketing strategy (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994)
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5.2.8 Life Cycle pattern

5.2.8.1 Pattern name:

Life Cycle

5.2.8.2 Context:

Each product offered on the market ages and goes through a life cycle. Depending on the

stage a product has reached in its life cycle will affect the perception of newness the

market will have of that product each season.

5.2.8.3 Problem:

How does the life cycle of a product affect the level of newness to be achieved in a new

design process?

5.2.8.4 Forces:

•  When an innovative product is introduced for the very first time into the market,

its life cycle begins.

•  Typically life cycles are represented by five stages: Introduction, Growth,

Maturity and Decline which will eventually lead to Abandonment.

•  Perception of newness in a product is relative to the combination of the life cycle

stage of the product and its target market.

•  Making small alterations to a product may extend its life cycle curve.

•  Big changes will be defined as innovative products initiating their own life cycles

at the Introduction stage.

•  Life cycles are defined relative to a specific market. A product introduced in

market "A" will initiate a life cycle relative to market "A". If the product is later
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introduced in market "B", the product will begin another life cycle relative to

market "B".

•  The life cycle curve relative to one market may not have the same curve shape as

one relative to another market.

•  Competitors generally produce similar products that define a general style or

fashion, which will have its own life cycle.

5.2.8.5 Solution:

Apparel companies should stay updated on the life cycle progression of general styles or

fashions by keeping track of the corresponding products sold on the market, and seeking

information in fashion magazines and eventually from consultants. They must be well

aware of their own specific products' life cycles and their associated marketplace. This

involves tracking the evolution of market specific sales each season. Each season,

decisions regarding product development can be guided by the stage the product has

reached in its life cycle.

1. In the Introduction stage the product design has to be either very innovative, or

the re-interpretation of an old style re-introduced to the marketplace years after its

initial life cycle (Figure 5-20). Even if a certain style has been offered by

competitors in previous seasons, a manufacturer can chose to develop a personal

version of this style under its brand label and introduce it to its specific target

consumer (Figure 5-21).

2. In the Growth stage, it is common to add very small alterations to the products'

design elements in order to update them a little according to each season's trends.

Some classics may remain identical for several seasons (e.g.: white shirt, black

pants, gray cardigan, beige raincoat).

3. In the Maturity stage, a more important alteration can be made in order to extend

the life cycle curve by either prolonging the maturity stage or even re-launch a

growth stage (Figure 5-22). Again classics may remain in this maturity stage for

many seasons.
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4. In the Decline stage, a relatively innovative alteration is necessary to reverse the

decline and maybe re-launch a growth stage (Figure 5-23). If the product is

already well into its decline phase, it may be wiser to let the product decline and

invest in creating and introducing a more innovative product with its own life

cycle that may even be inspired by the old style.

5. When the sales of the product no longer cover the cost of re-developing the

product, the Abandonment stage has been reached. The product must be

discarded, though it may be used as a reference for concept ideas in the Internal

Discover quadrant.

5.2.8.6 Examples:

"Jacket essentials" has been designing and manufacturing casual jackets for five years.

Regular sale increases indicate that the product is still in its growth stage. In order to keep

sales growing, the jackets are updated with seasonal color, fabric and style trends. Any

new line that is added will start its own life cycle in the introduction stage and innovative

products will have to be developed. When "Jacket essentials" will be ready to sell an

existing line on a foreign market, the design team will have to extend their color and

fabric offer for each product in order to match the local market needs.

5.2.8.7 Resulting Context:

The level of newness to be created each season for a specific product can be defined

relative to the product's life cycle stage and the target market it is destined to be sold to.

Table 5-1 shows the type of product modifications that can be associated with basic

combinations of old/new target markets and old/new products. Each of these types of

modifications will involve combining various design elements through different ideation

processes.
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5.2.8.8 Rationale:

The design process is more efficient and effective if the levels of newness for each

product are defined before the design process starts. Each product will optimize its

potential sales throughout its life cycle, and the amount of time and money invested in

creating innovative products each season will be distributed most efficiently. New

products derive from previous products, their life cycles and the respective evolutions of

their design elements.

5.2.8.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External Discover

Internal Discover

Target Consumer

Design Elements

5.2.8.10 Known Uses:

Life Cycles are used to monitor any product or service that has a market value by plotting

the evolution of its sales (in volume or $) through time.

5.2.8.11 Table and Figures:

 Table 5-1. Levels of Newness relative to product and market life cycles

Combination

Product Market
Level of Newness

New Innovative change and/or advancement, New Line 

New Old Alternative, Improvement, Line Extension,

New Repositioning + Update 

Old Old Update
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 Figure 5-20. New Style, New Product

Figure 5-21. Old Style, New Product
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Figure 5-22. Growth in the maturity phase

Figure 5-23. Growth in the decline phase
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5.2.9 Trend Analysis pattern

5.2.9.1 Pattern name:

Trend Analysis

5.2.9.2 Context:

Apparel fashion evolves continuously through various trends that stem from a variety of

sources and may affect different design elements. Trends that have an impact on the

target consumers' wants and needs need to be tracked and interpreted for their specific

application to develop new product concepts.

5.2.9.3 Problem:

How can the impact of trends on the target consumer be taken into account for successful

new product design development?

5.2.9.4 Forces:

•  Each season both new and continuing trends appear on the marketplace.

•  Some trends are very short lived, others last over many seasons

•  Some trends appear spontaneously, others progress gradually from previous

trends

•  Each season there is a great variety of trends that may occur simultaneously.

Some may be specific to apparel; others may derive from other fields and have an

impact or application in apparel.

•  Depending on the type of product to be designed and the consumer targeted,

trends will have more or less impact on consumer demand.

•  Individual design elements may be affected by particular and/or common trends.

•  Trends may affect both the aesthetics of the product, as well as its functionality.
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5.2.9.5 Solution:

The level of impact trends will have on guiding the creative design of new products will

depend on the type of product being designed and the target consumer wants. However

small the impact may be, trends have to be analyzed, if not for inspiration, for security

from sudden trends that may unsuspectedly affect that specific type of product or target

consumer. New trends have to be spotted. Existing trends have to be continuously

tracked. Because they may be observed from various sources, a large network of

observation is necessary to capture them. The trendier the product type and target

consumer, the more important, wider and deeper the trend analysis needs to be.

Fashion trends stem from a wide variety of sources influenced by macro-environmental

factors (social, cultural, political, economical, environmental, etc.), as the following

examples show:

•  Celebrity watch (e.g. actors, singers, designers, models, politicians, athletes, etc.)

•  Entertainment industry (TV, films, art exhibits, Broadway musicals, music video

& concerts, sports, etc.)

•  Other fashion and related industries (shoes & accessories, beauty and cosmetics,

home furnishings, automobile, travel & leisure, telecommunications, etc.)

•  New technology (can affect both design elements, such as new fibers and texture,

or consumer social and buying habit (such as the Internet or scanner technology

for mass customization)

•  Socio-cultural beliefs and habits (concepts of beauty, male-female status &

relationship)

•  History (past fashions and fads)

•  New uses for existing products

Within micro-environmental sources, trends can be spotted and tracked thanks to the

media, but also through networking with consultants, forecast services, trade associations,

advertising agencies, suppliers, and the general public. Examples of primary observation

posts and sources for trend analysis follow:
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•  Shopping domestic & international markets

•  Media (magazines, television, mail-order catalogs, advertisements)

•  Fashion shows

•  Trade shows for all the design elements (color, fabric, trims, fastenings)

•  Fashion support services (fabric libraries, style/fashion consultants, color

services)

•  Anywhere (street, malls, campuses, transportation hubs, etc.)

•  Internal sources (employees, sales tracking information)

•  Tracking past sales

•  Competitors' products 

•  Material suppliers' product lines

Design team members, through experience and/or intuition can develop an eye for

grasping these trends and their repercussions. However, because the scope of trend

sources is so wide, a variety of professionals should be involved in this search and

analysis of trends.

5.2.9.6 Examples:

This season the design team of "Jacket essentials" is tracking trends that may affect their

target consumer in the following sources:

•  TV shows & movies with main characters that are 25-35 single working city

women

•  Celebrities whose correspond to the lifestyle, motivation and interest of the target

consumer.

•  Make-up colors and textures, which are very glittery this year because of the new

millenium celebration

•  Activewear for high tech new materials that can improve fit and comfort

•  Cell phone designs, such as the successful colorful and sleek Nokia models
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•  Auto designs, such as the new WW Beagle with its futuristic round pure lines and

bright colors

•  This year the new iMac computers have also set a trend for futuristic color,

texture and design

•  The recent Elvis and Marilyn Monroe auctions may add to the trend of sexy,

glittery clothes as well as bright colors

•  Popular travel destinations and leisure activities for theme directions

In addition to keeping track of all of these sources:

•  The design team works closely with their fabric supplier, retailers, and forecast

services

•  The stylist and designer in the team set time aside for observing the public in city

streets, shopping and leisure areas; they go to various trade shows and watch as

many fashion shows as possible; they regularly go out shopping around big cities

in the US and abroad.

•  The product merchandiser analyzes thoroughly past sales data

•  All company staff members are welcome to share information on trends that they

may have picked up on their own.

5.2.9.7 Resulting Context:

Trends emerging from the macro-environment are spotted and tracked in the

microenvironment based on their relative importance in respect to the specific products

being designed and their intended target market. These trends are analyzed to evaluate

their specific impact and possible applications to various design element aesthetics and

functionality (color, fabric, style). This analysis will influence the selection of the design

elements composing the products being developed (Figure 5-24).
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5.2.9.8 Rationale:

Not all product types and target markets require following the latest trends. However,

because trends stem from the macro-environment, they do to some extent impact all

consumers. For very conservative products and target consumers, some design elements,

such as color and fabrics, may be slightly updated and applied to classic style in order to

update the products offered, if not in terms of aesthetics at least in terms of functionality

for improved fit, comfort and/or quality. For trendy products and target consumers,

tracking trends is essential for designing new products each season that correspond to the

latest fashion changes.

5.2.9.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External Discover

Internal Discover

Internal Refine

Marketing Mix

Target Consumer

Design Team

Design Elements

 

5.2.9.10 Known Uses:

All fashion related industries use trend analysis to develop their new product lines each

season. Some of them conduct their own customized analysis; other's call on the services

of consulting agencies specialized in forecasting and trend analysis. Many companies use

a combination of both these solutions to have the most complete trend analysis as

possible.

 

5.2.9.11 Figure:
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Figure 5-24. From trend analysis to new product concepts
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5.2.10   Target Consumer pattern

5.2.10.1 Pattern name:

Target Consumer

5.2.10.2 Context:

A Company wants to sell a product on the market. It needs to identify and focus on a

target consumer, which may be part of an existing customer base, or belong to a newly

defined target market segment.

5.2.10.3 Problem:

How can target consumers be identified?

5.2.10.4 Forces:

•  Target consumers have a specific profile that needs to be defined.

•  Target consumer profile varies according to:

� Macro-environmental influences (social, cultural, political, economical…)

� Micro-environmental influences (family, friends, lifestyle, work environment)

� Dress context/situation (leisure, workplace, sports)

� Person characteristics (age, sex, body dimensions)

•  Target consumers can belong to an existing customer base; which evolves through

time.

•  Based on marketing strategy, new market segments may be targeted, while

existing ones may be abandoned.

•  New target market segments involve new target consumers for a profile needs to

be defined. 
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•  Companies may target several markets with different product lines, in which case

target consumers have to be defined for each line.

5.2.10.5 Solution:

Apparel companies need to continuously keep track and focus on defining their target

consumer by answering the following basic questions: Who, What, Where, When, Why,

How. Various types of information are required to answer these questions:

•  Demographics (age, sex, income, residence, education, ethnic mix, etc.)

•  Psychographics (values, behaviors, beliefs, interests, lifestyle, work-style, family

life, etc.

•  Functional, expressive and aesthetic preferences (FEA criteria)

When a new market segment is targeted, a profile of the corresponding target consumer

must be drawn by conducting research on all these types of information. If a customer

base already exist, information on the target consumer needs to be updated to reflect the

evolution of that consumer's profile. This information can be collected through feedback

and analysis of past sales. Focus groups and individual interviews can also be used to

clarify psychographic information.

Target market segments can then be defined based on their respective target consumer

profile and the type of product involved, which requires analyzing the use situation and

context in which that specific target consumer would use this product.

5.2.10.6 Examples:

"Jacket Essentials" has a target consumer base, which is defined as follows:

•  Trendy city female, age 25-35, single, higher education, junior corporate

executive

•  involved in art and cultural events, enjoys fitness, tennis & jogging
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•  shops mainly in department stores such as Bloomingdale's and Sack's Fifth

avenue, occasionally from catalogues and increasingly over the Internet, favorite

brands: DKNY, RL, CK, Armani.

•  likes quiet meditative sober environments, but also enjoys the city life and all its

attractions, life and movement.

•  has an independent mind and always makes her own decisions, looks for quality

over cost.

If they develop a new suit line, they may want to redefine their target consumer. For

instance they could widen the age group to 25-40, or focus on 25-35 for casual jackets

and 30-40 for suits and redefine all the other parameters accordingly.

5.2.10.7 Resulting Context:

A well-defined target consumer profile enables to initiate the process of designing new

products that could satisfy that target consumer’s wants and needs. By establishing the

outer context layers defined by Damhorst's Contextual model of clothing sign system

(Figure 5-25), the perception the target consumer may have of an apparel product can be

understood.

•  The target consumer's wants and needs are affected by the general macro-

environment, as well as his or her personal micro-environment.

•  Based on these environments, the target consumer can be defined according to

group associations, social environment, immediate space, body characteristics and

dress habits.

•  Based on all these outer layers of context, the target consumer will have a

specific, personal perception of garments, their combinations and their individual

design elements.
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This knowledge is very useful in guiding the development of new product designs,

through selection and combination of design elements, and establishing the dimensions of

the Product Evaluation method in the external quadrants of the apparel design creativity

archetype.

5.2.10.8 Rationale:

The target consumer is essential both to marketing in general and apparel design in

particular. Both processes seek to define the target consumer demand and satisfy it.

Models representing these two processes always place the target consumer at their center.

The objective of defining a target market is to identify profitable customers, attract them,

retain them and win them back if necessary by predicting their demand and responding to

it. The main idea is to increase loyalty, attract old-customers back, and target new ones

more efficiently.

5.2.10.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External Discover

External Refine

Marketing Mix

Product Evaluation

Design Elements

5.2.10.10 Known Uses:

Numerous models have been developed to define target consumers both by academic and

industry experts. All companies use such tools in their marketing department. They are

particularly crucial for companies that sell mass-consumer products such as apparel.

  

5.2.10.11 Figure:
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Figure 5-25. Contextual model of clothing sign system (Damhorst, 1990)
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5.2.11  Product Evaluation pattern

5.2.11.1 Pattern name:

Product Evaluation

5.2.11.2 Context:

Each season apparel design teams need feedback from their buyers and final target

consumers to design new garments and measure their potential market success.

5.2.11.3 Problem:

How can the potential market success of a newly created product concept be evaluated?

5.2.11.4 Forces:

•  The garment needs to satisfy functional criteria (comfort, fit) relative to the

wearer's use situation, activity.

•  The garment has an expressive (roles, status, values) dimension related to the

wearer's environment and use context.

•  The garment must be visually aesthetically appealing to the consumer, both on

display in the retail channel (store, catalog, web-page) and on the wearer's body.

•  These three categories of criteria may be prioritized in order of importance

according to the type of product concerned and its target consumer.

•  These three categories of criteria may be in conflict or complementary.

5.2.11.5 Solution:

When new product concepts are developed for a target consumer defined, their potential

market success has to be evaluated before further processing them into prototypes and
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eventually final products. The evaluation should be done thoroughly early in the design

process at the product concept stage, when little value-added has been given the product

being developed and thus alterations are easier, less time consuming and expensive to

make. The objective of this evaluation is to determine what modifications may be

necessary in order to improve the product concepts' market success potential.

The evaluation of this market potential is carried out in several stages throughout the

external discover and refine phases of the creative design process. First, based on the

target consumer profile and use situation defined, the design team will identify all the

functional, expressive and aesthetic (FEA) dimensions the product concepts offers to

match those wanted and needed by the target consumer. Lamb and Kallal’s (1992) FEA

wheel defines these three categories in terms of general evaluative criteria (Figure 5-26).

Each of these criteria has to be defined in terms of more detailed dimensions specific to

the product's and target consumer's characteristics (see examples below). These

dimensions will be given a weight in order of importance relative to the product type and

target consumer profile involved.

Professionals both internal and external to the core design team can then evaluate the

product concepts. Based on a first series of evaluations (external discover 2, external

refine 1), the initial product concepts will be discarded, selected, altered and or expanded

to improve the product's potential market success. In order to optimize this market

success potential and avoid wasting time and money in more modifications later on in the

design process, the modified product concepts should be re-evaluated for final approval

before moving on to further processing.

5.2.11.6 Examples:

The FEA dimension for the new line of suits developed for the target consumer of "Jacket

Essentials" can be defined as follows:
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Expressive criteria:

•  Status: single city female

•  Roles: junior corporate executive, girlfriend, single mother?

•  Values: reliability, thoroughness, responsibility, honesty

•  Self-esteem: assurance, confidence, authority

Functional criteria:

•  Fit: close fitting

•  Mobility: sitting, traveling, "always on the go"

•  Comfort: lightweight, cool/warm, soft

Aesthetic:

•  Art elements: sober, sleek, feminine, clear-cut lines, small/discrete repetitive

patterns

•  Design principles: symmetry, balance, proportion

•  Body/garment relationship: slim down, increase stature

5.2.11.7 Resulting Context:

Product concepts can be revised based on the evaluation they receive in regard to the

FEA criteria defined and their relative importance given the target market context

(consumer profile, use situation and product type). The FEA dimensions evaluated will

be defined and prioritized based on the perceived target consumer wants and needs.

Trade-offs can be decided by the design team for rationalizing their initial product

concepts into final mature product concepts with the highest potential of target consumer

satisfaction.

5.2.11.8 Rationale:

Since the market, and therefore the product design, is consumer driven, the apparel

design process must be guided by continuous end-user evaluation of the product created,

in order to satisfy these end-users’ needs.
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5.2.11.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External Discover

External Refine

Target Consumer

Design Team

5.2.11.10 Known Uses:

Lamb & Kallal (1992) are the authors who introduced the FEA model in 1992.

5.2.11.11 Figure:

Figure 5-26. FEA consumer needs model (Lamb & Kallal, 1992)
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5.2.12   Design Team pattern

5.2.12.1 Pattern name:

Design Team

5.2.12.2 Context:

Design is most often carried out by a team of professionals, formally recognized as

members of the design team or informally impacting the design team's creative process.

5.2.12.3 Problem:

How can teamwork optimize the design process?

5.2.12.4 Forces:

•  Many individuals may participate in the various phases of the design process,

from searching for trends and predicting target consumer needs and wants

(external discover and refine) to suggesting design ideas and their development

(internal discover and refine).

•  Most of these individuals work within the company (stylist, designer, product

merchandiser, fashion director, product development manager, merchandising

manager, marketing manager, sales manager, production manager, Chief

Executive Officer, and other staff such as pattern graders and makers that may

bring some valuable input)

•  More and more professionals external to the company are also involved in the

design process. They generally come from either the retailers (buyers, general

merchandise managers, e-commerce specialists) or the suppliers (textile stylists,

textile designers, textile product merchandisers)
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•  Some of these professionals are involved in all the stages of apparel design

process's creative phase; others may have a specific task or simply influence the

problem solving at a specific point of the process.

•  The distribution of roles between these professionals may depend on several

variables (corporate structure and culture, target market, distribution channels,

etc.)

•  Even though a professional may have only a minor role in the process, his or her

impact may be essential.

•  All these professionals bring different interests, viewpoints and ideas, which are

crucial to any creative process. 

5.2.12.5  Solution:

Apparel design is an evolving multi-disciplinary science that requires a mix of creative,

marketing and technological skills (analysis of trends and product life cycles on the

market, definition of target consumer wants and needs, design skills, technical know-how

to ensure product feasibility, etc.). These skills require a mix of core professionals within

the company (stylist, designer, design manager, fashion director, product merchandiser)

and outside (buyers and eventually textile designers and merchandisers). This core team

works together throughout the different phases of the design process. Input from other

experts is also integrated when relevant. For instance input from marketers is essential in

the external discover and refine phases of the process.

The work process of the team must be transparent. Activities and interactions should be

recorded and communicated to all team members so that they all progress at the same

pace to develop coherent storyboards and product concepts as efficiently and effectively

as possible. The pattern language (PL) offers a "lingua franca", or "common language",

to ensure this communication and transparency. A sort of "coordinator" can be selected to

make sure the language is up-to-date and that the input from inside and outside the core

team is effectively transmitted.
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The creative input of all those participating in the design process combine to form an

overall creative achievement, resulting in design, selection and combination of various

design elements into product concepts for new product lines.

Decisions on storyboard guidelines and idea generation for new product concepts emerge

from a combination of design team input:

•  Perceptions gained from market research

•  Evaluation of overall trend information

•  Assessment of past sales trends

•  Information gained from fashion services

•  Instinct, intuition, inspiration

•  Motivation

•  Domain relevant skills

•  Creative potential

5.2.12.6  Examples:

 "Jacket Essentials" is a small company. Its core design team is composed of three

members:

•  The stylist, who mainly hunts down trends

•  The product merchandiser, who works very closely with the marketing and sales

directors, tracking down past sales data and new potential target consumers

•  The designer, who combines this trend and consumer information with his or her

knowledge of apparel design, to suggest feasible new product concepts.

This core team interacts regularly with the product merchandiser of their exclusive fabric

supplier, and the buyers of their main distributors. They also use the services of a color

and fashion forecasting agency. The team is small and highly motivated, which facilitates

and stimulates communication, interaction, and therefore idea generation. All members

are experts who have at least 10 years experience in their respective domains. Though
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specific individual tasks are assigned to each member, discoveries and accomplishments

are constantly shared through strong interaction and communication.

5.2.12.7 Resulting Context:

The creative input is optimized thanks to a comprehensive mix of necessary design skills

provided by a multi-disciplinary team of internal and external professionals (Figure

5-27). The efficiency and effectiveness of the design process are also optimized thanks to

the transparency of this team work made possible by the adoption of a common decision

communication support system, such as a pattern language, and eventually a selected

communication "coordinator".

5.2.12.8 Rationale:

Design is a multidisciplinary science best carried out by a team of professionals rather

than one individual. Product design is part of the marketing mix, which evolves under

direct influence from its micro-environment. Therefore the design team should involve

professionals both internal and external to the company. Design is also a problem solving

process, which relies on communication of ideas and concepts to evolve. All design team

members must share a common language.

5.2.12.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

External discover

Internal discover

Internal refine

External Refine

 Marketing Mix
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5.2.12.10 Known Uses:

Design teams are formed in any activity that involves designing a product or service. The

structure of the design team depends on the product and/or service, target market and

companies involved.

5.2.12.11 Figure:

Figure 5-27. Design Team members and structure

CEO
Production Manager/Staff
Marketing Manager/Staff

Sales Manager/Staff

Apparel Designer
Apparel Stylist

Apparel Merchandiser

Textile Designer
Textile Stylist

Textile Merchandiser
Buyers
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5.2.13  Design Elements pattern

5.2.13.1 Pattern name:

Design Elements

5.2.13.2 Context:

Each product is composed of a set of design elements selected and combined in a specific

manner. The evolution of a product through its life cycle derives from the evolution of its

design elements and their combinations. Even for new products that have been introduced

for the first time, design ideas stem from design elements of existing products and their

combinations.

5.2.13.3 Problem:

How can design elements be selected and combined to create new product designs?

5.2.13.4 Forces:

•  Each design element comes in numerous alternatives.

•  Design elements and their alternatives are limited, but their possible combinations

are almost endless.

•  One design element may be of primary importance and receiving greater

development investment.

•  Each design element conveys a certain aesthetic, functionality and expressiveness

to a garment.

•  The combination of all the design elements conveys its own specific set of FEA

dimensions to the finished garment.

•  Each design element can be more or less refined and/or complex.
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•  Seasonal trends affect each design element individually, as well as their

combinations.

•  Cost and prices points may limit the amount of development done on each design

element.

•  Technical feasibility may limit the possible combinations of the different design

elements.

•  Design principles (such as color theory, balance, proportion, rhythm, emphasis,

harmony and unity) will guide in combining the various design elements.

•  Principles governing the target consumer's perception of certain design element

should not be neglected in selecting and combing the into finished garments (such

as psychology of colors or the meaning of certain decorative designs relative to

the consumer's cultural environment)

5.2.13.5 Solution:

Designing a product involves selecting and combining a set of design elements as defined

in Figure 5-28. Some of these elements can be defined as the internal components of the

garments.

•  Style (silhouette, line, form or shape)

•  Details (sleeves, armholes, hemline, waistline, collars, necklines, belts, pockets)

•  Fastenings (buttons, zippers, Velcro, etc.)

•  Linear trims (darts, seams, smocking, piping, ruffles, etc.)

•  Area trims (pleating, yolk, beading, embroidery, etc.)

All of the components mentioned above will be combined with the following design

elements, in a similar or individual manner. These design elements can be defined as

internal attributes of the garment.

•  Color

•  Texture

•  Design
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Note that the garment will also have a series of internal attributes related to factual and/or

qualitative information about the product such as weight, thickness, insulation, warmth,

softness, sound, etc.).

Also note that as opposed to these internal components and attributes on which the design

team has control, the product will also have external components and attributes which are

present in the products immediate environment in a specific use situation and over which

the design team has not direct control. Accessories, jewelry, shoes, hairstyle are examples

of external components. The wearer's body dimensions, skin complexion and hair color

are examples of external attributes.

These components and attributes of the garment will convey to the garment its functional,

expressive and aesthetic dimensions. They should aim to satisfy the target consumer's

wants and needs regarding these FEA dimensions identified in the external discover

quadrant. Depending on the product being developed, the design and combination of

design elements may focus more specifically on one of these dimensions. For instance for

sportswear it may be functionality, whereas for a wedding dress it would be aesthetics

and expressiveness.

Also, depending on the target market and the product being developed, seasonal trends

can influence each design element individually, as well as their combinations to various

extents. For instance, the trend in spandex fabrics was a universal trend. It started off in

the active wear market for functionality purposes, and quickly extended from sexy close

fitting clothes for "trendy young" markets mainly for aesthetic and expressive reasons to

comfortable business suits for "classic older" markets for a combination of aesthetic and

functional reasons.

Therefore, when developing a new product, the design team has to design and/or select

each individual element and combine it to other elements based on target consumer

information, the type of product being developed and its life cycle stage, and seasonal

trends for the different design elements. Constraints from the company's internal and
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external environments also have to be taken into consideration in order to develop

product concepts that can actually be manufactured. All this information needs to be

channeled to select and combine the various design elements efficiently and effectively.

Storyboards are initially developed to synthesize the design directions for selecting

design elements relative to target markets defined (product types, target consumers,

trends, etc.). These storyboards provide the guidelines within which various design

elements will be combined to generate new product concepts for product lines

appropriate for that specific target market. Ideas on possible design element combinations

are grouped to achieve the desired levels of newness in the final complete product

concept, which is based on its life cycle stage.

Essential sources of inspiration, information and constraint for selecting the primary

design elements to compose storyboards and product concepts are presented in Table 5-2.

5.2.13.6  Examples:

Generally the design team of "Jacket essentials" focuses on new color and fabric trends

for the coming season. Then based on these trends they update the styles progressively

moving from the overall silhouette into the details and trims, and finally selecting the

fastenings. However this year they have noticed a very strong presence of metallic

zippers and they want to develop some product concepts around this trendy component.

The color, fabric, texture, silhouette, details and trims will all be selected around this core

element in order to accommodate it in a manner that ensures the quality of the final

products and their ability to satisfy the target consumer's wants and needs.

5.2.13.7  Resulting Context:

Design elements are developed, selected and combined according to market-based

information and product-based information, achieve product concepts for new product

lines.
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Depending on the level of newness to be achieved for a product relative to its target

market and life cycle stage, different combinations of design components and/or

attributes can be used to generate ideas for creative designs. Table 5-3 indicates the

design elements that may be changed and the ideation templates that may be used relative

to their corresponding components and attributes. The "+" signs indicate a large amount

of change is introduced, while the "-" signs indicate a low level of change.

5.2.13.8 Rationale:

Creativity involves making innovative connections between existing design elements. In

order to design innovative garments, the design team has to keep all design elements in

mind, their possible alternatives and associations. Because product design is consumer

driven, these design decisions should be guided by the directions illustrated on the

storyboards based on the market targeted and the impact of trends on that market.

5.2.13.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

 Internal Refine Product Evaluation

Target Consumer

Attribute Ideation

Component Ideation

5.2.13.10 Known Uses:

Any product, whether it is man-made or natural, has a "design" and is composed of a

series of embedded design elements which make-up the product's internal components

and attributes.
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5.2.13.11 Figure and Tables:

 

 

 Figure 5-28. Design Elements that compose an apparel product
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Table 5-2. Sources influencing selection of primary design elements

Color palette selection

•  Color services

•  Color shows

•  Color swatches

•  Yarn samples

•  Fabric samples

•  Historical color data

•  Past garment sales

•  Color trends

•  Color testing results

•  Dyeing and printing costs

Fabric selection

Fabric selection involves focusing both on structure/fabrication and decorative design.

Criteria used in selecting product fabrication:

•  Structural fabric characteristics (performance,

quality, appearance, texture, draping ability,

weight, hand)

•  Seasonal theme or timing of the line

•  Aesthetics

•  Marketplace trends

•  Past sales history

•  Fabric price

•  Perceived customer benefits

•  Textile mill availability

Source of fabric design:

•  Original designs (prints/plaids) created by the

company

•  Pre-developed designs from fabric companies

Source of fabric design ideas:

•  Books and magazines

•  Fabric services (fabric libraries, print services,

design services, forecasting services)

•  Fabric samples

•  Fabric mills

•  Market trends

•  Textile studios

Style Directions

Source of silhouette and styles:

•  Original designs

•  Branded merchandise ("knock-offs")

Silhouette and style inspiration provided by:

•  Marketplace (domestic and international)

•  Current trends

•  History (past successful basic style blocks)
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Table 5-3. Changes in attributes and components relative to level of newness
targeted

Level of Newness Design Elements Ideation Template *

Innovative change and/or

advancement, New Line

Major changes to all design

elements.

AD (0 value in matrix)

CDis +

CDiv, CF, CR, CC ++

Alternative, Improvement, Line

Extension

Major change to at least one design

element.

AD (Low value = major change)

CDiv, CF, CR, CC +

CDis -

Update / Market Repositioning

Minor changes to fabric, trims and

fastenings in terms of color, design

and texture.

Minor changes to details

AD (High Value = minor change)

CDiv, CF, CR, CC -

 

* Ideation Template Acronyms used:

•  AD: Attribute Dependency

•  CDiv: Component Division

•  CF: Component Fusion

•  CR: Component Replacement

•  CDis: Component Displacement

•  CC: Component Control

(++ = major change; + = significant change; - = minor change)
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5.2.14  Attribute Ideation pattern

5.2.14.1 Pattern name:

Attribute Ideation

5.2.14.2 Context:

A product is composed of a set of attributes. These attributes may or may not have

dependency links identified between them.

5.2.14.3 Problem:

 How can design ideas be generated based on links between product attributes?

5.2.14.4 Forces:

•  Attributes can be internal to the product (such as the color, weight and dimensions

of the product itself).

•  Attributes can be external to the product (such as the dimensions and weight of

the user wearing the garment).

•  Some attributes are dependent (such as the dimensions of the garment and the

dimensions of the user).

•  Some attributes appear to be independent (such as the color and insulation of the

garment)

5.2.14.5 Solution:

All the internal and external attributes of a product should be identified. A matrix is then

constructed listing all the internal attributes in the columns, and both the internal and

external attributes in rows. For each cell, if the crossed attributes are dependent, a value

can be attributed to the level of importance of this dependency. If the attributes are
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independent a value of zero is given to the cell. Based on this matrix, dependencies can

be improved and/or new dependencies can be created leading to the design of innovative

products.

This task requires a multidisciplinary design team combining two levels of expertise.

People with a high knowledge of environmental factors (such as retailers and consumers)

are most efficient in acquiring new information regarding external attributes and their

potential dependencies with internal attributes. People who have a profound knowledge

of the product and all its internal components and attributes (such as textile designers) are

valuable to develop potential dependencies between seemingly independent internal

attributes. In this ideation phase all the potential benefits of an idea must be scanned by

examining market and target consumer information.

5.2.14.6 Examples:

The design team of "Jacket Essentials" has constructed the attribute matrix presented in

Table 5-4 for its jacket line. For each jacket model, the respective attribute dependencies

are rated on a scale from 0 to 5, 5 being the highest level of dependency and 0 indicating

independence.

If a jacket is made with a new hi-tech fabric that automatically adapts its insulation

properties relative to the wearer's body temperature and the environment temperature,

then the "Insulation" and "Cold" attributes will be strongly dependent. The insulation of

the jacket is also dependent on the weight of the fabric and even its texture, but at

relatively lower levels. For attribute ideation, the design team could either try to

strengthen these lower levels of dependency to improve the jacket's functionality, or

create new attribute dependencies by focusing on the links that have a value of 0. For

instance, the aesthetics of the product could be altered by using a fabric that changes

color as temperature fluctuates.
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5.2.14.7 Resulting Context:

New attribute dependency ideas are generated from which product ideas can be

developed.

5.2.14.8 Rationale:

Each product has a variety of internal and external attributes. Some are "obviously

dependent" to varying degrees. Others appear to be independent due to lack of materials,

technology and/or simply the idea to make them dependent. Improving the dependencies

and/or creating new ones can improve the product giving new market potential.

5.2.14.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

 Internal Discover Design Elements

Design Team

Target Consumer

Trends Analysis

 

5.2.14.10 Known Uses:

The attribute ideation technique was introduced by Goldenberg, Mazursky, Solomon

(1999). It has been used to create advertisements, as well as mass-consumer products.

5.2.14.11 Table:
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Table 5-4. Example Attribute Matrix

(Scale: 0 to 5) Color Texture Weight Insulation

Color x 1 0 0

Texture 1 x 1 1

Weight 0 1 x 3

Insulation 1 1 3 x

Hair Color 0 0 0 0

Skin Tone 0 0 0 0

Height 0 0 0 0

Cold 0 0 0 5
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5.2.15  Component Ideation pattern

5.2.15.1 Pattern name:

Component Ideation

5.2.15.2 Context:

A product is composed of a set of components. These components have direct influences

on each other: if one changes it impacts the parameters of the other components it is

linked to. Through these links each component has a function or series of functions that

have been attributed to it by its designers.

5.2.15.3 Problem:

How can design ideas be generated based on links between product components.

5.2.15.4 Forces:

•  Components of dress can be internal to the apparel product (such as sleeves,

pockets or collar of a garment).

•  Components of dress can be external to the apparel product (such as accessories

and shoes).

•  A component can be split up into several components as long as these new

components replace the initial component's functions associated with its links to

other components.

•  Several components can be combined into one component as long as this new

component replaces the initial components' functions associated with their links to

other components.

•  When essential internal components are removed, their associated links to other

components are left without an end point.
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•  When essential internal components are removed, their associated links to other

components are left without an end point.

•  Some components may have direct or indirect control over another. A first

component may have control over a second component and be itself controlled by

a third component, meaning that the second component is indirectly controlled by

the third component.

5.2.15.5 Solution:

First the internal and external components, as well as their links have to be identified,

understood and defined in order to take one or several of the following actions to

generate new ideas regarding the product's components.

Component Division: Internal components can be split up into several components.

Based on the identification of an internal component that may be split up, its associated

links to other components and their relative functions have to be secured, enhanced or

expanded by the new set of internal components created. These components may either

contribute individually to accomplish the overall function of the initial component and its

associated links, or become responsible for different sub-functions and separate links.

Component Fusion: Several internal components may be combined into one

component.

Based on the identification of several internal and external components that may be

combined, their associated links to other components and their relative functions have to

be secured, enhanced or expanded by the new internal component created. This new

component may either accomplish the overall functions of the initial set of components

and their associated links, and/or become responsible for a different wider function

creating new separate links.
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Component Replacement: Essential components can be removed and replaced by new

components.

Based on the identification of an essential internal component and the definition of its

associated links to other components, an external component can be selected to replace

this essential internal component and secure the existing links to other components,

maybe even enhance or expand them.

Component Displacement: Essential components can be removed along with their

associated links.

Based on the identification of a removable essential internal component, its associated

links to other components must be removed as well.

Component Control: A new component may be added introducing a new control link.

Based on the identification of control links between existing components, a new internal

component may be designed into the product to create a new control link, or series of

control links over other internal or external components.

5.2.15.6  Examples:

Component Division:

•  In a "button-down" jacket, large round buttons are used as "fastening"

components to close the jacket by binding the two front panels of the jacket.

These buttons could be split into smaller half-circle shaped buttons, introducing a

new element of design to the garment. The buttonholes on the other front panel

must be reduced in size and increased in number to accommodate the new

buttons. These half-circle buttons would still ensure the links of the initial round

large buttons to the front panels of the jacket by individually accomplishing the

fastening function.

•  A large pocket can be divided into separate sections. Each of these compartments

can be responsible for its own individual sub-function, such as holding a pen, or a

set of keys, or a wallet.
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Component Fusion:

•  In a "button-down" jacket, triangle buttons are used as "fastening" components.

These buttons could be combined into larger diamond shaped buttons, introducing

a new element of design to the garment. The buttonholes on the other front panel

must be increased in size and reduced in number to accommodate the new

buttons. These diamond-shaped buttons would still ensure the links of the initial

triangle buttons to the front panels of the jacket by individually accomplishing the

fastening function.

•  External and internal components may also be combined. Students often wear

sports jackets and backpacks. Designers had the idea to fuse this external

component with the back panel of the sports jacket to create one single product

that is worn only when moving from one location to the next. The functions of the

two components are preserved, but a very innovative product is designed.

•  Two large side pockets on a sweatshirt can be fused into one big pocket that can

still be used to hold objects such as a set of keys or a wallet, but also larger

objects, longer objects such as a small note-pad. Hands can still be kept warm by

putting them in the pockets. Actually they can even stay warmer this way because

they are together and can warm each other up.

Component Replacement:

•  In a "button-down" jacket, the buttons are essential "fastening" components. If the

buttons are removed, they must be replaced with components that ensure these

links to the two front panels. A zipper could be used as a substitute that could

actually improve the isolation provided by binding the two front panels, thus

enhancing the original links. By putting in a zipper that covers the whole from

panel area all the way to the tips of the two front collar points, the binding area

could be increased, thus the initial links would be expanded. The jacket could no

longer be called a "button down", but rather a "zip up".
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Component Displacement:

•  In a "button-down" jacket, if the buttons are removed but not replaced with any

other fastening components, the two front panels can no longer be bound through

the links they had with the buttons, which have also been removed. The jacket,

which can no longer be called "button down", can only be worn open in the front.

Component Control:

•  In a "button-down" jacket, a belt can be added and used as a "fastening"

component instead of or in conjunction with the buttons. This new component

thus introduces a new control link with the two front panels of the jacket, and may

even modify the control links between the buttons and these panels.

•  A pair of ski pants will hold on its wearer's hips or waist thanks to its belt-line. If

suspenders are added, they will hold up this belt line which will still be hugging

the hips or waist. This ensures that the pants will stay in place as the skier does

many repeated flexion movements.

5.2.15.7 Resulting Context:

New design ideas have been generated based on modifications of product components

and their links. These new design ideas introduce different levels of newness into the

product. They can be combined to increase the overall level of newness. Component

ideation may also impact product attributes such as insulation or comfort and fit. The

effects of component transformations on product attributes have to be identified and

taken into consideration when evaluating and combining design ideas into new product

concepts.

Component Division:

An internal component has been split into a set of new components that either provide the

same function as the original component, or a new set of individual sub-functions (Figure

5-29). Compared to the original base product, the new product developed will offer an

innovative element of design with the same or new characteristics.
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Component Fusion:

Several internal and/or external components have been combined into one new internal

component that either provides the same function as the original components, and/or a

new wider function (Figure 5-30). Compared to the original base product, the new

product developed will offer an innovative element of design with the same or new

characteristics.

Component Replacement:

An external component has replaced an internal essential component while safeguarding,

enhancing or even expanding existing links to other components (Figure 5-31).

Compared to the original base product, the new product developed will offer respectively

the same, enhanced or improved characteristics with an innovative element of design.

Component Displacement:

An internal essential component and its associated links have been removed (Figure

5-32). Compared to the original base product, the new product developed will offer a new

characteristic and an innovative element of design.

Component Control:

A new component has been incorporated into the product, introducing a new control link

to other components (Figure 5-33), and ensuring increased value added to the product

mostly in terms of functionality or aesthetics.

5.2.15.8 Rationale:

Though aesthetic and functional features may change due to component ideation, a

balance between components and links always has to be maintained.

Component Division:

Splitting an internal component into several new components affects the functions

associated with the links the original component has with other components.
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Component Fusion:

Combining several components into one internal component affects the functions

associated with the links the original component has with other components.

Component Replacement:

Removing an essential component, without removing its associated links, requires

replacing it by another essential component that satisfies the original component's links to

other components.

Component Displacement:

Removing an essential internal component, without replacing it, requires removing its

associated links to other components.

Component Control:

 Incorporating new components that introduce new control links add an innovative

characteristic to an existing product.

5.2.15.9 Related Patterns:

Process Patterns Object Patterns

 Internal Discover Design Elements

 

5.2.15.10 Known Uses:

The component ideation technique was introduced by Goldenberg, Mazursky, Solomon

(1999). It has been used to create advertisements, as well as mass-consumer products.

 

5.2.15.11 Figures:
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Figure 5-29. Component Division

Figure 5-30. Component Fusion

Figure 5-31. Component Replacement
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Figure 5-32. Component Displacement

Figure 5-33. Component Control
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6 RESEARCH RESULTS

To simplify and clarify the results, the following notations will be used. The group that

received the pattern language before the project and used it to develop their storyboard

will be referred to as the pattern language group (PLG), while the other group will be

referred to as the control group (CG).

6.1 Project data

6.1.1 PL student questionnaire

The answers to the PL student questionnaires (Appendix 9.6) were recorded on a five

level Likert scale. The answers range from 1 to 5 as follows:

1. Disagree strongly

2. Disagree somewhat

3. Neither agree nor disagree

4. Agree somewhat

5. Agree strongly

The data collected in the PL questionnaire is presented in Table 6-1. The roman numerals

(I, II, III, IV) refer to the four members in each group. The Arabic numerals (1 to 5)

correspond to the scores given for each question. These questions were divided into three

measurement categories: total PL efficiency, total PL effectiveness, and total training

effectiveness. Average scores were calculated for each question, and for each group, both

at an individual level and a group level.
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6.1.2 Post-project student questionnaire

Similarly to the PL questionnaire, the answers to the post-project questionnaire were

recorded on a five level Likert scale, ranging from 1 to 5. The data collected in the post-

project questionnaire is presented in Table 6-2. The roman numerals (I, II, III, IV) refer to

the four members in each group. The Arabic numerals (1 to 5) correspond to the scores

given for each question. These questions were divided into four measurement categories:

total work process efficiency, total team process efficiency, total extra training and input

needed, and total creativity components used. Average scores were calculated for each

question, and for each group, both at an individual level and a group level.

In the post-project questionnaire, group members were also asked to indicate what had

influenced their design ideas. A list of events and sources were suggested to them. Only

one student added an element to this list i.e. past ski experience. Table 6-3 indicates the

number of members in each group who claims to have been influenced by the source or

event referred to in the first column.

6.1.3 Evaluation judge questionnaire

The judge's answers for the evaluation questionnaire were recorded on a five level scale

ranging from "low" (1) to "medium" (3) to "high" (5). Total average judge ratings were

compared both at an individual level and at a group level, as shown in Table 6-4. Each of

the dimensions appearing in the first column corresponds to one or two questions in the

questionnaire regarding that dimension (see Appendix 9.7). Most of the dimensions

presented have two lines of data associated with each of them. The first line refers to the

overall storyboard, while the second line focuses more specifically on the product

concepts presented in the storyboard. Three dimensions have only one line of data

because the question related to that specific dimension related only to the storyboard or

the product concepts: movement and display refer only to the product concepts, while

expression of meaning relates exclusively to the storyboard. (Pictures of the storyboards

are presented in Appendix 9.8).
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Table 6-1. PL student questionnaire data

Group PLG CG
Group members I II III IV Avg I II III IV Avg

[1] The PL is easy to use 4 2 4 4 3.5 4 5 3 2 3.5

[2] The PL provides a common
language

5 5 4 2 4 4 5 3.5 5 4.37

[3] The PL facilitates team
communication

5 5 4 5 4.75 3 4 3.5 4 3.62

[4] The PL is useful 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 4 3.7

[5] The PL is comprehensive 5 5 4 5 4.75 4 5 3.5 4 4.12

Individual averages for total PL
efficiency

4.8 4.4 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.6 3.3 3.8

Group average for total PL
efficiency

4.4 3.87

[6] The PL stimulated my personal
design creativity

4 4 4 4 4 2 3 3.5 4 3.12

[7] The PL stimulated the team's
overall creativity

4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 3.5

[8] The PL increased my design
motivation

4 4 3 4 3.75 2 2 3.5 3 2.62

[9] The PL increased my design
knowledge

3 4 4 5 4 4 4 3.5 5 4.12

[10] The PL increased my design
skills

3 3 4 4 3.5 3 4 3.5 2 3.12

Individual averages for total PL
effectiveness

3.6 3.8 3.8 4.2 2.6 3.4 3.6 3.6

Group average for total PL
effectiveness

3.85 3.3

[11] The training was
comprehensive

2 5 2 5 3.5 4 5 4 5 4.5

[12] The method was well
understood

2 4 2 4 3 2 5 2 2 2.75

[13] The training guide was useful * 5 5 5 5 5

Individual averages for total
training effectiveness

3 4.67 3 4.67 3 5 3 3.5

Group average for total
training effectiveness

3.83 3.62

Individual average assessments of
PL method

3.9 4.24 3.75 4.32 3.16 4.2 3.36 3.66

Group average assessment
of PL method

4.05 3.59

••••  This question was asked only to the PLG.
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Table 6-2. Post-project student questionnaire: design process assessment data

Group PLG CG
Group members I II III IV Avg I II III IV Avg

[1] The work process was easy 4 2 4 5 3.75 4 4 4 4 4

[2] The work process was stress-
free

3 2 4 4 3.25 2 1 4 4 2.75

[3] The work process was well-
organized

5 2 2 4 3.25 3 5 3 2 3.25

Individual averages for total work
process efficiency

4 2 3.33 4.33 3 3.33 3.67 3.33

Group average for total work
process efficiency

3.42 3.33

[4] Team members communicated
regularly

5 4 4 5 4.5 2 5 3 2 3

[5] Communication was easy 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 3 3 3.75

[6] Team members often had
conflicting opinions

2 3 2 1 2 4 1 4 2 2.75

[7] Conflicts were easily resolved 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 3 4 4

[8] Each team member had a
specific task

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 2 4

[9] Team members shared tasks 3 5 5 5 4.5 5 4 4 2 3.75

Individual averages for total team
process efficiency

4.17 4.5 4.33 4.33 4 4.17 3.5 2.5

Group average for total team
process efficiency

4.33 3.54

[10] You needed more input to do this
project

3 2 4 1 2.5 4 4 4 3 3.75

[11] You needed more training to do
this project

3 2 3 1 2.25 3 4 4 3 3.5

[12] Your whole team needed more
training

3 3 3 1 2.5 3 4 4 4 3.75

[13] A defined process method is
necessary

4 4 5 5 4.5 4 4 3 3 3.5

Individual averages for total extra
training and input needed

3.25 2.75 3.75 2 3.5 4 3.75 3.25

Group average for total extra
training and input needed

2.94 3.63
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Table 6-2. Post-project student questionnaire: design process assessment data
(continued)

Group PLG CG

Group members I II III IV Avg I II III IV Avg
[14] Personal talents were essential

to the process
5 5 4 5 4.75 4 5 4 5 4.5

[15] Learned skills were essential to
the process

5 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 5 4.75

[16] Motivation was essential to the
process

5 4 5 4 4.5 4 5 4 4 4.25

[17] Ideas were generated by all team
members

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4.5

[18] Creativity was stimulated through
teamwork

5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 3 4

Individual averages for total creativity
components used

5 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.4 5 4 4.2

Group average for total
creativity components used

4.65 4.4

Individual average assessment of
creative design process

4.16 3.65 4.11 3.89 3.80 4.20 3.72 3.23

Group average assessment
of creative design process

3.95 3.74

Table 6-3. Post-project student questionnaire: events and/or sources influencing
design ideas

Group PLG CG
Group members I II III IV Total I II III IV Total
[1] Shopping 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
[2] Media (magazines, television, mail-order catalogs,

advertisements)
1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3

[3] Internet 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4
[4] People anywhere (street, mall, campus, bus, etc.) . 1 1 1 1
[5] Friends, family members, team members 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3
[6] Competitors' products 1 1 1 3 1 1 2
[7] Fabric swatches 0 1 1 2
[8] Color charts 0 0
[9] Old product styles 1 1 1 1 4 0
[10] Other specified: past ski experience 1 1 0
Total 6 4 3 7 20 5 4 6 4 19
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At the end of the evaluation table, the judges were asked to indicate in terms of

percentage, the contribution that they believed each of the following issues made to the

overall project. (These are the major issues covered by the pattern language's process

patterns).

1. Preliminary market research information collected (External Discover pattern)

2. Target market segments identified (Internal Discover pattern)

3. Design directions developed (Internal Refine pattern)

4. Product concepts generated (Internal Discover pattern)

5. Consumer needs satisfied (External Discover and External Refine patterns)

The judges were requested to add any issue they considered essential in the realization of

the projects. Only two judges added such issues. One thought that the CG project showed

a high contribution of "ethnic appeal" because of the name chosen by the group for the

skiwear line: “Black Diamonds”. Even though it was not the intent of the group members,

who were referring to the expert ski slopes called “Black Diamonds”, the name could

indeed maybe have an ethnic appeal to consumers who would interpret the name such as

this judge did. Another judge, working for a large textile manufacturer, and therefore a

potential supplier for a skiwear line, added the contribution of “materials research

(performance, comfort, color, etc.)”. The data collected is presented in Table 6-5.
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Table 6-4. Evaluation judge questionnaire: project assessment data

Group Experimental Group Control Group
Judge I II III IV V VI VII Avg I II III IV V VI VII Avg

[1] 4 5 2 4 4 3 4 3.71 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3

[2] Creativity 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 4.14 3 3 2 2 3 4 4 3

[3] 5 4 2 4 4 2 4 3.57 5 3 3 2 3 3 3 3.14

[4] Novel use of materials 5 5 3 4 4 3 5 4.14 3 2 2 2 3 3 4 2.71

[5] 3 4 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 1 3 3 3 2.86

[6] Novel idea 3 5 3 4 4 4 4 3.86 3 3 2 1 3 4 3 2.71

[7] 5 4 4 5 4 3 4 4.14 5 4 3 2 4 4 3 3.57

[8] Effort Evident 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4.14 3 3 3 2 4 3 3 3

[9] 3 5 3 4 4 3 4 3.71 4 4 2 2 3 2 2 2.71

[10] Variation in shapes 3 5 3 4 4 3 4 3.71 4 4 2 2 3 2 3 2.86

[11] 4 5 3 3 4 2 5 3.71 3 1 4 1 4 2 3 2.57

[12] Detail 4 5 4 4 4 3 5 4.14 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2.57

[13] 5 5 4 4 4 1 4 3.86 5 2 3 2 3 2 2 2.71

[14] Spontaneity 5 5 3 4 4 4 4 4.14 5 3 4 2 3 3 3 3.29

[15] Movement 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4.29 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 3.86

[16] 4 5 1 3 4 4 4 3.57 3 4 2 1 4 3 3 2.86

[17] Complexity 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2.71

[18] 4 4 1 3 3 3 4 3.14 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2.43

[19] Technical goodness 4 4 2 5 3 4 4 3.71 4 3 3 5 3 3 4 3.57

[20] 5 5 1 4 4 3 4 3.71 4 2 2 1 3 2 3 2.43

[21] Overall organization 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4.29 5 3 3 2 3 2 3 3

[22] 4 5 2 3 4 2 4 3.43 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 2.57

[23] Neatness 4 5 2 4 4 3 4 3.71 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3.57

[24] 5 5 1 4 4 3 4 3.71 5 3 2 2 3 3 3 3

[25] Planning 3 5 3 5 4 4 3 3.86 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2.43

[26] 3 5 2 5 4 3 4 3.71 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3.29

[27] Representationalism 5 5 2 5 4 4 4 4.14 5 2 3 2 4 3 4 3.29

[28] 5 5 2 3 4 3 4 3.71 4 3 3 1 3 1 3 2.57

[29] Balance 5 5 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 3.43

[30] 5 5 2 1 4 2 4 3.29 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3

[31] Symmetry 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4.29 3 3 5 5 3 4 3 3.71

[32] Expression of meaning 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 3.86 5 2 4 2 3 3 4 3.29

[33] 5 4 3 4 4 2 4 3.71 5 2 4 2 4 2 4 3.29

[34] Feeling conveyed 5 5 2 5 4 4 4 4.14 5 2 4 2 4 4 4 3.57

[35] 4 5 1 3 3 3 5 3.43 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2.57

[36] Liking 5 5 2 4 4 5 5 4.29 4 2 3 2 3 4 4 3.14

[37] 4 4 2 3 3 1 4 3 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 2.43

[38] Overall aesthetic appeal 3 4 2 4 3 1 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 3

[39] 4 5 2 4 3 2 4 3.43 4 2 3 1 3 3 3 2.71

[40] 
Pleasing placement of
shapes 4 5 3 4 3 4 4 3.86 4 2 4 1 3 3 3 2.86

[41] 5 4 2 4 3 1 5 3.43 4 3 4 3 3 2 4 3.29

[42] Pleasing use of color 5 4 2 4 3 1 5 3.43 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 3.57

[43] Display 3 5 1 4 3 3 4 3.29 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2.43

Individual avg ratings 4.28 4.67 2.49 3.91 3.77 3.02 4.14 3.81 2.74 3.07 2.33 3.21 2.86 3.23
Overall avg. ratings 3.75 2.99
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Table 6-5. Evaluation judge questionnaire: percent contribution to projects

Group PLG CG
Judges I II III IV V VI VII Avg I II III IV V VI VII Avg
Preliminary market
research info collected

20 20 10 10 15 25 36 17.89 25 20.8 15 5 25 30 35 20.83
Target market
segments identified

50 20 30 25 15 30 15 24.34 35 16.7 20 20 10 40 14 20.81
Design directions
developed

5 20 15 20 15 10 16 13.29 10 20.8 35 10 15 15 16 16.29
Product concepts
generated

5 20 25 20 25 15 13 16.18 10 20.8 15 15 25 10 13 14.55
Consumer needs
satisfied

20 20 10 25 30 20 20 19.08 20 20.8 10 20 25 5 21 16.29
Total other 10 9.21 5 30 1 11.23

Ethnic appeal 30
Materials research

(perf, color, comfort) 10 5

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

6.2 Data analysis

For each questionnaire, three types of statistical analysis were conducted (Ho: is the null

hypothesis tested in each case):

•  t-tests to compare the overall means between the two groups. (Ho: means are

equal).

•  F-test to compare the overall variance between the two groups. (Ho: variances are

equal). When the F-test revealed a significant difference between the group

variances, the t-test conducted assumed unequal variances. When the F-test

indicated similar variances, the t-test conducted assumed equal variances, using

pooled variance between the two groups.

•  ANOVA to compare within each group the variances (Ho: variances are equal):

� between the questions asked (question effect) for all three questionnaires

� between the group member ratings (individual effect) for the PL and post-

project questionnaires

� between the judge ratings (judge effect) for the evaluation questionnaire
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The statistical significance level of these three tests (t-test, F-test, ANOVA) is set at 0.05.

The null hypothesis for each test will be rejected only if the P-value (p) calculated for the

data collected is smaller than 0.05, implying that at least 95% of the time the decision to

reject was correct, Ho being indeed false. Statistical significance was not set at a higher

level because the sample size was small and only one replica of the experiment was

possible. Therefore, the calculated P-values would not reveal any significant difference

between the two groups unless the difference was particularly large. Consequently,

calculated P-values greater than the significance level, suggesting equality of means or

variances, were interpreted cautiously when close to 0.05.

6.2.1 PL student questionnaire

6.2.1.1 Interpretation of data (Table 6-1)

The overall average assessment of the pattern language method for the two groups was

compared using an F-test (Table 6-6) and a t-test (Table 6-7). These tests respectively

indicated that both the variances (p=0.44) and the means (p=0.056) are equal. Individual

F-tests (Table 6-8, Table 6-10, Table 6-12) and t-tests (Table 6-9, Table 6-11 , Table

6-13) comparing group averages for the three question categories (Total PL efficiency,

Total PL effectiveness, Total training effectiveness) also indicated that the two groups

have similar responses, equal variances and means. However, comparing each category

average between the two groups revealed that, especially for Total PL efficiency and

Total PL effectiveness, PLG rates the contribution of the pattern language higher than

CG. This is a first indication that the pattern language has more to offer if it has been

used in practice. The more time one has to read and understand the pattern language and

apply it, the more one has to gain from it. F-test results for the Total PL effectiveness

questions (Table 6-10) indicate that CG has a higher variance than PLG. Therefore, PLG

members have a more uniform perception of what the pattern language allowed each of

them to gain and contribute to the design process. This may be related to the fact that all

CG members may not have grasped the full extent of the pattern language, while PLG

members had more time to do so.
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Table 6-6. F-Test for overall assessment of PL method
Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG

Mean 4.0576923 3.59375
Variance 0.3764793 0.3440755
Observations 14 13
df 13 12
F 1.0941763
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.4411397
F Critical one-tail 2.6601796

Table 6-7. t-Test for overall assessment of PL method
Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG

Observations 14 13
Pooled Variance 0.36092548

df 25
t Stat 2.0049753
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0559077
t Critical two-tail 2.0595371

Table 6-8. F-Test for Total PL efficiency
Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG

Mean 4.4 3.875
Variance 0.39375 0.13281
Observations 5 5
df 4 4
F 2.96471
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.15876
F Critical one-tail 6.38823

Table 6-9. t-Test for Total PL efficiency
Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG

Observations 5 5
Pooled Variance 0.26328
df 8
t Stat 1.61778
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.14437
t Critical two-tail 2.30601
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Table 6-10. F-Test for Total PL effectiveness
Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG

Mean 3.85 3.3
Variance 0.05 0.30937
Observations 5 5
df 4 4
F 0.16162
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.05269
F Critical one-tail 0.15654

Table 6-11. t-Test for Total PL effectiveness
Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG

Observations 5 5
Pooled Variance 0.17969
df 5
t Stat 2.05151
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.09546
t Critical two-tail 2.57058

Table 6-12. F-Test for Total training effectiveness
Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG

Mean 3.83333 3.625
Variance 1.08333 1.53125
Observations 3 2
df 2 1
F 0.70748
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.35651
F Critical one-tail 0.05402

Table 6-13. t-Test for Total training effectiveness
Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG

Observations 3 2
Pooled Variance 1.23264
df 2
t Stat 0.19627
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.86254
t Critical two-tail 4.30266
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Two analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted for each group to measure the

variance between individual average responses of group members (Table 6-14, Table

6-15) as well as average responses to each question (Table 6-16, Table 6-17). For both

groups, the ANOVA results comparing average individual responses indicated the

variances can be considered equal (pPLG=0.44, pCG=0.0586), which suggests that

responses of group members follow a similar variance. The second set of ANOVA,

analyzing the average responses to each question, revealed different results for each

group. There appears to be a question effect for PLG (p=0.02), but not for CG (p=0.06).

PLG members vary their responses more from one question to the next, while CG

members keep their answers more around the mid-level rate of 3. This suggests that

practice with the pattern language allows users to make more critical assessments of its

usefulness.

Table 6-14. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Individuals
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Individuals 2.51923077 3 0.83974 0.90972 0.44335 2.79806
Within Individuals 44.3076923 48 0.92308
Total 46.8269231 51

Table 6-15. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Individuals
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Individuals 6.765625 3 2.25521 2.67735 0.05861 2.81646
Within Individuals 37.0625 44 0.84233
Total 43.828125 47

Table 6-16. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Questions
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Questions 19.5769231 12 1.63141 2.33486 0.02284 2.01018
Within Questions 27.25 39 0.69872
Total 46.8269231 51

Table 6-17. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Questions
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Questions 16.515625 11 1.50142 1.97899 0.06086 2.06661
Within Questions 27.3125 36 0.75868
Total 43.828125 47
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Figure 6-1 shows the average response of group members for each question. PLG

responses are all over mid-scale level, indicating that on average the group members

agreed the pattern language enhanced the efficiency and effectiveness of their design

process. CG members also rated most of the questions above average, except for

“increased motivation” and "method well understood". In fact, both groups indicate low

scores for understanding of the pattern language. Special attention will have to be brought

to this issue which was already reported as a concern in the previous phase of this

research by the design experts who reviewed the pattern language.

Figure 6-1.  Average group responses to PL questionnaire

Figure 6-2 indicates, for each question, the difference between average responses of the

two groups. This figure indicates that the PLG perceived more advantages from having

the pattern language than the CG. Again, this is an indication that, with time and practice,

the pattern language may offer more benefits.
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Figure 6-2. Difference between average group responses to PL questionnaire

6.2.1.2 Comments from group members

All of the PLG members pointed out in their written comments that they wish they had

had more time to “absorb’ the patterns in order to reap their full potential benefits. “The

PL provides a vast amount of information.” “We did not have enough time to understand

the entire PL; we would have greatly benefited from having more time to do so”. “Further

study of the method would have increased our output performance”. “I would have loved

to have understood all of the pattern language, it all seemed very interesting and

workable”. “PL made this project easier, however it was not well explained enough”.

Though lack of time to understand the pattern language well appeared to have troubled

most group members, overall the comments received from both groups regarding

potential pattern language contributions to their projects were very positive. Group

members mentioned a variety of perceived benefits relative to the design process, the

integration of marketing knowledge, and the stimulation of creativity, both at an

individual and group level.

The PLG found the pattern language particularly helpful for efficiently starting and

organizing their teamwork design process, as shown in the following comments. “Having
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the method gave us a jump start for beginning the project. It provided structure for our

thinking”. The pattern language “helps team members quickly identify what their task is

in each developmental stage. This focus leads to an efficient organization of the work

process and better use of time.” “Since we had the method our group was already

organized as what steps to do. It saved a lot of time in the beginning”. The pattern

language provides “structure, focus, information, and ideas”. This structure helped the

group organize its work providing a “good starting point and a method for research and

product development”. “It was a structure to organize out thoughts and provided checks

and balance through out the design process to develop our ski wear”.

Similarly, CG members believe the pattern language could have “provided a sense of

direction”, helped them “define the issues involved (i.e. micro and macro environments,

FEA evaluation criteria) and their relationships”, as well as make sure that “nothing is

left out”. CG members, who received a presentation of the pattern language only once

their storyboard was completed, added the following comments when asked to explain

how the pattern language may have affected their approach to the project. “Our

storyboard would look less chaotic”. We would have divided up the work more among

team members”. It would have been particularly beneficial for sharing and coordinating

the work if “our team members had come from different backgrounds and thought along

different lines”. “The idea is excellent, I think team members would work together

towards common goals".

The pattern language appears to be perceived as a method that helps group members

divide tasks, communicate better, organize ideas and activities, and thus work more

efficiently and effectively, better managing their time and all their available resources to

achieve a common goal. As a matter of fact, one student in the CG even concluded her

comments with the following statement: “I can’t wait to see this method implemented in

apparel classes”.

The pattern language however is also perceived as a tool that stimulates creativity and

helps group members integrate both design and marketing knowledge, as the following
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individual comments indicate. “The PL gave a way to organize beneficial thought

processes; but creativity was also found within and molded by the PL”. “I think the PL

articulates ideas that are intuitive but hazy, so that they can actually be applied. For

example: FEA, 4Ps, types of discovery, component ideation.” The pattern language

broadened “my knowledge and skills in terms of styles, trends, fabrics used, and

demographics”. “It gave me additional design concepts.” “Although I had some

knowledge of what went into developing a product, I didn’t know that it was as in depth

as it was. Having the opportunity to view, study and apply a small portion of the PL,

made my marketing class very sensible. It also brought the information from that class

into my major which is ultimately where I will use it”.

As mentioned previously, limited time was a major problem for all group members who

complained that the pattern language was very long and complex. Most members from

both groups suggested that the patterns be presented in a simpler format. PLG members

made the following comments. “The wording in the PL is a little confusing”. “The

documents describing the PL should be made clearer and easier to understand”. “The PL

should be put into an easy to read handbook”.

Based on the one-hour presentation of the pattern language they received after their

project was completed, CG members had the following comments to add. “The PL seems

intimidating and hard to use in the beginning. I could not use this method without having

a set of directions”. “It is long and requires a lot of time; eight hours is not enough to

completely understand the method and develop a project”. “It was too much information

received at one time to remember. Some of the diagrams were complex”.  “I have a hard

time following, very wordy presentation. I learn better by steps, if the method were

presented by steps like “Step 1: do this”. “It seems overwhelming so it would be hard to

apply to the project”. This group added the following recommendations for a one-hour

presentation of the method. “We needed a handout to follow the PL method.” “I would

like to understand how this is different from without the PL. Maybe two parallel

examples: one with and one without”. “I would have liked to have more explanation

about the different types of pattern” and “their general order in the archetype”.
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The example section seems to have helped members in both groups very much. A PLG

member suggested to “put the example section at the beginning of the patterns; it makes

it easier to visualize the specific problems and solutions described”. Another PLG

member confirmed “it is confusing without the example first” and recommended that “for

the storyboard, give a storyboard example”. A CG member similarly commented: “I

would have liked to see an example storyboard to support the examples cited in the

presentation”. For other students, the figures worked best to illustrate the pattern and

enlighten its reader. “Pictures are a must. I understand better when I am able to look at a

schematic or diagram of an operation or method and apply the reading to it.”

Having perceived the potential benefits the pattern language had to offer, the PLG

members particularly regretted not having more time to absorb the PL and deal with its

complexity. One group member wrote he was not sure whether what they needed was

“More training or just more time?”. Other fellow group members suggested it was only a

matter of time, and that the training should simply leave more time to trainees. “We

needed more time to discuss the PL and ask questions”. “It would have been better to

have time to read the fifteen patterns first and then have a training session”.  “After the

presentation of the method, it would have been useful to go home, digest and read

through the information and then come back and ask questions. Due to this lack of time,

the guide was the essential key to my understanding how to use the PL and what I was

supposed to accomplish”.  Thus PLG members reported being able to use only parts of

the pattern language because of the limited time. They highlighted the first three process

patterns, the Trend analysis pattern and the Product Evaluation pattern as being the most

useful patterns in their initial research as being.

Other than the problems relating to the length and complexity of the pattern language,

only one additional disadvantage that may occur from using the pattern language was

pointed out by a PLG member. She was concerned that the pattern language may have

given her group “a structure that eliminated initial brainstorming.” However, though

brainstorming may help generate many ideas, it does not necessarily lead to more
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creativity, as mentioned in the literature (DeBono, 1994), and may reduce the efficiency

and effectiveness of the design process as will be seen in the comments gathered in the

progress reports collected.

Length and complexity of the pattern language are issues that must be dealt with to

ensure that pattern language users may reap the full potential benefits mentioned above.

This experiment was conducted over a limited time period (two weeks). Practitioners of

the pattern language are expected to have more time available to read, understand and

apply the pattern language. Furthermore, as a PLG member commented, “if this the PL

method is to be implemented into a company, they may not have as many obstacles in

relating to and understanding the wording and ideas presented. They are already using

some type of device, or if not, they are doing the same things in their working

environment. The training curve for the PL should not be as large as in our case because

we do not work with this type of information every day.”

Although length and complexity were noted as issues, overall the pattern language

offered its users many benefits. It supported on-going communication for sharing ideas

and focusing on a common goal. It provided structure to divide tasks, organize activities,

skills and ideas, which was time-saving. It stimulated creativity by allowing its group

members to integrate their design and marketing knowledge and skills. As a result, the

pattern language contributed to optimizing the team work, the design process and its

output. Time and practice are necessary to fully understand the pattern language and reap

its full potential benefits.

6.2.2 Post-project student questionnaire

6.2.2.1 Interpretation of data (Table 6-2, Table 6-3)

Comparing the total average scores of both groups (Table 6-2), the F-test (Table 6-18)

indicates the variances are significantly different (p=0.007), while the t-test (Table 6-19)

reveals that the averages can be considered equal (p=0.5). The variance for PLG appears
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to be much higher than that of CG (1.13>0.33). However, ANOVA (Table 6-20, Table

6-21)  reveals that most of this PLG variance is due to the question effect (2.46E-08)

rather than any individual effect (p=0.63). In contrast, for the CG, ANOVA (Table 6-22,

Table 6-23) indicates an insignificant question effect (p=0.15), while the individual effect

appears to be significant (p=0.04). The ANOVA results concerning the individual effect

suggest that PLG has more homogeneity in the way its members perceived their design

process, reflecting a stronger team spirit due to more communication and sharing.

ANOVA for question effect may indicate that CG members are more homogenous in

their individual responses from one question to the next. This may be due to a certain

indecisiveness or simply to a tendency to respond with moderation, avoiding extreme

scores i.e. strongly agree or disagree. Figure 6-3 comparing the average group ratings to

each question illustrates this greater homogeneity of CG responses.

Table 6-18. F-Test for overall assessment of creative design process
Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG

Mean 3.9583333 3.7638889
Variance 1.1341912 0.3270016
Observations 18 18
df 17 17
F 3.4684572
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.0070899
F Critical one-tail 2.2718929

Table 6-19. t-Test for overall assessment of creative design process
Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances PLG CG

Observations 18 18
df 26
t Stat 0.6824613
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.500983
t Critical two-tail 2.0555308

Table 6-20. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Questions
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value

Between Questions 77.125 17 4.53676 6.85274 2.46E-08
Within Questions 35.75 54 0.66204
Total 112.875 71
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Table 6-21. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Individuals
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value

Between Individuals 2.8194444 3 0.93981 0.58068 0.6297
Within Individuals 110.05556 68 1.61846
Total 112.875 71

Table 6-22. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Questions
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value

Between Questions 22.236111 17 1.30801 1.44887 0.1509
Within Questions 48.75 54 0.90278
Total 70.986111 71

Table 6-23. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Individuals
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value

Between Individuals 8.1527778 3 2.71759 2.94106 0.0392
Within Individuals 62.833333 68 0.92402
Total 70.986111 71

Figure 6-3. Average group ratings for the post-project student questionnaire
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The questions were grouped into the following categories: total work process efficiency,

total team process efficiency, total extra training and input needed, and total creativity

components used (cf. Table 6-2). F-tests for the four question categories (Table 6-24,

Table 6-25, Table 6-26, Table 6-27) show that the variances are significantly different

only for the total extra training and input needed (p=0.004). However, the variances are

also quite different for team process efficiency (p=0.055). In both cases they are higher

for PLG. Again, this may be simply due to the fact that PLG members tend to use

extreme scores, while CG members mainly stay around the mid-level score of “neither

agree nor disagree”.

Table 6-24. F-Test for total work process efficiency

Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG
Mean 3.41667 3.33333
Variance 0.08333 0.39583
Observations 3 3
df 2 2
F 0.21053
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.17391
F Critical one-tail 0.05263

Table 6-25. F-Test for total team process efficiency

Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG
Mean 4.33333 3.54167
Variance 1.36667 0.28542
Observations 6 6
df 5 5
F 4.78832
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.05535
F Critical one-tail 5.05034

Table 6-26. F-Test for total extra training and input needed

Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG
Mean 2.9375 3.625
Variance 1.09896 0.02083
Observations 4 4
df 3 3
F 52.75
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.00428
F Critical one-tail 9.27662
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Table 6-27. F-Test for total creativity components used

Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG
Mean 4.65 4.4
Variance 0.175 0.08125
Observations 5 5
df 4 4
F 2.15385
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.23785
F Critical one-tail 6.38823

The t-tests for each of these four question categories (Table 6-28, Table 6-29, Table 6-30,

Table 6-31) indicate equal means between the two groups. As seen in Figure 6-4, there

are important relative differences between the average ratings of the two groups. Total

work process efficiency, total creativity components used, and in particular total team

process efficiency had higher group averages for PLG (3.42; 4.33; 4.65) than CG (3.3;

3.54; 4.4). Group averages to individual questions show that PLG members had less

conflicting opinions ([6]), that communication was easier ([5]) and more regular ([4])

helping group members resolve problems more quickly ([7]), while task distribution and

sharing was more clearly managed ([8]). The results for the total creativity components

used also reveal greater team spirit; all PLG members strongly agree that ideas were

generated by the entire group ([17]) and that creativity was stimulated through teamwork

([18]). It seems logical that for total extra training and input needed, CG has a higher

average score than PLG (3.63>2.94). However, it is interesting to note that PLG members

believe much more strongly that a defined process method is necessary (question [13]).

That could suggest that unless one has had the opportunity of experiencing what a

method can do, he or she will not realize its potential. This point was already suggested in

the results and comments collected in the PL student questionnaire. I would also like to

point out that for the questions related to total process efficiency, the results indicate PLG

members felt the process was more stress-free than CG members. This stress-free

impression may have been generated by the pattern language, which provided a starting

point and structure for PLG members to work off from, as mentioned over and over again

in their individual comments regarding both the work process and the pattern language

method.
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Table 6-28. t-Test for total work process efficiency

Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG
Mean 3.41667 3.33333
Variance 0.08333 0.39583
Observations 3 3
Pooled Variance 0.23958
df 4
t Stat 0.20851
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.84501
t Critical two-tail 2.77645

Table 6-29. t-Test for total team process efficiency

Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG
Mean 4.33333 3.54167
Variance 1.36667 0.28542
Observations 6 6
Pooled Variance 0.82604
df 10
t Stat 1.5087
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.1623
t Critical two-tail 2.22814

Table 6-30. t-Test for total extra training and input needed

Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances PLG CG
Mean 2.9375 3.625
Variance 1.09896 0.02083
Observations 4 4
df 3
t Stat -1.2994
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.28466
t Critical two-tail 3.18245

Table 6-31. t-Test for total creativity components used

Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG
Mean 4.65 4.4
Variance 0.175 0.08125
Observations 5 5
Pooled Variance 0.12813
df 8
t Stat 1.10432
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.30156
t Critical two-tail 2.30601
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Figure 6-4. Difference between average team responses to PL questionnaire

Group members were asked to indicate what had influenced their design ideas. Figure 6-5

indicates the number of members in each group who claim to have been influenced by the

sources and/or events listed in Table 6-3. In both groups, none of the members marked

color charts as a source of ideas.  It is possible that they actually did use color charts but

forgot to mention it because it was so inherent to the whole process, or, maybe they

thought it did not play a big enough role in the overall design process. The same

comments or assumptions could be made for other sources marked null by each group

such as shopping and fabric swatches for PLG and old product styles for CG. In contrast,

all PLG members marked old product styles as a source influencing design ideas. This

result may be attributed to the fact that the pattern language method is based on an

evolutionary approach of “piecemeal growth” and “organic order” where new products

are always inspired by old ones no matter how innovative they may be. Friends and

family, the media and especially the Internet were very strong sources of ideas for both

groups. Competitors’ products also had an influence but at a lesser scale for CG. On the

other hand, observing people anywhere, in public places such as buses or malls, had little

influence for both groups. Finally, it is interesting to note that two CG members claim

they were influenced by fabric swatches, which is generally one of the most important
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sources of inspiration mentioned by professional designers. This could indicate that this

group had more of an intuitive design potential.

Figure 6-5.  Number of group members influenced by sources and/or events
suggested in the post-project questionnaire (see Appendix 9.5, page 310)

6.2.2.2 Comments from group members

The comments collected in this questionnaire indicated that PLG was more target

consumer focused and had better team communication and organization than CG, as is

also apparent in the three progress reports written during each two-hour group session.

6.2.2.2.1 Target consumer focus

After going through the three first process patterns to “decide how to attack the project”

and reading the Obermeyer project information packet, PLG broke their “target market

up into age groups and decided requirements for each age group”. In their first progress

report, PLG members decided the line developments they were going to follow based on
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The CG progress reports, on the other hand, define two styles, functional and trendy,

rather than a specific target consumer. The two following comments suggest they did not

try to define any target consumer. "We met and discussed possible garment ideas”. "We

just went with our own ideas”. The first CG progress report reveals that the group started

its design process by brainstorming many product ideas. However, 59% of those ideas

were abandoned immediately, without any exploration of their market potential.

6.2.2.2.2 Team work and communication

In both groups, specific tasks were distributed to each member. In PLG, one member

worked on shirts, another on pants, while two others worked together on jackets and

individually on board background and action pictures respectively. All PLG members

"worked on board layout together”. In CG, each member worked independently to create

the flats for one of the following four categories defined initially: "trendy suits",

"functional suits", "pants", "undergarments and accessories". However, this last category

was finally dropped. “The flats and the action pictures were laid out on the board by two

group members, and another member put the rest of the decorations on separately”.

Therefore the final layout of the board CG does not reflect a group effort and agreement.

The three successive CG progress reports confirm that CG members gradually seemed to

lose focus of the initial ideas discussed and selected, and to replace teamwork with

individual work.

Even though PLG members also worked individually, they seemed to keep a constant

team-communication going, allowing them to share their opinions and stay more focused

on a common goal defined initially and developed through collective thinking and

approval. “We met at group times: generated themes of what the sportswear and

storyboard should look like. Between meetings, Internet research and design sketches

were done, then brought back to the group: analyzed to see if it fit within original

directions that were agreed on”. “We helped each other with themes and ideas, and

putting the storyboard together”. Apparently, members in this group were also
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particularly careful in distributing the tasks among each other: “our group members had

different talents as well as interests so we distributed tasks accordingly”.

In CG, task distribution does not seem to have been sought through as carefully: after

discussing possible garment ideas, “we decided who would make the flats for which

(garment) element”. Also different CG members made several statements that expressed

different perceptions of the process and indicated that their communication might not

have been very clear. For instance, one member contends that the whole group “got

together to generate ideas and pick colors, while another asserts that “each member

constructed a flat and chose fabric colors and functional ideas individually”. Also, when

asked how teamwork stimulated the group’s creative input, one member stated: “it drove

the whole project”, while another wrote: “not very much”. This divergence in perception

of their teamwork and communication can be noticed in the variety of scores given by

CG members to the statement “Team members communicated regularly”. One member

strongly agreed, while two others somewhat disagreed, the fourth being undecided, nor

agreeing or disagreeing.

The greater group communication and agreement in PLG may account for PLG members

reporting more ways in which teamwork stimulated their group’s creative input than CG

members. “We bounced ideas off of each other. This created more ideas and

improvements for those already mentioned”, and enabled the group to finally “come up

with the most productive product”. “We worked together well. We would put ideas out

and team members would either build on them or constructively tell why it would not

work and discard the ideas. We all took each others’ ideas into account and handled

constructive criticism well”. Therefore, “ideas could be probed and perfected to better the

end product”. In CG, ideas were also shared but mostly only at the beginning of the

process and apparently there was less discussion around these ideas: they were simply

either selected or dropped. “Everyone listened to other team member’s ideas, then we

voted to narrow down our ideas”. “Team members had to back down on some ideas

because not all ideas would work together”.
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6.2.2.2.3 Motivation

Members in PLG appeared to be more motivated by this project than those in CG where

one member mentioned “motivation to finish” as a major contribution to the group’s

creative input. PLG seemed to have more willingness to work together and try to

optimize their group work. For instance, CG members complained that the limited

resources they had forced them to use what was available and constrained their work.

One CG member mentions that “having access to the design school as a resource” would

have given them more possibilities to develop their project. However, PLG members

actually did use the design school equipment and facilities to do the background of their

storyboard, proving that if they were willing to take the time and initiative, they did have

accessibility to extra resources.

When asked in what areas they lacked training or method, both groups had very different

responses. PLG members repeated some of the advantages and difficulties mentioned

already in the PL questionnaire results. CG members were not at all concerned with a

lack of method at group level but rather a lack of technical skills at an individual level

such as board composition and layout, and flat making. Motivation of CG members

seems to be related mostly to their individual work rather than teamwork, which, in

contrast, is reported by PLG members as being their essential creative stimulant and thus

motivator.

6.2.2.2.4 Personal talents and skills

Though comments regarding teamwork were quite different between both groups, those

relative to the personal talents and skills that contributed to creative input were rather

similar. PLG members reported the following. “A sense of fashion for myself and what I

like to wear and see, being in textile apparel management, and a former worker of an

apparel store in the mall”. “Computer skills, creativity (general), past experience with

storyboards”. “My experience with ski helped to determine what features are needed or

not needed for the clothes.” “Drawing skills”. “Accessibility to computer equipment,

experienced skiers, good researchers: all were important contributions”. Similarly for CG
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the following comments were made. “Using Micrographix previously and creating a

storyboard in TAM 415”. “Design skills, creativity, being fashion conscious”. “I think

my excitement about skiing contributed to the creativity process”. Both groups mentioned

computer and storyboard making skills learned mainly in their product development class

(TAM 415), as well as their individual ski experience, and personal creativity and

sensitivity to fashion. PLG members mentioned additional talents and skills such as work

experience and drawing and research skills. Again PLG demonstrated more thoroughness

in defining the contributions made to the overall group work.

Though the initial progress report of the CG suggests a strong creative potential through

group "brainstorming" of a great number of ideas, the following progress reports and the

results of the post-project questionnaire reveal that members had less group interaction,

working separately on their own ideas. Communication and teamwork were inconsistent.

Many decisions were taken individually, without group analysis or discussion. Many of

the numerous ideas suggested initially were abandoned without investigating their market

potential or possible alternatives. In contrast, PLG seems to have benefited from a

stronger team spirit, a more stress-free environment and critical group discussions.

Creativity and motivation were stimulated through teamwork. Constant communication

between all group members allowed them to resolve problems and share ideas

constructively through collective thinking, preserving focus on a common goal. Task

distribution was well thought out to optimize all members' individual potential. Ideas

were developed based on thorough analysis of market information, target consumer needs

and past product lines.

6.2.3 Evaluation judge questionnaire

Seven judges rated the two group projects based on the overall storyboards developed as

well as the specific product concepts presented (Appendix 9.8).
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6.2.3.1 Validation of data

To verify the validity of the data collected in this experiment, indexes measuring the

reliability of the judges' scores were calculated and compared to those published by

Amabile (1994).  In her Creativity Assessment Technique, Amabile describes a formula

[1] for calculating inter-judge reliabilities (Nunnally, 1967), which depends on the

number of judges (n) and the average inter-judge correlation ( r):

[1] Reliability = nr / [1+ (n-1) r]

with r =  r PLG,CG = Φ PLG,CG / (ΦPLG*ΦCG)

ΦPLG,CG  being the covariance between judge scores for each group

ΦPLG being the standard deviation of judge scores for PLG

ΦCG being the standard deviation of judge scores for CG

Another formula [2], adopted from the same reference indicated by Amabile (Nunnally,

1967), was applied to convert Amabile's results to the smaller sample size used in this

experiment.

[2] r* = (k * r) / [1 + (k - 1) * r]

r being the reliability calculated for Amabile's sample which involved 22 projects

r* being the reliability for the new sample size, which in this case involved 2 projects

k being the factor by which the sample size changes, which in this case the ratio 22/2 =

1/11
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Table 6-32 shows the inter-judge reliabilities calculated for this experiment, those

recorded by Amabile in her experiments and, in the last column, Amabile's reliabilities

converted to fit the sample size of the current experiment. Two major issues can explain

the differences that exist between Amabile's results and those found in this experiment.

The first issue involves the sample size difference. In Amabile’s experiment, 22 projects

were rated, while in this experiment 2 projects were evaluated. According to formula [2],

a smaller sample size should lead to smaller reliability indexes. Nonetheless, most of the

results found in this experiment are closer to Amabile’s original results than those

converted using formula [2]. Quite a few reliabilities found here are even higher than

those calculated by Amabile. The smaller sample size however does account for two of

the dimensions rated having null average inter-judge correlation, and therefore

reliabilities that appear to be null. If the sample size were bigger (more projects being

rated or more judges rating the projects), these average inter-judge correlations and

reliabilities would have values other than 0.

The second issue, which may explain the relatively high reliabilities calculated in this

experiment, involves the dimension definitions. The dimensions presented in Amabile’s

book were re-defined here to adapt them for rating apparel design creativity but also, for

some, to clarify their significance when Amabile’s definitions were considered too

“hazy”. As a matter of fact, it is interesting to notice that for many dimensions that

Amabile considered subjective accounting for their low reliabilities, the more detailed

definitions given in the case of this experiment resulted in much higher reliabilities. It

seems logical that a clearer definition of a dimension would make its interpretation and

thus evaluation by the judges more objective.

Overall, the reliabilities calculated for this experiment tend to be quite high and similar to

those published by Amabile, indicating a significant objectiveness in judge ratings and

validating the data collected.
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Table 6-32. Inter-judge reliabilities (Reliability Index: RI)

Dimensions RI calculated [1] Amabile’s original RI Amabile’s RI adjusted for this
sample size [2]

Creativity 0.00 0.77 0.23
 0.75 0.77 0.23

Novel use of materials 0.82 0.84 0.32
 0.76 0.84 0.32

Novel idea 0.67 0.70 0.18
 0.61 0.70 0.18

Effort Evident 0.54 0.76 0.22
 0.96 0.76 0.22

Variation in shapes 0.78 0.88 0.40
 0.84 0.88 0.40

Detail 0.11 0.87 0.38
 0.60 0.87 0.38

Spontaneity 0.83 0.75 0.21
 0.61 0.75 0.21

Movement 0.54 0.83 0.31

Complexity 0.94 0.89 0.42
 0.91 0.89 0.42

Technical goodness 0.39 0.72 0.19
 0.94 0.72 0.19

Overall organization 0.79 0.87 0.38
 0.94 0.87 0.38

Neatness 0.87 0.77 0.23
 0.26 0.77 0.23

Planning 0.91 0.91 0.48
 0.63 0.91 0.48

Representationalism 0.60 0.96 0.69
 0.23 0.96 0.69

Balance 0.89 0.38 0.05
 0.71 0.38 0.05

Symmetry 0.95 0.95 0.63
 0.88 0.95 0.63

Expression of meaning 0.73 0.82 0.29

Feeling conveyed 0.87 0.65 0.14
 0.79 0.68 0.16

Liking 0.46 0.52 0.09

 0.74 0.52 0.09

Overall aesthetic appeal 0.61 0.54 0.10

 0.00 0.54 0.10

Pleasing placement of shapes 0.78 0.26 0.03
 0.87 0.26 0.03

Pleasing use of color 0.91 0.47 0.07
 0.86 0.47 0.07

Display 0.95 0.40 0.06
* For the dimensions with double entries, the upper line corresponds to the rating for the overall
storyboard, while the lower line represents the ratings for the product concepts.
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6.2.3.2 Interpretation of data (Table 6-4, Table 6-5)

The overall average judge ratings (Table 6-4) were compared between the two groups.

The F-test (Table 6-33) reveals no significant difference between the variances of these

ratings (p=0.29). Based on the t-test (Table 6-34), the null hypothesis of equal means is

rejected (p=1.97E-14). Judge ratings are significantly higher for PLG, as can be clearly

seen in Figure 6-6.

Table 6-33. F-Test for overall average judge ratings

Two-Sample for Variances PLG CG
Mean 3.754152824 2.990033223
Variance 0.134427193 0.159762244
Observations 43 43
df 42 42
F 0.841420286
P(F<=f) one-tail 0.289162721
F Critical one-tail 0.598454619

Table 6-34. t-Test for overall average judge ratings

Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances PLG CG
Mean 3.754152824 2.990033223
Variance 0.134427193 0.159762244
Observations 43 43
Pooled Variance 0.147094718
df 84
t Stat 9.238086639
P(T<=t) two-tail 1.96814E-14
t Critical two-tail 1.988610165

ANOVA tests on the variance of individual judge ratings (Table 6-35 and Table 6-36)

show that in evaluating each group, the judges had very different opinions (pPLG=1.33E-

38, pCG=1.82E-22). ANOVA tests relative to the variance between dimensions being

rated (Table 6-37 and Table 6-38) reveal that for PLG the variances are equal

(pPLG=0.65), whereas for CG they are significantly different, but with a p-value very

close to the critical value of 0.05 (pCG=0.046).  Thus, for CG there appears to be a slight

effect of the dimensions being rated. Judge ratings vary from one dimension to the next

for CG, while they seem to be homogeneous across all dimensions rated for PLG.
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Figure 6-6. Dimension average judge ratings for PLG and CG

Table 6-35. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Individual judge ratings

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Judge ratings 147.5282392 6 24.58804 44.546002 1.326E-38 2.12947526
Within Judge ratings 162.2790698 294 0.5519696
Total 309.807309 300

Table 6-36. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Individual judge ratings

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Judge ratings 79.5282392 6 13.254707 23.273056 1.819E-22 2.12947526
Within Judge ratings 167.4418605 294 0.5695301
Total 246.9700997 300

Table 6-37. ANOVA: Single Factor for PLG / Dimensions rated

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Dimensions rated 39.52159468 42 0.9409903 0.8982181 0.6527123 1.43197632
Within Dimensions rated 270.2857143 258 1.047619
Total 309.807309 300

Table 6-38. ANOVA: Single Factor for CG / Dimensions rated

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Dimensions rated 46.97009967 42 1.1183357 1.4426531 0.0465648 1.43197632
Within Dimensions rated 200 258 0.7751938
Total 246.9700997 300
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Figure 6-7, which illustrates the differences in individual judge ratings for each

dimension rated, shows that there is only one dimension for which these ratings are

higher for CG: Pleasing use of color for product concepts. For all the other dimensions,

the average ratings for PLG are higher or equal to those for CG. Based on these results,

the dimensions rated can be divided into four categories defined relative to the level of

difference between the average ratings for each group.

A. Very little or no difference [0-0.4]

B. Little difference [0.4-0.8]

C. Medium difference [0.8-1.2]

D. Largest difference [1.2-1.6]

Figure 6-7. Differences in dimension average ratings: PLG avg. - CG avg.

Figure 6-8 is a Whisker plot illustrating the 95% confidence intervals for the average

ratings of each dimension for each group. This plot indicates that the ratings for the

following dimensions have very significant mean differences between the two groups

because the respective 95% confidence interval for PLG and CG do not overlap.
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•  Creativity for product concepts (dimension # 2)

•  Novel use of materials for product concepts (dimension # 4)

•  Effort evident for product concepts (dimension # 8)

•  Detail for product concepts (dimension # 12)

•  Complexity for product concepts (dimension # 17)

•  Overall organization for product concepts (dimension # 21)

•  Planning for product concepts (dimension # 25)

Notice that all of these dimensions are relative to the product concepts, and not the

overall storyboard, suggesting that the judges saw a clearer distinction between the two

groups for product concepts rather than storyboards.

Figure 6-8. 95% confidence interval Whisker plot for dimension average ratings
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The judges indicated in terms of percentage, the contribution that they believed each of

the following issues made to the overall project: Preliminary market research

information collected, Target market segments identified, Design directions developed,

Product concepts generated, Consumer needs satisfied and Other (Table 6-5).

Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 show the pie chart distribution of the average contributions

rated by the judges respectively for the PLG and CG projects. It appears that the judges

tend to believe that PLG was more focused on the end-product with higher percentages

for target market segments identified, product concepts generated and consumer needs

satisfied, while CG had higher percentages for preliminary market research and design

directions developed.

17.89%
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16.18%

19.08%

9.21%
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Other
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Figure 6-9. Percent contribution for PLG
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Figure 6-10.  Percent pattern contribution for CG

Comparing the individual average judge ratings for each project, Figure 6-11 reveals that

only one judge evaluated the CG project higher. The average difference however is fairly

low (CG -PLG = 0.59). To better understand the reasons for their preferences, the judges

were invited to make extra comments at the end of the evaluation sheet. They were also

asked to make suggestions on improving the evaluation table for future experimentation.
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Figure 6-11. Individual average judge rating for PLG and CG

6.2.3.3 Judge comments on projects

Positive as well as negative comments were made for both projects. In some cases, the

judges found similar problems in the two projects, probably accounting for the high

reliability index for the specific dimension concerned. For instance, the first judge was

shocked that neither of the two groups represented the cultural diversity of their target

consumer. However, it should be noted that the demographic figures the groups were

given to work with did indicate a large majority of “white” skiers. The third judge

pointed out that in both projects there “should have been more emphasis on price,

performance and materials reflecting forward thinking”.

This same judge rated the PC project higher than the PLG project commenting that “the

superior quality of the CAD simulation/print-outs on the board of group 2 (CG) was very

effective. The poor sketches in project 1 (PLG) were distracting to the concept, design

and silhouettes of the products. Sensitivity to color, luster, styling is presented better in

project 2 (CG).” Due to the "distraction" caused by the PLG sketches, this judge believes

she "may have missed the creative design on the (PLG) board".
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Fabric suppliers usually prefer a clear statement of what they are to supply, and this

appeared to be a major reason for that judge's preference of the CG project. Indeed, the

CG board presented much fewer colors on crisp/clear CAD printouts, whereas the PLG

board presented a greater variety of colors intended to imitate natural vegetable dyes and

therefore rendered on paper using color pencils. Another judge added that for

performance fabrics such as those used for skiwear, fabric suppliers prefer to work with

few primary colors, as chosen by the CG, because they are easier to deal with in regard to

dyeing and finishing requirements.

The drawings illustrating the product concepts in the PLG board were also criticized by

several of the six judges who rated it higher than the CG board, but for different reasons.

The fifth judge mentioned that on the PLG board, “the use of colored pencils softened the

silhouettes so much”, that she did not initially realize they were outerwear. She thought

they were casual-wear until she listened to the presentation. However, she believes the

“fabric choices and garments were more interesting in board 1 (PLG)”. Similarly, the

sixth judge commented: “colored pencil drawings are strong in terms of lines but lacking

in execution. They seem too juvenile, especially for over 25 market. Consideration to the

levels of sophistication in different ages must be given. I would have loved to see the

same ideas but printed out on the computer.” Therefore, even though these judges are

criticizing the quality of the illustration medium and technique, they still preferred the

product concepts developed and presented by the PLG. As the seventh judge added,

“board 1 (PLG) illustrated better how the product concepts developed would fit on the

body.”

Surprisingly, some of the comments given by these six judges to explain their preference

for the PLG project were sometimes similar to those mentioned by the third judge for

preferring the CG project, indicating that the boards communicate differently to different

people. For instance, the fourth judge found that the PLG project looked “more

professional and dynamic, with its pictures flying out on both sides of the board”.

According to the fifth judge, “board 1 (PLG) was more organized than board 2 (CG)”.

The second judge also found the PLG project to be a “very well thought out project,
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demonstrating good use of research and concept development”, while the CG project

appeared “vague, too scattered, not cohesive”. In contrast, the third judge, who preferred

the CG project, thought “board 2 (CG) reflects a focused team or either a dominant team

leader.… Ideas are consistent throughout the board”.

The CG project was also criticized for the gap between the videotaped presentation of the

project and the board itself. The second judge noticed that in their presentation, the CG

members mentioned a lot of details in the line (ex: accessories) and in the product

concepts (ex: zippers, stripes) which “did not actually appear anywhere on the board”.

The sixth judge criticized the use of black for the CG board, saying that it “seems too

harsh to look at”, and suggesting “it should be toned down, and the suggested sparkle or

romance, by the name 'Black Diamond', should be turned up”. She would have liked to

see more lifestyle on this board. “If you are not skiing in these outfits, what else are you

doing with them: hiking, sitting in the lodge, etc.?” She added that the products did not

specifically appeal to women. The third judge, who overall had rated the CG board

higher, agrees that the target consumers and use situations are not clearly illustrated

enough, stressing that “less could have been more: fewer strong images would have

allowed the products/designs to show better.”

In general the judges agreed that the PLG board took the target consumer’s needs and use

situation better into consideration, even though it did not necessarily do a better job at

representing them on the board. As the sixth judge noted: “the usage or consideration of

specific materials in project 1 (PLG) was good, and it seemed to have more needs or

habits of the consumer in mind”. However, this judge also thought the lifestyle

illustrations were not important enough to give a clear definition of context and use

situation in neither of the two boards. As a matter of fact, in two preliminary questions

asked at the beginning of the evaluation questionnaire, this problem was noted for both

boards. Before viewing the videotaped presentations, the judges were asked to define the

target consumer as well as the context and use situation of the products just by looking at

each board. A variety of answers were given to these questions. Two judges thought the

apparel line was both for men and women. Some thought the PLG project was more
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functional and the CG project more fashion forward. For others, it was the opposite.

Therefore, both boards fail to clearly communicate the target consumer, context and use

situation of the product concepts presented. Since the students involved were apparel

majors, and not design majors, they had not followed any classes in graphic design or

illustration, which could account for their shortcoming in this area.

6.2.3.4 Comments on the experiment and rating system

One judge who agreed that “both boards overall seemed to lack depth visually and

conceptually”, suggested that the students may have needed more resources. Several

other comments were made regarding the experimental conditions and the impact they

may have had on the projects developed by the students. One judge did not think six

hours were enough time to put together a board and contended that "four people working

on the same board must make the final outcome less cohesive.” This judge added: “not

really knowing how much direction, suggestions and resources the students had, it is

difficult to make an accurate judgment on the boards”. Several other comments were

made on the rating system specifically.

Most judges approved of the dimensions suggested in the rating system as the following

comment demonstrates. “The actual rating system is realistic and accurate in terms of the

information gathered." However, one judge added: "the dimensions were a bit redundant

in terms of product concepts vs. storyboard questions. The two go hand in hand: a

product can be amazing but presented poorly it could fail”. Another judge stated that

questions relative to contrast, texture and rhythm were missing. This comment had also

been made by pattern language reviewers who interpreted balance and symmetry as

design principles and believed that more of these "design principle" dimensions should be

added to the rating system.

Several judges agreed that the question on "personal liking" had no place in such an

evaluation, which should be objective. However, it could be argued that in a commercial

setting, these boards would be submitted to buyers for evaluation, in which case their
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personal liking is important because it may impact their decision to buy the products

presented even though they are not buying for themselves but for their clients.

One judge highlighted a problem relative to “positive or negative rating” of a dimension.

She pointed out that, in her case, she rated both groups the highest score of 5 for the

dimension referring to the amount of detail in the storyboard. However, for one of the

two projects, she “rated a bad 5" because "there was way too much detail.” While in the

other project she "rated a good 5" because  “there was also a lot of detail on the board and

within the designs but it was not overpowering”. The dimension rated should probably be

reformulated in order to avoid any confusion and misinterpretation in the judges true

rating intentions. Overall, the judges approved the rating system.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research presented in this dissertation developed a pattern language describing the

creative phase of the apparel design process, focusing on the marketing and design

components, and their links to the various stages of the process. The objective was to

derive a common language for all those involved in the apparel design process. The

research results indicate that the pattern language comprised of fifteen interrelated

patterns provides a "design manual" that can achieve this objective.

The design professionals who reviewed the pattern language and the students who used it

to develop product concepts and storyboards, found it a very useful tool covering the

multi-disciplinary facets of design and serving many functions that contribute to optimize

process efficiency:

 teaching the apparel design process

 providing a check list of components and activities to be iterated in the process

 channeling knowledge and creative input to focus on a common goal

 supporting on-going communication and record keeping

 providing a structure to organize tasks, activities, skills, talents, knowledge and ideas,

 promoting discussions and interaction of all those involved in the design process for

constructive idea sharing and problem solving

 stimulating creativity and motivation through teamwork and a  relaxed environment

 integrating all available marketing and design competencies

The results and comments of the panel of judges who evaluated the storyboard projects

developed by the students indicate that the pattern language may also contribute to

increasing the effectiveness of the design process. The judges found that the group of

students who used the pattern language developed product designs that made better use of

market information, particularly target consumer’s needs and use situation.
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In summary, the pattern language developed was perceived as a tool that could be used

by all team members to improve design efficiency and effectiveness, i.e. higher success

rates of new products in a timely manner, by linking marketing and design in the creative

phase of the apparel design process.

The research results also show that time and practice are necessary to fully understand the

pattern language. Training and support to promote customized applications of the pattern

language are very important issues that need to be further investigated. Future research

could focus on developing training and support methods to present the pattern language

in the most clear and simple matter while ensuring that its users grasp its overall

dynamics as well as the details of its various components.

To verify the findings of this research, testing of the pattern language should be carried

out on a larger scale, replicating multiple storyboard projects and increasing the number

of judges. The evaluation judge questionnaire used in this dissertation to assess the

storyboards should be revised to integrate suggestions made by the judges.

Combined research efforts of industry and academia should focus on refining and

widening the pattern language. Based on further review and feedback from design

experts, the fifteen patterns presented in this dissertation, which focus exclusively on the

initial creative phase of apparel design, could be fine-tuned and upgraded. A quality

pattern language grows through a process of piecemeal growth. New patterns should

progressively be developed to cover the wide scope of apparel design and its related

fields such as marketing and textile design. To ensure that the pattern language keeps up

with the evolution of apparel design knowledge, processes and technologies, it would

have to be continuously revised and updated.

Combining information technology (IT) and the pattern language would contribute in

various ways to optimizing design process efficiency and effectiveness. For training and

support purposes, the pattern language could be presented in a user-friendly software

package. Hyperlinks, pull-down menus and animated illustrations would help grasp the
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dynamics of the interrelated patterns and navigate across them more easily. On a strategic

management level, the pattern language could be associated with multiple data

repositories and a variety of technological support tools such as expert systems, data-

mining and information filtering, artificial life and intelligence, which can assist in the

flow, utilization and renewal of knowledge encapsulated within the interrelated patterns.

The pattern language provides a framework for developing powerful simulation and

modeling tools that can help manage knowledge in multiple ways: capture and store,

search and retrieve, structure and channel, share and collaborate, solve or recommend,

update and maintain. IT offers increasing capabilities and speed in data recording and

processing that emulate the mechanics of human intelligence and life, as well as the

"magic" of their output. IT tools will increasingly become basic requirements in the

dominantly knowledge-based economy. Though IT can enhance the efficiency and

effectiveness of knowledge management and sharing, thus widening the potential for

creativity to occur, IT itself cannot generate creativity.

Only the human mind can trigger the continuous motion of discover, refine, re-discover

and so on, which is crucial to the innovation and improvement of any process or system,

and therefore, of the human condition or quality of life.  As the famous French

philosopher and mathematician Descartes suggested, this on-going creative exploration is

essential and exclusive to human nature: "Cogito ergo sum" (I think therefore I am).

Creative thinking is directly related to the natural patterning processes of the mind, which

seek to organize all information into patterns. Inherent to the human mind, pattern

languages strive on creative inputs and result in creative outputs. The application of

archetypal patterns is affected by individual perception and creativity, ensuring that

pattern languages will be re-interpreted and revised constantly according to the context

and environments involved. Therefore, a pattern language describing apparel design

creativity will lead to unique innovative apparel products resulting from an individual

interpretation, application and combination of patterns.
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9.1 Mandala Pattern
(Honeycutt et al., 1999)

Pattern Name: Abstract Mandala

Aliases: Framework

Problem:
You are faced with a situation of psychic confusion and perplexity without an instrument
of contemplation.

Context:
You are in a problem environment that lacks order or symmetry.  It needs a process of
centering.

An instrument or model of the "whole" as a pattern is required to provide a psychological
"view-finder" so you can superimpose it on the psychic chaos of the problem
environment and place each problem element into its proper order.  Thus, the weltering
confusion is held together for contemplation and understanding.

Forces:
•  "No Silver Bullet" Skepticism - Belief that there is no single development, in either

technology or in management technique, that by itself promises even one order-of-
magnitude improvement in productivity, in reliability, or in simplicity.

•  Complexity, Conformity, Changeability, and  Invisibility
•  The human impulse toward wholeness
•  Abstraction requires individual creativity, intuition, and experience.

Unfortunately, not everyone has those skills.   Some people are better than others at
looking at the world and discovering or inventing abstractions of reality.

Solution: Construct a MANDALA: (Figure 1)
A mandala is a holistic, schematized representation of the problem environment as a
complete, orderly and harmonious system.  The mandala will provide a visually
powerful, highly symmetric geometrical design.

The mandala is a symbolic system of circles, squares, or golden rectangles in
symmetrical arrangements of the number four and its multiples (The Quaternion). The
principle of self-similarity among the arrangement of these objects aims for a higher level
of integration and provides a vehicle for concentrating the mind so it may pass beyond its
usual fetters.

If one understands the mandala's inherent pattern language, a well-drawn mandala can be
the "story-board" of its objects.
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Figure 1: Mandala

Working our way from the outside of the mandala, to its core, we begin with the outer
edges.  The boundaries of the mandala form what is referred to as the "golden rectangle."
A golden rectangle exists when the ratio of the smaller side to the larger side is the same
as the ratio of the larger to their sum. The choice of the golden rectangle instead of the
circle or square, indicates a vision of reality and not the perfect or completely invariant
vision or pattern we are continuing to strive to create.

The next stop on our journey inward, we discover the Quaternion.  The quaternion is an
archetype pattern (cycle) of universal occurrence. It forms the logical basis for any whole
judgment. In order to orient ourselves, we must have the following:

FIRST a function which ascertains that something
is there

(Sensation/Plan/East)

SECOND a function which establishes what is (Thinking/Do/South)
THIRD a function which states whether it suits us

or not, whether we wish to accept it or not
(Feeling/Check/West)

FOURTH a function that indicates where it came
from and where it is going

(Intuition/Act/North).

This cycle is referred to in TQM as the Plan, Do, Check, Act or PDCA Cycle.  Figure 1
incorporates the golden rectangle boundary with the four items of our quaternion.
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Next, we take a step further into the mandala center. The objective behind the mandala
and its creative energy can be understood in terms of two opposite directions - Object and
Process.  These opposing directions and forces can be viewed graphically in Figure 2.

Object Directions:
Introversion (North): inward (Internal) into the realm of objects, images, ideas, and the
unconscious, and
Extroversion (South): outward (External) into the world of other people and objects.

The focus of the mandala creative process can be understood in terms of two other
opposite directions.  The Process Directions add emphasis that is orthogonal to the Object
Directions:

Process Directions:
Discovery (East): new development or innovation of an idea or an object, and
Refinement (West): improvement on an existing idea or object.

Figure 2: Mandala with Object and Process Direction
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As seen in Figure 2, The art, symbols, and color of a mandala should guide an individual
from the distractions of the problem (outer rim of the mandala), inward to a still center or
problem invariant (the center of the mandala).

The challenge of assimilating emerging technologies generally becomes a central focus in
problem solving and will most likely gravitate to the center of your mandala. The
assimilation process itself is quaternary: Table 1 lists each phase of the quaternary with
its description and its association to the ITMM.

Table 1: Phases of problem assimilation within mandala

QUATERNARY  DESCRIPTION ITMM
Phase 1 Technology identification and investment Innovation
Phase 2 Technology learning and adaptation Learning
Phase 3  Management control Rationalization
Phase 4  Widespread technology transfer Maturity

Resulting Context:
A mandala is designed to guide the viewer into an altered state of awareness through
contemplation. As shown in Figure 3, a quaternary grid of the states (quadrants) of
problem solving awareness evolves.  Table 2 lists the directions of the quaternary and the
associated activities.  Figure 3 applies the four states to the center of the mandala.

Table 2 : States of Problem Solving Awareness

DIRECTION ACTIVITY STATE
Southeast (SE) External/Discover
Southwest (SW) External/Refine
Northeast (NE) Internal/Discover
Northwest (NW) Internal/Refine
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Figure 3: Mandala with problem solving grid

Application of PDCA cycle:
Delving deeper into the center of the mandala, the PDCA cycle is applied to each of the
problem solving phases.  Figure 4 shows the PDCA pattern applied to each quadrant
using the principle of self-similarity.
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Figure 4: PDCA and the Problem Solving States

Problem Solving States Linked:
Figure 5 and Table 3 combine to link together the problem solving states into one state
diagram.

Table 3 : Explanation of States

STATE STATE OF
IDEA ORB WEB MODEL ITMM

CYCLE

1 Logical
Solution

The Embryonic
Prototype Bridge Thread and First Fork PLAN

2 Solution
Development

The Shell
Prototype

Fame and Secondary Radii
Tertiary Radii DO

3 Physical
Solution

The Working
Prototype

Hub and Strengthening Zone
Temporary Spiral
(Hub to Frame)

CHECK

4 Solution
Process

The Operational
Prototype

Rest
Viscid Thread or Final Spiral
(Frame to Hub)
Balance and Stabilimentum

ACT
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DoAct
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Lastly, we link the Object and Process Directions to the Quaternary of Phases.  The
following transition data is given in Table 4:

Table 4 : Transitions between States

TRANSITIONS
Object Direction Process Direction
Link From To Activity Link From To Activity
a State 1 State 2 Innovation
d State 2 State 1 Learning
f State 4 State 3 Rationalization
g State 3 State 4 Maturity

e State 1 State 4 Solution Increment
c State 3 State 2 Consolidate
b State 2 State 3 Solution Increment
h State 4 State 1 Consolidate

Figure 5: State Diagram link Problem Solving States One through Four
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Table 5: Matrix

TRANSITION MATRIX
State 1  State 2  State 3  State 4

State 1 a e
State 2 d b
State 3 c g
State 4 h f

Rationale:
A mandala becomes the "Container of Essence".

Glossary:
PDCA CYCLE:
Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle.  Part of the TQM (Total Quality Management) tool set for
continuous improvement.

ITMM: RETURN TO PATTERN
Information Technology Management Model created at NC State University.
(http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/eos/info/csc_info/citmr/enterprise.html)

Self-Similarity Principal: RETURN TO PATTERN
Parts of the whole are recreations of the whole.  In our example, the PDCA cycle
replicates itself around each stage of Problem Solving.  The smaller PDCA cycles are
identical to the overall PDCA cycle of the entire mandala.

"No Silver Bullet" Articles: RETURN TO PATTERN
"What if There's a Silver Bullet … And the Competition Gets it First?"
(www.virtualschool.edu/cox/CoxByte.html)
"No Silver Bullet; Essence vs. Accidents of Software Engineering"

Related Patterns:
PDCA Pattern

Authors(s): T.L. Honeycutt, J.L. Bender, J.L. Baines, and Beatrice Le Pechoux
The Four L's
Date: June 1999
Send email to author(s): tlh@csc.ncsu.edu

Reference:

Jungian Glossary from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
http://www.jungindex.net/glossary/
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Keywords:

Example 1:

Historically, mandalas have been made by all cultures from the Aztecs to the Navajo
Indians to people today.  Recently, this approach to problem solving has been applied by
Philippe Kruchten of Rational Software Corp. to the subject of Software Architecture in
his article entitled "The 4+1 View Model of Architecture."
(http://www.rational.com/sitewide/support/whitepapers/dynamic.jtmpl?doc_key=350/)

Kruchten's problem solving technique organizes a "description of software architecture
using five concurrent views… Architects capture their design decisions in four views and
use the fifth view to illustrate and validate them."

There "4+1" Model fits well within the mandala pattern.  First, the "4+1" Model seeks to
solve a huge and complex problem (Software Architecture).
Secondly, it takes a chaotic situation and captures it in the four views (a Quaternion).
Also, as with the Mandala, there are four directions in the problem solving activity which
are involved in an iterative process (the mandala uses the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)
Cycle).  Lastly, the center of the model's mandala is captured in scenarios.  There is also
a correspondence between each of the views.  Figure 6 shows the "4+1" model
graphically.

LOGICAL
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PROCESS

VIEW

PHYSICAL

VIEW

DEVELOPMENT

VIEW

SCENARIOSSCENARIOSSCENARIOSSCENARIOS

Figure 6: "4+1" View Model of Architecture
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Example 2: http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/csc_info/citmr
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9.2 Cover sheet for pattern reviewers

Developing patterns for apparel design creativity

Pattern languages have been developed since the 1970's in the fields of architecture and
software design to deal with all the problem solving involved with creative design. "Each
pattern is a relationship between a certain context, a certain system of forces which
occurs repeatedly in that context giving rise to a certain problem, and a solution which
allows these forces to resolve themselves." (Alexander, 1977) The patterns are
formulated in such a way that they can be used in different sequences and numbers, many
times over without ever doing it the same way twice. Therefore the output can always be
unique and new, thus defined as creative. A pattern language for the apparel design
process could channel creative efforts and enhance communication between design team
members by providing them a common language to work with.

The objective of this specific research is to develop a pattern language describing the
initial creative phase of the apparel design process.  The patterns will define the links
between marketing and design knowledge, activities, constraints and resources
throughout the process. The pattern language should guide its users through the various
stages of the initial creative phase of apparel design in order to optimize the efficiency
and effectiveness of the process as well as the market success of its end-product offer.

This research is conducted in the context of a Textile Technology Management Ph.D.
dissertation entitled "A Pattern Language for Apparel Design Creativity" being
completed at the College of Textiles in North Carolina State University.

Working model

An archetype of the initial creative process in apparel design has been constructed based
on the literature reviewed. This archetype, which is presented in the pattern entitled "
Archetype of Apparel Design Creativity", integrates the intervening marketing and design
elements, and suggests a set of links between these elements and the various stages of the
process. A set of related patterns have been defined for these elements and the stages of
the process and its dynamics.

This first set of patterns now has to be peer reviewed by industry and academic
textile/apparel design experts. The feedback collected from these experts will be
integrated into the working model. The patterns will be corrected, altered and/or
expanded accordingly. This final verified version of the model will include the following
a validated archetype and a validated pattern language.
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List of attached patterns:
1. Archetype of Apparel Design Creativity
2. PDCA Cycle
3. External Discover
4. Internal Discover
5. Internal Refine
6. External Refine
7. Marketing Mix
8. Life Cycle
9. Trend Analysis
10. Target Consumer
11. FEA Evaluation
12. Design Team
13. Design Elements
14. Attribute Ideation
15. Component Ideation

Note: All these patterns have been created on .htm files. Therefore, all underlined words
are hyperlinks to related patterns or figures.

Review and feedback
Please read all of the following patterns if possible consecutively without interruption in
order to grasp the dynamics of the language. When reviewing the patterns for corrections,
alterations and possible expansions or reductions, the following may be considered:
•  Comment on the archetypal model.
•  Comment on how the patterns fit your own creative design work process.
•  Suggest other patterns that you think are missing.
•  Suggest possible combinations of existing patterns.
•  Record personal examples and known uses for each pattern.
•  Comment on the flow of the patterns in the language.
•  Suggest other possible pattern links that may be missing.
•  Comment on the approach of linking marketing to apparel design creativity.
•  Add any other comments and suggestions you may have on the individual

components of each pattern, the pattern itself, the whole set of patterns and the
language they from.

Due date
Monday October 18
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9.3 Pre-project student questionnaire
Profile Questions

First Name: ________________________ Last Name:______________________________________
Email address:_______________________________

Nationality:________________________

Age: _______                      Sex:   ___F ___M

Status: ___Senior ___Junior ___Sophomore ___Freshman

Curriculum:

•  Major: ___TXM ___TT ___Other, please specify:

•  Minor: ___Business ___Language ___Design ___Other, please specify

•  Classes taken related to Textile/Apparel design:
___TAM 218: Introduction to Textile/Apparel Industry
___TAM 315: Apparel Production I
___TAM 316: Apparel Production II
___TAM 415: Apparel Product Development
___TAM 416: Apparel Production III
___Other, please specify

Work experience related to Textile/Apparel design and other (please specify type and length of
activity):
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Hobbies, sports and other leisure activities
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

If you have any ski experience, no matter how small, please specify the extent of your experience (ex:
2 hours total OR 1 week/year during five years):
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Family members and close friends environment:

•  Do you have any family members and/or close friends who are involved in Textile/ Apparel design?
 ___Yes ___No

•  Do you have any family members and/or close friends who are involved in any form of creative artistic
or design activity?
___Yes ___No
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Experience Questions

Personal experience related to Textile/Apparel design:

Experience and/or habit
level

No experience Little
experience

Moderate
experience

High
experience

Proficient

Drawing or sketching

Other art or design activities*

Sketching apparel designs

Sketching textile designs

Making clothes

*Please specify what other art or design activities:

CAD experience:

CAD use/ knowledge level No experience Little
experience

Moderate
experience

High
experience

Proficient

In general

Textile/Apparel visual design

Pattern making

PDM

Interest/motivation related to Textile/Apparel activities:

How often do you … Less than
once a month

Once a month 2-3 times a
month

Once a week 2-3 times a
week

Go "Window Shopping"

Purchase clothing products*

Make clothing products

Look at fashion magazines

Watch fashion shows

*Here clothing products include any apparel item and accessory (scarf, belt, shoes, etc).
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Work objectives:

Based on your personal interests and
motivations, would you like to work in:

Definitely
not

Probably not Maybe Probably Definitely

Textile design

Apparel design

Textile/Apparel product development

Textile/Apparel merchandising

Textile/Apparel marketing

Textile/Apparel sales

Textile/Apparel advertising

Textile/Apparel manufacturing

Textile/Apparel sourcing/buying

Other, please specify:_________________

Based on your personal knowledge and
experience, would you like to have close

interaction with?

Definitely
not

Probably not Maybe Probably Definitely

Textile design

Apparel design

Textile/Apparel product development

Textile/Apparel merchandising

Textile/Apparel marketing

Textile/Apparel sales

Textile/Apparel advertising

Textile/Apparel manufacturing

Textile/Apparel sourcing/buying

Other, please specify:_________________
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9.4 SPORT OBERMEYER PROJECT

Information packet:
•  Presentation of Sport Obermeyer
•  Print outs of Obermeyer's website:

 Story of Klaus Obermeyer
 Product Information: Fabrics, Insulation and size charts
 News Archives

•  Lifestyle and consumer profile data
•  2 articles about the ski industry
•  List of  potential competitors
•  Feedback from consumers on some competitors' products
•  List of useful Weblinks

Note: Much of this information is available on the Internet. The URL appears in the
lower left corner or the upper right corner of the handouts.

Project
Your group is the design team of Sport Obermeyer Ltd., a skiwear apparel company. You
have to create a new woman's line. Management expects your team to present a
storyboard with initial ideas for this new line within the next two weeks. The board
should include theme, color, fabric, and style directions for developing the new product
concepts within this line.

Your group will meet for 6 hours over the next two weeks, during two-hour sessions.
Progress made must be recorded in a brief report that should include the following
information:
•  Total number of product ideas suggested during the session
•  Number of product ideas discarded
•  Number of product ideas modified
•  Number of product ideas finally selected for development

The marketing department is providing you with a packet of information on consumers
and trends which includes the following:
•  Lifestyle and consumer profile data
•  Underlined articles of particular interest in the News Archives of the company
•  Two articles about the ski industry:

 "Snow reports retail sales set record top $2B for second consecutive year"
 "SIA's (Ski Industry Association) Vegas Show 99"

•  A list of  potential competitors
•  Feedback from consumers on some competitors' products
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Presentation of Sport Obermeyer

History

Sport Obermeyer was founded by Klaus Obermeyer over fifty years ago. Klaus was a ski
instructor at Aspen Ski School who had emigrated from Germany to the US. Klaus found
that many of his students were cold and miserable due to the impractical clothing they
wore. During the summer month he would go back to Germany to find durable, high-
performance ski clothing and equipment for his students. He found that garments in
Germany were not only more protective but also more stylish. An engineer by training,
Klaus also designed and introduced a variety of skiwear and ski equipment products:
•  First down parka, stitched together by Klaus from his very own goosedown comforter
•  First turtleneck shirts in the United States
•  First nylon windshirt
•  First dual construction ski boot - soft and warm on the inside; strong, durable and

rigid on the outside
•  First mirrored ski sunglasses, effective in shielding harmful ultraviolet rays.
•  First high altitude suntan lotion
•  First ski brakes
•  First complete collection of products designed with microfiber outer materials

Market shares

Obermeyer has become a preeminent competitor in the US skiwear market with:
•  45% of the children's skiwear market
•  11% of the adult skiwear market

Products

Obermeyer offers a broad line of fashion ski apparel including:
•  Parkas
•  Vests
•  Ski suits
•  Shells
•  Ski pants
•  Sweaters
•  Turtlenecks
•  And accessories
Parkas are considered the most critical design component of the collection; the other
garments are fashioned to match their style and color.
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Market segments

The product lines focus on 5 different genders:
•  Men
•  Women
•  Boys
•  Girls
•  Preschoolers
Each gender market is segmented according to:
•  Price
•  Type of skier
•  How fashion forward the market is

Within each target market segment, numerous styles are offered, each in several colors
and range of sizes.

Target consumer

Obermeyer competes by offering an excellent price/value relationship, where value is
defined as both functionality and style, targeting the middle to high-end of the skiwear
market. Unlike some of its competitors who make outerwear for both skiing and for
casual "street wear" Obermeyer sells the vast majority (over 85%) of its products to
customers for use while skiing. Functionality is critical, garments have to be warm and
waterproof, yet not constrain the skier's ability to move freely.

Trends directions

According to Klaus: "Europe is more fashion forward than the US… Current European
styles are often good indicators of future American fashions". The design team also
attends the major annual SIA (Ski Industry Association) trade show for ski equipment
and apparel, held in Las Vegas.
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9.5 Post-project student questionnaire

Work process questions

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Project Group: _________________________________________________________

Assess your team's creative design process
Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

The work process was easy

The work process was stress-free

The work process was well-organized

Explain how work process was organized:

Team members communicated regularly

Communication was easy

Team members often had conflicting opinions

Conflicts were easily resolved

Each team member had a specific task

Team members shared tasks

Explain how tasks were distributed between team members:
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Assess your team's creative design process
Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

You needed more input to do this project

You needed more training to do this project

Your whole team needed more training

A defined process method is necessary

Are there specific areas where you felt you lacked training/method?

Personal talents were essential to the process

Learned skills were essential to the process

Motivation was essential to the process

Ideas were generated by all team members

Creativity was stimulated through teamwork

What natural talents, learned skills and/or motivations contributed to your creative input?

How did teamwork stimulate your teams overall creative input?

List events/sources that influenced your design ideas:
____ Shopping
____ Media (magazines, television, mail-order catalogs, advertisements)
____ Internet
____ People anywhere (street, mall, campus, bus, etc.)
____ Friends, family members, team members
____ Competitors' products 
____ Fabric swatches
____ Color charts
____ Old product styles
____ Other, please specify:
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9.6 Pattern Language student questionnaires

9.6.1  Pattern Language PLG member questionnaire

Name: ________________________________________________________________
Project Group: __PLG___________________________________________________

Assess the Pattern Language (PL) method
Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

The PL is easy to use

The PL provides a common language

The PL facilitates team communication

The PL is useful

The PL is comprehensive

Please specify the PL's perceived benefits:

Please specify also the disadvantages, problems and/or difficulties of using the PL:

Please specify any missing elements the PL may have:

Please recommend necessary improvements:
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Assess the Pattern Language (PL) method
Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

The PL stimulated my personal design creativity

The PL stimulated the team's overall creativity

The PL increased my design motivation

The PL increased my design knowledge

The PL increased my design skills

Please specify the specific knowledge and/or skills gained with the training:

The training was comprehensive

The method was well understood

The training guide was useful

Please specify the areas where you may need more training:

Please specify what areas of the method were not well understood:

Please add any other comments and suggestions you may have:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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9.6.2  Pattern Language CG member questionnaire

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Project Group: ___CG___________________________________________________

Assess the Pattern Language (PL) method
Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

The PL seems easy to use
The PL could have provided a common language
The PL could have facilitated communication
The PL would have been useful
The PL appears to be comprehensive

Please specify the PL's perceived benefits:

Please specify also the disadvantages, problems and/or difficulties of using the PL:

Please specify any missing elements the PL may have:

Please recommend necessary improvements:
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The Pattern Language (PL) method would
have:

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

… stimulated my personal design creativity
… stimulated the team's overall creativity
… increased my design motivation
… increased my design knowledge
… increased my design skills

Please specify the specific knowledge and/or skills gained with the PL:

Assess the Pattern Language (PL) method
presentation:

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

The presentation of the method was
comprehensive

The method was well understood

Please specify the areas where you would have liked more explanation:

Please specify what areas of the method were not well understood:

Please add any other comments and suggestions you may have:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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9.7  Evaluation judge questionnaire

Prior to the presentation, just by looking at the storyboard and the product
concepts, please answer the following preliminary questions:

•  How would you define the target consumer?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

•  How would you define the context and use situation of the products?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Based on the presentation and the boards themselves, please rate the storyboard
and product concepts relative to each of the following dimensions:

Dimension rated Dimension definitions : Low Medium High

Creativity Degree to which the storyboard is creative

Degree to which the product concepts are creative

Novel use of materials Degree to which the storyboard shows novel use of available
materials/resources

Degree to which the product concepts show novel use of
available materials/resources

Novel idea Degree to which the storyboard itself shows a novel idea

Degree to which the design elements1 of the product concepts
show novel ideas

Effort Evident Amount of effort evident in the storyboard

Amount of effort evident the product concepts

Variation in shapes Degree to which the storyboard shows good variation in shapes

Degree to which the product concepts show good variation in
shapes

                                                
1 Design elements include the following: color, texture, fabric design, details (sleeves, armholes, hemline,
waistline, collars, necklines, belts, pockets, etc.), fastenings (buttons, zippers, Velcro, etc.), trims (darts,
seams, piping, embroidery, etc.), and general style (silhouette, line, form or shape)
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Dimension rated Dimension definitions : Low Medium High

Detail Amount of detail in the storyboard

Amount of detail in the product concepts

Spontaneity Degree of spontaneity conveyed by the storyboard: degree of
newness/trendyness in theme, color or fabric directions?

Degree of spontaneity conveyed by the product concepts:
degree of newness/trendyness in the product concepts?

Movement Amount of movement offered to the wearer by the design of
the product concepts

Complexity Level of complexity/comprehensiveness of the storyboard:
extent to which it covers target consumer needs

Level of complexity/comprehensiveness of the product
concepts: extent to which they would satisfy target consumer
needs

Technical goodness Degree to which the storyboard is good technically

Degree to which the product concepts are technically feasible

Overall organization Degree to which the storyboard shows good overall
organization

Degree to which the product concepts show good organization:
practical and relevant to their target consumers' use situation(s)

Neatness Amount of neatness/carefulness shown in the storyboard

Amount of neatness/carefulness shown in the product concepts

Planning Amount of planning evident in the whole storyboard

Degree to which product concepts seem to follow a coherent
marketing mix plan

Representationalism Degree to which the storyboard shows an effort to present
recognizable target consumers and use situation(s)

Degree to which the product concepts show an effort to satisfy
recognizable target consumer needs

Balance Degree to which design of the storyboard shows good balance2

Degree to which design of the product concepts show good
balance

                                                
2 Balance is the visual illusion that the elements in a design are equal in visual weight. Visual weight refers
to any detail that attracts visual attention. A design possesses balance if the grouping of lines, shapes,
colors and textures create a feeling of rest and stability. (Pankowski, 1972).
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Dimension rated Dimension definitions : Low Medium High

Symmetry Degree to which the overall design of the storyboard is
symmetrical

Degree to which the overall design of the product concepts is
symmetrical

Expression of meaning Degree to which the storyboard conveys a meaning: a story
about a target consumer in a given context/ use situation(s)

Feeling conveyed Degree to which the storyboard conveys a feeling3 relevant to
the target consumer and use situation(s) of the product line

Degree to which the product concepts convey a feeling relevant
to the target consumer and use situation(s)

Liking Degree to which you like the storyboard

Degree to which you like the product concepts

Overall aesthetic appeal Degree to which the storyboard is aesthetically appealing

Degree to which the product concepts are aesthetically
appealing

Pleasing placement of
shapes

Degree to which the storyboard shows pleasing placement of
shapes

Degree to which the product concepts show pleasing placement
of shapes

Pleasing use of color Degree to which the storyboard shows pleasing use of color

Degree to which the product concepts show pleasing use of
color

Display Degree to which the display of the product concepts would be
pleasing/effective in terms of visual merchandising.

                                                
3 The feeling conveyed should be related to the use situation of the product by the target consumer, such as
warmth, coziness, protection, movement, performance, winter sports, winter holidays, etc.
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The storyboard and product concepts were developed through a design process that
involves a series of problem solving tasks. Please indicate in terms of percentage, the
contribution each of the following problem-solving patterns appears to make to the
overall project (The total contribution should add up to 100%).

•  Preliminary market research information collected ________
•  Target market segments identified ________
•  Design directions developed ________
•  Product concepts generated ________
•  Consumer needs satisfied  ________
•  Other:________________________________________ ________
•  Other:________________________________________ ________
•  Other:________________________________________ ________
•  Other:________________________________________ ________
•  Other:________________________________________ ________

The rating system used was adapted from the "consensual assessment of artistic
creativity" technique presented by Amabile in her 1996 edition of Creativity in
Context, which focuses on the social psychology of creativity.

If you have any comments regarding this evaluation tool and the dimensions being
rated, please write them down.
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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9.8 Storyboard pictures

9.8.1 PLG Storyboard

9.8.2 CG Storyboard


